


MINERAL GLASS CRYSTALS 

Refills Available 
On All Sizes 

36 pc. Assortment 
Clear Styrene Storage Box 
Contains 1 Each of Most Popular 
Sizes From 19.0 to 32.0 

$45.00 

72 pc. Assortment 
Clear Styrene Storage Box 
Contains 1 Each of Most Popular 
Sizes From 14.0 to 35.0 

$90.00 

Stock Up At These Low Prices - Good Through February 10 

FE 5120 or 588.001 
Y588 $7.50 FE5120 $9.95 Use For Ronda 3572 ESA 927 .001 $7 .95 FE 6320 $6.95 
Y480 $6.50 V237 $6.50 

·~ 
927.101 $7.95 6820 $7.95 

Y481 $6.95 V238 $6.95 3220 $9.95 ISA369 $10.95 
Y482 $6.95 2030 $7.95 

2Y51 $9.95 
51'2 x 63/4 

FREE - List of Quartz Movements With Interchangeability, Hand Sizes, Measurements, etc. 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-328-0205 IN MN 1-800-392-0334 24-HOUR FAX ORDERING 612-452-4298 

FREE Information Available 
*Quartz Movements • Crystals & Fittings • 

• Resale Merchandise • Findings • 
Serving The Trade Since 1923 •Stones• Tools & Supplies• 
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Robert A. Nelson 
Hamilton E. Pease 
Milton C. Stevens 
Marvin E. Whitney 

Two months ago I discussed the upcoming 30th anniversary celebration. Now a 
program has been confirmed which we believe will entice many of you to leave 

your bench to join us for a few days of celebration and knowledge. 
Antoine Simonin, Director of WOSTEP, that fine Swiss training program that has 

provided the final polish to many of our finest craftsmen, will present a five-day bench 
course on servicing complicated watches. Mechanical watches are not dead; new models 
are being manufactured, and will be part of our repair income indefinitely. This will he 
a rare opportunity to learn from the best. The dates of the seminar are June 16-20, and 
enrollment is limited. Tuition is $125.00. 

On June 22nd and 23rd we will feature a display and demonstration of horological 
items created by some of the best craftsmen in the world. Robert Gruen will show and 
discuss some of the rare early Gruen watches made by his family. 

The speakers program on Saturday we believe will be a winner. George Daniels, 
probably the world's foremost watchmaker, will journey from his home on the Isle of 
Man, England, to speak to us on how some of his original timepieces are created. Those 
of you who attended our 25th anniversary celebration know that his presentation is 
well worth attending. 

For our clockmaking friends, we have invited Dana Blackwell, Curator of the 
American Watch and Clock Museum, in Bristol, CT, to speak. His expertise in this field 
is well known, and we are looking forward to his program. 

Nobody knows the pieces in our AWi Collection better than Henry Fried. His 
lecture will feature the f1istory and technology of some of our best watches, using a 
video camera and monitors, so that everyone can see. Following his lecture, he will he in 
the display room where you can talk to him and see the collection firsthand. 

No celebration would be complete without a banquet. Ours will feature a top 
speaker of interest to everyone, good food, and fellowship. A luncheon cruise for the 
ladies is planned for Saturday. 

Oh, yes-it will be held at the Radisson Hotel at the Airport, just across the 
river from Cincinnati, OH. Of course, you are welcome and encouraged to attend and 

take part in the Affiliate Chapter meeting on Friday, and the Board of Directors meeting 
on Sunday. 

I hope the forgoing has whetted your appetite. The costs will be low because of 

ou< Pe<pet~tion Fund, wd the"~""'"'"' Thm~ F ~ 

ON THE FRONT: The highest mountain in the contiguous U.S., Mount 
Rainier (elevation 14,410 ft.). This scene is from our President, Robert 
F. Bishop, Glenshaw, PA. 



~Inc. 

features: 
3 indicator lights 

2-tone audio indicator 
6-position switch 

2 testing probes with 
machined tips 

THE JEWELERS' DEPARTMENT STORE 
with savings galore from ceiling to floor 

SCREWDRIVERS 
European :;·95 s~ecia/ 

POLYTEST 
The latest state of the art instrument for 
checking the correct functioning of quartz 
analogue watches. Two-speed testing is 
possible. Without opening the case, Polytest 
can determine whether the problem is 
mechanical or electronic. Also, before 
dismantling the movement, this tester can 
determine if the problem is the battery, the 
battery contacts, the quartz integrated 
circuit, the coil, the rotor, or the wheel train. 

BAT-350.00 $124.95 
MADE IN SWITZERLAND 

vetagged a 
we ha 1 \terns \0 

COd rewdnvers · 
ed hex heads . With color 

P'.ecise/y ground /o Indicate sizes. 
with nickeled h empered blades 

______ a_nd/es. SCR-730.0o 

nurnber'/~u more\ 
save 

SPRING BAR TOOL 
only $6.25 

Tempered tips and 
measurements on the 
handles! SBT-100.00 

MESH BAND CUTTER 
sale priced at $99.00 

Bands are cut at right angles and 
will never fray or part. The long 
leverage handle makes it easier to 
cut than before. Will last for years! 

Jewelers Department Store 
56 West 47th Street ~Inc. 

N.Y. STATE: 212-819-0470 
ORDERS: 800-223-8960 

FAX: 212-354-2270 New York, New York 10036 

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED 
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UP FRONT 

Tris past year has been an eventful one for A WI. 
Members can avail themselves to a number of services 
which have recently been expanded or implemented. 

We will review some of them here so that you will be aware 
of the advantages you have as an AWi member. We invite 
every member to use these services at every opportunity 
during 1990. 

WORSHOPS & REGIONAL MEETINGS 
After a moratorium of nearly two years, A WI is once again 
bringing workshops into most areas of the country. A check 
of the mailing envelope for this January edition of Horological 
Times will reveal the projected schedule of courses. Additional 
courses are being arranged and their schedule will be an
nounced in the near future. Since most AWi courses involve 
small group instruction, registration is limited. If you are 
interested in a course, drop AWi a note now so you will 
re~eive a registration form as soon as the course has been 
finalized. Registrations are accepted strictly by the earliest 
postmark of the application. 

The advance schedule of workshops also lists tbe 
location of the Regional Meetings which have been pleasing 
AW! members for the past year. Regional meetings are free to 
all members. A well-rounded technical program is presented 
and members are guests of the [nstitute for noon luncheon. 
Plan to attend the Regional that is scheduled nearest you; you 
will be glad you did. 

MATERIAL SEARCH NETWORK & MOVEMENT BANK 
During this past year the Material Search Network and Move
ment Bank moved from the planning stage to reality. Members 
who are searching for a difficult-to-find piece of material 
can use the service for a fee of $5, or the donation of two 
useable vintage movements to the Movement Bank. The 
"Up Front" column on page 4 of the September 1989 Horo
logical Times gives complete details. 

The items being searched for are first faxed to ma
terial distributors on the network. If a positive answer is not 
received, a search is made of the Movement Bank for a useable 
used part. If the Movement Bank does not have the item 
sought, it is listed in the Material Search Network column of 
Horological Times. We have been 80% effective in answering 
our members' difficult material needs through the "Network." 

"SECOND OPINION" PROGRAM 
The "Second Opinion" program, designed to assist members 
in solving their difficult repair problems, is now ready to move 
from the planning stage to implementation. Members can 
select a qualified consultant from a list provided by AWi. 
They will discuss their problem with the consultant and, if 
necessary, send their "problem" to the consultant for exam
ination and recommendations as to how the problem might 
be solved. There will be a fee for this service to cover the 
consultant's time. 

TECHNICAL CONCLA YES 
A new concept in assisting local associations to bring meaning
ful programs to their members is also off the "drawing board" 
and will become a reality May 3-6, 1990. On these dates five 
mid-Atlantic states and the AWi will team up to present 
an outstanding educational opportunity for the members 
in this region. See page 49 of this issue for details. 

A Wl'S 30TH ANNIVERSARY 
On June 23, 1990 AWi will acknowledge its 30th Anniversary. 
A special speakers program has been arranged and a collection 
of handmade horological items will be displayed. A number 
of pieces from the world-famous A WI Packard Collection of 
watches will be on display and demonstrations of various 
phases of the art of watchmaking are scheduled. See page 51 
of this issue for more complete details. 

BB·Stella "GHC" Hunting Case <Geneva> Crystals 
THINNEST, STRONGEST AVAILABLE PLASTIC CRYSTAL FOR YOUR OLD COVER CASES 

(HUNTING CASES) AND THE LATEST FASHION WATCH CASES. 
GHC-96 ... one each (96) most popular sizes in container labeled for 

entire line ............................... $132.50 
GHC-161 one each complete line (161) sizes in container ... $212.50 

REFILLS .... . ........ . ...... . .. ........ $21.00 

ORDER FROM YOUR WATCH MATERIAL WHOLESALER 

AMERICAN PERFIT CRYSTAL COl<P 653 l-leventh Ave.. New York. N.Y . 10036 
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A CANADIAN 

MILITARY WATCH 

Q I am enclosing three photos 
and other data on a quite 
uncommon watch. It is the 

official military watch from a No. 19 
wireless set as used in WWII. I would 
be glad if you could supply any addi
tional information such as the manu
facturer, how many were made, etc. 

The watch fits into its holder 
on the front of the radio as shown in 
the reproduced page 12 from the manual. 
As it is so mounted, there are no holes 
for a bow in the pendant. 

6 Horological Times/January 1990 

Henry B. Fried, CMW, CMC, FAWI, FBHI, *FNAWCC 

Some other clues are: "Swiss 
made" on the dial, the works, and stamped 
on the inside of the back cover; no 
provision for loop on the stem; used 
in a bakelite holder on the front of the 
wireless set No. 19 from WWII; 15 jewels; 
"G.X.M." on works; (f Canadian 
army symbol; scratched on the inside 
of the back cover "KW89290, 38642W 
and N202446"; the description in the 
No. 19 manual: "Watches, Non-Magnetic, 
W.T. Cat. No. ZA7400"; and the descrip
tion in the No. 52 manual: "Watches, 
Non-Magnetic, W.T. V.A.O.S. No. VC7563 
Mfg. or part diag. No. CMC 108-012" 
(Canadian Marconi Company). 

John Plewes 
Carp, Ontario, Canada 

C-6 

A 
I have ·positively identified your 
movement, at least as a calibre 
41700 Unitas, 18% ligne, made 

either in 15 or 16 jewels. 
Unitrzs is still in business in 

Switzerland, mainly in producing pocket
sized timepieces for style use or other 
industrial purposes. Their address is: 
Unitas S.A., Tramelin, Switzerland. 

You might try writing to them 
for the technical details of your particular 
watch obviously made for the Canadian 
government. We here in the USA would 
have no knowledge of this. 

Q I have a watch in for repair. 
The customer would like some 
information as to the make, 

age, etc. The watch in the "Questions & 
Answers" column in the February 1989 
issue of Horological Times (page 8) looks 
a lot like his watch except it is not a 
repeater. It has a brass outer case hinged 
both back and bezel. On the back of the 
case is Case No. 3752 and 

COLORADO 

The inter case is silver hinged 
bezel case No. 1900, a No. 3 on pendent, 
and FIT or Fll in the case back. 

It is key wind, fusee driven, 
Roman figures, front wind, ratchet 
under dial, no jewels, and no name 
on the plates. On the r(:gulator plate 
is "Advanced Retard." 

Jewel J. Bonat 
Hamilton, KS 

A Your watch is of the 1800 
period, probably Swiss-French. 
The watch industries in both 

countries were within visiting distance 
of each other and is difficult to tell them 
apart, especially since so few of these 
were signed. 

Yours seems to be of very 
modest quality. Colorado would appear 
to be an American name derived from 

(Please turn to page 8) 



.ISttrel World's Strongest 
SPRING BAR 

The BOREL 100% Stainless Steel Spring Bar is the world 's strongest spring 
bar. It guarantees peace of mind three ways: 

•The body and tips are far stronger than others. Very important on the new 
thin styles. 

e The spring is heavy duty, exerting far more holding pressure. 1 OO% 
e 1t keeps its strength because it is immune to corrosion. STAINLESS 

The Borel Spring Bar System No. 267 features 40 dozen STEEL 
Borel Stainless Steel Spring Bars in four types : Double 
Shoulder, Double Flange, Thin and Special (for buckles 
in metal bands). They're put up in a professional cabinet 
with 24 jumbo size bottles. An intregrated chart gives 
full description of contents , p1us bottle position. 

You 'll find a Spring Bar in this assortment for nearly 
every need. Greater quantity is supplied of most 
popular sizes: 5/a", 11/16", 3/4

11
• 

Spring Bar Asst. 267/40 

New Ultra· Thin Stainless Steel 
aQ SPRING BAR 

1/4 

5/16 

3/8 

7/16 

1/2 - -

These spring bars are used in many 
new watches where band fits close to 
the case. This assortment contains 66 

bars, 6 each of 11 sizes, in a 
small partitioned plastic box. 

Replaces many of the Seiko 
type spring bars. Refills available. 

MK-800/66 s11.95 

DOUBLE SHOULDER 
1/4 ~ 

5116 ~ 

3/8 .. .. 

7/16 c4 ·-
112 •• ... 

9116 c1 ,_ 

5/8 -=> .. 

11 11 6 • 1 
'• 

3/4 c:e==> 
13/16 - .. 

718.. --

DOUBLE FLANGE 
518 i:s:t=:!!!=9::111 

11716 .e=-=-=
;3/4 ..::e::::::11=-~ 

13/1 6 ~=::!!!!::SS! 
718 =e==::!!:S:~ 

THIN1.5tnm 
112 cs::l!!!~S=s> 

9/16 =-' e 

518 ~~~,.. 

11/16 -e~~--

3/.4 cs!!!!!!!!!!~~ 

13116 ~~!!!!!!!!S::s> 

718 <E!~~!!!!!!!IS::sl 

SPECIAL BUCKLE No. 20 
518 IOl]=l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!m:::O 

9/16 -"! 

518 _, 

11116 -
3/4 -

---- Curving Gun, 
only .. . 
SBCG .... S19.95 

NOW ... YOU CAN ALWAYS HAVE THE 
RIGHT "CURVED" SPRING BAR, TOO! 
Just use the BOREL· TEC Spring Bar Curving Gun. 
Pick out the right straight Borel spring bar, place 
it in the curving gun and pull the trigger. You 're 
in business. No need to stock curved spring bars. 

13/16 - -
7/8 - - '* --= 

BEFORE 

~ 

Order the BOREL·TEC Spring Bar Curving Gun 
and the Borel #267 Stainless Steel Spring Bar 
Assortment, as described above. A $74.95 value. 

And pay only S69.95 

.llttrel 
Jules Borel & Company, National Order Desk - 1-800·333-4646 

1110 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 64106 

.ISttrel Borel & Frei, National Order Desk - 1-800-654-9591 
712 South Olive, Los Angeles, CA 90014 

Otto Frei - Jules Borel , National Order Desk - 1·800·772·3456 
P.O. Box 796, Oakland, CA 94604 
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
(Continued from page 6) 

the Spanish who first named those parts 
of the USA. The case could be American 
since there was a good watch case in
dustry before America produced watches. 

At that time the import duties 
on fully cased watches into this country 
did help the new settlers from abroad 
who also were casemakers. 

Q 
I have never had an occasion 
to need help in identifying a 
watch movement, but I finally 

got caught! I hope the photocopies 
are clear enough to help in the identi
fication. The only printing on the move
ment is "Switzerland" and the numbers 
98277. It is a 19 ligne movement, 21 
jewel, lever set, in a yellow gold-filled 
hunting case. The case appears to be 
U.S.A. Essex, C.W. Mfg. Co. 

It is such a beautiful watch and 
there is no manufacturer's I.D. All the 
jewels are ruby or sapphire set in gold 

"SERVICE!" 

We oUer the special services that todays 
watchmaher11 need to heep 

their customers happy 

• Custom Crystal Fitting • Parts Sample Matching 
• Movement Identification • Dial Refinishing 
• Old Parts Avnllablity • Same Day Rush Shipping 

As well as meeting all oJ your material and tool 
needs promptly and expertly. 

DAVIS JEWELERS SUPPLY CO., INC. 
Wholesale 

Complete Line of Watch Materials and Jewelers Tools 
333 WEST CHURCH AVE., S.W. 

1-703-345-8040 
FDR INFORMATION 

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA 24011 
Serving the trade since 1958 

FAX 703-344-5153 
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1-800-533-6293 
FDR ORDERS 

jewel settings. The escape wheel, pallet, 
and balance jewels are capped. The bal
ance is bi-metallic with gold screws 
and four meantime screws: There is a 
very nice breguet hairspring but the steel 
is a bit unusual, somewhat a half cylinder 
with tap extending on top of the balance 
bridge anchored with a screw in the cen
ter. The roller extends only on the side 
of the roller jewel. The pallet is very nice 
with balanced horns on each side, beau
tifully finished jewels and steel work. 
All plates are nickel and engine turned 
on each side. The watch has a double
sunk snap on the dial. 

I appreciate any assistance you 
can offer. 

D.A. Johnson 
Madison, WI 

A 
1 have examined the photocopy 
of your movement and have 
searched through my many 

catalogs of watch movements and fail 
to come up with a positive identification. 
The Essex Watch Mfg. Co. was the 
product of the Courvoisier-Wilcox Mfg. 
Co. of New York early in this century. 

The movement's decoration is 
almost like what was used about that 
time by the Unitas Watch Company of 
Switzerland. This might have been a 
special calibre and ebauche of much 
higher quality than most of their pro
ducts. The regulator and snail were used 
mainly by Agassiz of Geneva. The snap
on dials were used mainly be Geneva 
quality movements and might well be 
of the Agassiz benches. 

Henry B. Fried 

\1DJ3 



1990 CONVENTION • March 11-15 

JEWELRY INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION 

This year's convention will be held March 11-15, at the fantastic new $600 million 
resort, The Mirage - with an unbeatable room rate of only $83.00 per night. The 
meeting will be a pleasant mix of business (with motivating speakers and new ideas) 
and pleasure (golf, tennis, swimming, gambling). 

JIDA will help you: 
• Find new money making ideas and products. 
• Communicate with others who share the same ideas and problems. 
• Become better educated and more productive. 
• Become a better manager and motivator. 
• Attend annual conventions at first class resorts at reduced rates. 
• Improve your organization's selling skills. 
• Make new friends. 

Don't gamble with success, bet on a sure thing. Call J IDA headquarters and we will 
send you a convention and membership brochure free of charge. 

CALL NOW! 1-301-752-3318 
~~ 113 W. Franklin St. Baltimore, MD 21201 

~--------
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r>enGh Tip& 
Joe Crooks 

I 
r 

THE "CLOCKOSCOPE" 

This month's bench tip is from James Peghiny of Auburndale, 
MA. 

S ometimes it is very difficult to hear the ticking of a 
clock in a noisy area. This can be especially irritating 

when one is trying to put a clock in beat. 
You can, of course, buy a modern, battery-operated 

amplifier/speaker box with a clip-on microphone. Several 
low-cost versions are available. There is another earlier device 
used by old-timers which can be made using scrap parts avail
able in any clock and watch shop which doesn't use batteries. 
It might be worth a bench tip, especially for the younger 
group. 

The device can easily be made using one of the many 
empty 2" unpainted material cans lying around the shop, 
plus a 12" piece of 1/8" cold rolled steel, brass, or welding 
rod. The rod is simply soldered to the bottom of the can 
where it has been slightly filed flat on one side. 

A sketch of the completed unit is shown in Figure 1. 
The wire can be almost any practical length, one foot being 
about right. The device functions similar to that of a doctor's 
stethoscope in that sound vibrations are conducted up the rod 
and amplified to the ear by the can. 

,,, nG 

Figure 1 

SEND YOUR TIPS TO: Jingle Joe, AWi Central, 
3700 Harrison Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211. 
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To use the device, simply press the can to your ear 
and touch the clock with the rounded tip of the rod. This 
"clockoscope" amplifies enough that you can even hear the 
clock in the noisiest places, and just think-no worry with run
down batteries. 

Jim, what irritates me MOST while I'm trying to put a clock in 
beat-while the little kids are whooping through the house 
playing cowboys and Indians, and the teenage son is blasting 
out on his new high-watt amplifier, and the mother has the TV 
(in the room with the clock) turned up high enough to hear 
her soap opera above the son's boom box and the washing 
machine and dishwasher and the teenage daughter sitting at 
the phone (next to the clock) yelling to her girlfriend above all 
this noise, plus the dog barking his head off at the stupid 
nut holding down the doorbell-I repeat: what irritates me 
MOST is the father screechin!{ dumb questions about the clock 
in my other ear faster than a crow can caw at an owl trying to 
land in the tree where his nest is. That's what irritates me!! 

Solution: Go to your favorite auto parts house and 
spend 6 bucks for an auto mechanic's stethoscope which plugs 
into both ears and cuts out all outside noise (see Figure 2). 

l ong 2-pc. probe reaches to 11-1/2". Pye dia 
phragm. Comfo rtable p lastic ea r plugs. 

Figure 2 

) · 



J.M. HUCKABEE'S 

''Random Clock Talks'' 
The series of 37 "Random Clock Talks" videotapes listed below are available for loan 
to AWi members from the AWi Audio Visual Library. The ta1,?es vary in viewing ~ime 
from 1.25 to 2.00 hours and are available in the VHS format. A service charge of 
$5.00 each is to accompany requests to borrow a tape; only one tape is loaned at a 
time. The service charge covers AWi's production and shipping costs. Tapes should Qe 
returned to AWi within 7 days after receipt, insured for $30.00. Please order tape 
by number along with your name, address, and $5.00 service charge. Send to: A"VI 
Audio Visual Library, 3700 Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45211. 

TAPE 1: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : A brief view and 
discussion of a variety of clocks and tools 
used in the Huckabee shop. 

TAPE 2 : Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Demonstration and 
discussion on using various tools and lathes 
to make and fit a clock bushing. 

TAPE 3: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Discussion and dem
onstration on lathe operation using the 
Boley watchmakers lathe and the C&E 
Marshall watchmakers lathe . 

TAPE 4: Approximately 1.50 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: An analysis and work 
with the Urges 21 /42 8-day trapezoid 
time only clock . 

TAPE 5: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: A demonstration and 
discussion about drilling the arbor using 
Huck's "turning in a box" method and 
making a pivot. 

TAPE 6: Approximately 1.75 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: A demonstration of 
wheel cutting using clear plastic and a 
Mosley watchmakers lathe . Huckabee cuts 
four gears such as those required in the AWi 
certification examination. 

TAPE 7: Approximately 1.75 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: The Birge & Mallory 
Striker Clock-a complete study and anal
ysis of the Birge & Mallory Striker and the 
clock with its strap plates and roller pinions, 
circa 1841. 

TAPE 8: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Making a great wheel 
and mounting the great wheel on its arbor. 

TAPE 9: Approximately 1.75 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Making and fitting a 
replacement pinion for a clock wheel. 

TAPE 10: Approximately 1.50 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Correcting problems 
caused by an elongated pivot hole by bush
ing with a solid bushing and the use of a 
"preacher" to relocate center distance. 

TAPE 11: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Huckabee discusses 
the I BM #37 Master Clock Movement and 
I BM 90 Series Clock Movement. 

TAPE 12: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Using a custom-made 
attachment to make wheels and index plates 
on the Unimat lathe. The custom-made 
attachments can be made from drawing 
available from AWi upon request . 

TAPE 13: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Cutting clock wheels
a demonstration of cutting the wheels used 
in the AWi CMC examination. 

TAPE 14: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Using an inexpen
sive quartz analog clock movement, Huck
abee disassembles the movement and pro
vides an in-depth explanation of each 
component and their function in the opera
tion of the timepiece. 

TAPE 15: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Huckabee presents an 
in-depth discussion on the design of cutting 
tool bits, both hand-held and those held 
in the tool post rest . Also a discussion of 
steel-its composition and characteristics. 

TAPE 16: Approximately 1.50 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Huckabee presents 
an in-depth discussion about hairsprings. 
He also demonstrates how to vibrate a clock 
hairspring. 

TAPE 17: Approximately 1.75 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Huckabee goes through 
the process of making a knurled nut, one 
like those used as hand nuts in Early Amer
ican kitchen clocks. He demonstrates a 
simple way to knurl the nut. 

TAPE 18: Approximately 1.75 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Huckabee demon
strates the process of inserting a tooth 
into a clock wheel to replace a broken or 
damaged tooth . 

TAPE 19: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Pivot work in the 
American antique Sessions, count wheel, 
and clock movement . 

TAPE 20: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Continuation of work 
with the Sessions clock used in Tape 19. 
Complete restoration work on the move
ment and treating a worn great wheel. 

TAPE 21: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Making an American 
clock verge . Huckabee demonstrates how to 
select and work raw materials into a verge 
for an Ingraham miniature kitchen clock
time only. 

TAPE 22 : Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Completion of making 
a verge for an Ingraham kitchen clock from 
Tape 21. Also random tips and cutting a 
32-tooth recoil escape wheel for an Ansonia 
kitchen clock . 

TAPE 23: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Pivot and bushing 
problems and their repair . 

TAPE 24: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: The design and phi
losophy of lathe cutting tools. A discussion 
on various kinds of steel. 

TAPE 25: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Clock mainspring 
and barrel work. 

TAPE 26: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER: Clock mainspring ends 
and barrel teeth. Huckabee demonstrates 
how to replace teeth in the barrel of an 
Urgos 8-day modern clock. Huckabee 
also fashions a new hole end for the main
spring. 

TAPE 27: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : Understanding the 
antique American clock time train and 
repairs to it and using the Unimat lathe 
to polish pivots. 

TAPES 28 & 29 
Not available at this time. 

TAPES 30-34: Approximately 2 hours each 
SUBJECT MATTER : A series of five tapes 
designed as a teaching exercise which 
encompasses every facet of lathe work 
encountered in the clock shop. Produced 
in conjunction with a series of drawings 
which are provided by AWi when you 
borrow the first tape in the series. Upon 
completion of the work you have a set of 
excellent useable lathe accessories for use 
in your shop. 

TAPES 35 & 36: Approximately 2 hours each 
SUBJECT MATTER : Two tapes which 
demonstrate the use of the lathe accessories 
produced in the Series 30-34. This en
compasses all facets of pivot work encoun
tered in the clock shop . 

TAPE 37: Approximately 2 hours 
SUBJECT MATTER : A companion tape 
to the Huckabee book "How to Build a 
Regulator Clock." Al I components and 
details for their construction are discussed 
in detail. It is recommended that the viewer 
have the book at hand when viewing this 
tape. 

A DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
OF EACH TAPE IS AVAILABLE 

FROM AWi CENTRAL. 
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The Care and Feeding of Mainsprings 
by 

John R. Plewes 

©t 990. All rights reserved by the author. 

C lock repairers generally have a few of the most 
commonly used mainsprings on hand, usually stored 
in the same configuration as they were received

namely, that seen in Figure 1. Unless they arrived in a labelled 
box, a tag showing width, thickness, and length should be at
tached to them immediately upon receipt. Sometimes, how
ever, urgent matters intervene, and springs of unknown sizes 
go into stock. Other mainsprings continue to drive their clocks 
as they measure this strange phenomenon we call time, until 
one such mainspring breaks-and suddenly our "unknown" is 
a likely replacement for it. 

Releasing several restrained mainsprings to measure 
them and then recoiling them is wasteful of time and effort. 
Fortunately, a good estimate can be obtained without undoing 
the spring at all. 

The width of the spring can be readily measured with 
a rule or a micrometer and the thickness can often be mea
sured at point E in Figure 1 with either a micrometer or a 
Vernier caliper. If the gap E is too restricted for measurement 
purpose, measure the distance G with a Vernier caliper instead, 
and count the number of coils of the spring at the same point. 
This is done by counting the clicks as a toothpfok or pegwood 
stick is dragged slowly across all the spring coils which lie in 

Figure 2 

0 

(d) (c) 
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contact with each other. Dividing the dimension G (in thou
sandths of an inch) by the number of coils will give the spring 
thickness. 

Figure 1 
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To find the length we first find the average diameter 
of the close-packed turns. A sufficiently accurate method is to 
eyeball the points of a Vernier caliper onto points F and Hin 
Figure 1, thus measuring the diameter of the average coil. 
This is good eye training, and your score can be checked by 
shifting the caliper points left or right diametrically so that 
one point touches the inside coil and the other, the outside 
coil. 

The length of the close-packed turns is now found 
from the formula: L = rrDN 

L length in inches 
1T """ 3.14 

where D diameter of an average turn in inches = 
length FH 

N = the number of close-packed coils 

Measure the length from the loop end to the close
packed turns-this is usually only an inch or so; then measure 
the free central turns. This can be done with dividers or by 
counting the number of estimated inches with pencil marks. 
The free central turns on a new spring may only measure 
about 4", whilst on a well-used spring they may add up to a 
foot or more. 

Adding the three dimensions found above will give 
the total length of the mainspring to within a few inches. 
Practicing with a spring of known length will verify the method. 
Another check is to compare your estimates with the standard 
lengths found in supply house catalogs. 

When the correct spring is determined, it should be 
released, degreased, checked for rust, and regreased before it 
is put into service. This is because there is no way of knowing 
how old the original manufacturer's grease is, and it could 
easily be old enough to stop the clock. 

Although a broken mainspring generally means its 
replacement, a repair is sometimes feasible. Repairs to the in
ner, arbor end usually fail, as the remaining turns are forced 
to conform to an even tighter radius than before. As long as 
the mainspring, when repaired, has not lost more than say 
7% of its length (measured from its outer end), a successful 
repair can be made. This involves forming a new loop, as in 
Figure 2(a) and (b) or by drilling and filing a new hole, Figure 
2(c). In all cases the spring must be softened to the point 
marked P by heating it red hot and allowing it to cool slowly. 
Note that the use or.re-use of a clip, Figure 2(b ), saves an inch 
or so of spring length compared with the Figure 2(a) con
figuration, where the loop is formed from the spring itself over 
a rod or drill shank of suitable diameter. Both types of loop 
are held closed by a centrally placed rivet. 

The new oval hole at Figure 2(c) is ideal. The all-too
frequent (and in new springs, no less) Figure 2(d) hole is 
unacceptable because it will tear from the sharp corners Q 
and R. Manufacturers should know better than to use such 
holes, for they are unsound. Before installing such a spring, cut 
the offending hole off and make a new one as shown in Figure 
2( c ). The new hole should only be large enough to accept the 
barrel hook; anything unduly larger will only weaken the 
spring. The Figure 2( e) hole should be likewise cut off and re
newed, for it is too large and too near the end of the spring. 

Whilst it is possible to punch holes through un
softened mainsprings, there is a grave risk of cracking and con
sequent failure; the softening and drilling sequence is safer 
when mainsprings are concerned. 

SATISFIED 
CUSTOMERS! 

INSIDE RING ENGRAVER 
The fact is that your customers will keep the ring once 
it is engraved. Anyone in your store can engrave 
initials, dates, or short messages; trained valuable 
technicians or sales people can devote time to other 
jobs. Centering and spacing of letters is semi
automatic. Fun to operate and a real money maker 
for you whether you charge for engraving or whether 
you offer it as a service relating to merchandise 
purchased from you. Advertising the Inside Ring 
Engraving Service in your store window or on your 
counter is sure to result in additional ring sales 
because of the increased traffic. Comes complete 
with 2 side block style dial. 
EN-801 ............................................ $895.00 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
SUPER MODEL with continuous script- connected 
letters dial, built-in observation lights, and magnifier. 
EN-835 ............................................ $996.00 

0ffl l\~ 
S. (taliose\t Inc. 
Worldwide Distributors to Horolouists 

'~\I J;t?:;;;/ 0 

234 Commerce Place, P.O. Box 21208 
Greensboro, N.C., 27420, U.S.A. 

Phone (919) 275-0462 
FAX Number 1-800-537-4513 
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ULLETIN 
OARD 

A. NEW REQUESTS 

NOISY MUSIC BOX 
' Jim Campbell of Lowell, NC has a couple of music boxes 

which the customer says. makes too much noise. Jim 
replaced the music movements but the new ones w~re 
just as noisy. They sound like the fan whe.els are making 
humming sounds. Can anyone suggest a solution? 

'LOL WATCH CRYSTAL CATALOG 
Chip Colby, Beaverton, OR, is seeking a copy of a catalog 
for 'LOL Watch Crystals. If you can supply, drop us a note. 
We will photocopy the frrst one we get, keep one copy 
for our files, send one to Chip Colby, and return yours 
to you. 

LATHE TAILSTOCKS & INSTRUCTIONS 
Leo Jaroslaw, Acton, MA, is seeking a source for a tailstock 
to fit the Derbyshire (10 mm) Lathe. 

Also, he seeks a source for a concentric (in line) 
tailstock for a Boley f-1 lathe and an instruction book 
for this Boley lathe. 

"EL" CALIBRE 21 WATCH 
Jim Stanley of Fort Wayne, IN reports that he has a lot 
of affluent customers who return from cruises to the 
Virgin ISlands with watches that have rotating bezels of 
different colors. Now their taste has shifted to a quartz 
watch with a "stone-type" dial. Being thicker, it needs 
a longer center post. The calibre is marked "EL 21." 
Can anyone identify and name a source? 

L.B. TATE - SUPPLIERS OF 
WATCHMAKER MATERIALS 
Sheldon Warren, Ft. Myers, FL, used to do business with 
a watchmaker supply firm known as L.B. Tate. They were 
from somewhere in the Carolinas. Sheldon would like to 
know if the firm still exists, or can their successor be 
identified? 

B. RESPONSES 

"LOUIS BERNET" QUARTZ WATCHES 
We received several more responses for information on this 
brand of watch. We appreciate the responses we have 
received. 

CUSTOM CUT 32-TOOTH ESCAPE WHEEL 
We received several responses from individuals who were 
willing to cut this escape wheel for William Crane. We 
also note that the subject is covered in the Huckabee 
"Random Clock Talks" Tape No. 22. 

CAST BRASS BEZELS 
We received offers to custom cast such bezels and to supply 
from existing stock. 

REBUILDING ANSONIA "SWINGER" PIVOT 
One member offered his assistance in helping Harold 
Thompson with this project. 
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CONVERTING OLDER ROLEX CROWNS 
We were chagrined (but happy) to learn from one of our 
staff members that the HT published the solution in an 
article by Robert Mohr in April 1989, page 5. It seems that 
James Skinner and I need to read the HT more carefully 
during the New Year. 

SINGING BIRD CAGES 
We received this additional response from Jandi Goggin 
of Huntington, NY who writes as follows: 

In response to your request for a firm that repairs 
singing bird cages: 

I've been repairing/restoring bird cages and "snuff 
box" style singing bird mechanisms for over 30 years. I've 
been a subscriber to your magazine for only three years. 

Anyway, these singing bird cages and boxes were 
bought as novelties. After having to wind these for a short 
serenade of about five minutes, the novelty wore off 
They were relegated to hanging on a hook or placed on a 
shelf until guests or children arrived. Thus, very little wear 
is found on the mechanism, but the animal skin bellow 
covers soon dried out and gaps appeared that defeated the 
necessary airtightness needed to produce a good "song. " 

You do not find this lack of wear on clocks which 
run 365 days a year. 

So the major problem is to recover the bellow 's 
3 chambers properly and to replace 5 to 6 valves correctly. 
It's "tricky" and_very frustrating if you don't know how. 

Can anyone identify the manufacturer and name 
a source for parts? 

C. ITEMS STILL NEEDED 

KOREAN CLOCK MOVEMENT ITF 370-Ml 1 
Loal Huffman, Santa Maria, CA, has a School House Clock 
marked ITF 370-Ml 1. The strange thing about this clock 
is that it has a large wheel at the rear of the center wheel 
arbor (approximately 1.687" diameter) which has 64 teeth 
which have a sharp point, straight sides, and which appear 
to be cut with a "V" cutter. The cuts are very rough. 
The profile looks like this: M/t/ 

~ 
HADOON CLOCK MOTOR 
Harold Thompson of Owalonna, MN asks: Does anyone 
have specs for the novelty Haddon clocks of the 1940s? It 
looks as if the style "C" Syncron motor will work, but I 
would like to have a chart showing the rotation and RPM 
of the old Haddon motors. 

ADAPT A MODERN ELECTRIC MOTOR 
TO A 1930 VINTAGE INGRAHAM CLOCK 
Mr. Callaway needs advice on how to adapt an electric 
clock motor presently available to an Ingraham synchro
nous, hour/half-hour striking clock, model SS T7 . This 
clock dates back to the mid-1930s. 



SWISS TRADEMARK? 
We believe the trademark below to be that of Hahn of 
Switzerland. Can anyone confirm and give more details? 

Montin r/"Ji 
PLATO CLOCK BY JUNGHANS 
Charles Toms, Allentown, PA, is seeking the proper main
spring measurements (or mainspring) for a Plato clock 
produced by Junghans in Germany. There are a number of 
"Plato" clocks around which have been produced by a 
variety of manufacturers. This one is by Junghans. 

"ADOLFO" GERMAN-MADE WATCH 
Jim Stanley, Ft. Wayne, IN, is seeking the name of the U.S. 
agent for the German-made "Adolfo" watch. 

TWO NOVELTY CLOCKS 
Charles Field, Ft. Branch, IN, 
is seeking history and per
tinent information about the 
two novelty clocks shown 
here. 

Lanshire Synchronous Time Figure made of white metai , 
no other details. 

DO YOU HAVE INFORMATION REGARDING 
THIS MONTH'S REQUESTS? 

DO YOU NEED INFORMATION 
ABOUT ONE OF THIS MONTH'S RESPONSES? 

If so, send a self-addressed stamped business-size envelope 
and your request to the address below 

BULLETIN BOARD 
Horological Times 

3700 Harrison Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 

Distributor of Watch 
Batteries, 

Manufacturer of 
Smiles 

Low, low prices are not the only reason why our 
customers are wearing smiles. Swiss made Renata 
batteries and same day shipping on orders received 

before 4:00 p.m. have something to do with it, too. If 
you would like to make your life a little happier, then 

give us a call. We'll make a smile just for you! 

r-------------------------, 
I NOTICE· I 
I • 

1These are our regular prices,: 
: not special prices! : 
L-------------------------~ 

317 ............ $0.65 
31..9 .............. 0.45 
321 .............. 0.41 
362 .............. 0.26 
364 .............. 0.25 
37D .............. 0.39 
371 .............. 0.33 
377 .............. 0.34 
379 .............. 0.41.. 
3~9 .............. 0.3~ 
391 .............. 0.36 
392 .............. 0.24 
395 .............. 0.36 
396 .............. 0.33 
397 .............. 0.35 

To place an order, or to request a 
complete battery price list, call us 

toll-free at 

(800) 634-1070. 

SUPPLIES 
425 Livingston Street, Suite #5 

Norwood, NJ 07648 
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~Duu@rr@Dc 
~o ROUND 
~ @®®CRYSTALS 
THIN $18.00 
TEMPERED DOZEN 

* ASSORTMENT #MG070 -
Contains 1 each of most 
popular sizes from 18.0 to 
31.9 mm. TOTAL OF 70 
PCS .....•.••. $87.50 

* ASSORTMENT # MG103 -
Sizes from 25. 7 mm to 
31.9 mm for each 1/10th 
mm. 3 pieces of each size in. 
TOTAL 189 PCS .. $236.25 

* ASSORTMENT #MG101 - * ASSORTMENT #MG104-
Complete sizes from 18 mm 
to 31.9 mm for each 1/10th 
mm. TOTAL OF 140 PCS 
............ $175.00 

Complete sizes from 18 mm 
to 31.9 mm for each 1/10th 
mm. 3 pieces of each size in. 
TOTAL 420 PCS .. $415.80 

FREE 3 DOZ. SAFETY CHAINS 
(2 DZ. YELLOW, 1 DZ. WHITE) SEIKO - PULSAR STYLE. 

AND FREE SHIPPING 
WITH PURCHASE OF 
ANY ASSORTMENT. ~sam :::::at::::::m&E::E~ 

MG101, MG103, MG104 

THE 25 MOST POPULAR 
MINERAL GLASS CRYSTALS 

18.0 19.0 19.5 20.0 
20.5 21.0 22.0 23 .o 
23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 
25.5 26.0 26.5 27 .0 
27.5 28.0 28.2 28.5 
29.0 29.2 29.5 30.0 
30.5 

Contains one each: 25 pc. 
*Ass't #MG025 .... $31.25 

Contains two each: 50 pc. 
*Ass't #MG050 .... $62.50 

Contains three each: 75 pc. 
*Ass't #MG075 ...• $93.75 

REGULAR $27.00 VALUE 

QUARTZ MOVEMENT 
SALE 

FE 6320 ....... $6.75 
FE 6820 ....... $8.75 
FE 5120 ....... $9.75 

SUB FOR HARLEY 3572 

PUW 500 ....... $8.95 
PUW 510 ....... $8.95 
ET A 578.004 ... $9.95 
ETA 965.113 .. $14.75 

ALSO OTHER MOVEMENTS 
AVAILABLE AT LOWEST 

PRICES!! 

THE LOWEST PRICES IN THE U.S.A. 

• MINERAL GLASS CRYSTALS 
• QUARTZ MOVEMENTS 
• WATCH BATTERIES 

CALL US AND FIND OUT! 

SONG'S WATCHMAKERS 
SUPPLY CO. 

NATIONWIDE TOLL-FREE 

1-800-441-1042 
Information & Inquiries: (213) 622-3966 

FAX: (213) 622-3018 
404 W. 7th St., Suite 203, Los Angeles, CA 90014 
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Water carriers, Meknes, Morocco. 

1990 
AWi 

TOUR 
Basel, Switzerland 

Yugoslavia 
Casablanca 

17 days: April 16-May 1, 1990 

he following is our initial draft of the upcoming 1990 
AWi Tour. Olsen World Travel, who arranged our 
highly successful Russian tour, will handle all the 

details. Deluxe hotels and full a la carte meals will be pro
vided for breakfasts, lunches, and dinners. 

From New York we embark for Dubrovnik on the 
spectacular Dalmation Coast of Yugoslavia. Dubrovnik has the 
atmosphere of a "Riviera" resort. Its climate, wonderful 
scenery, and fine hotels contribute to the city's popularity, as 
does its great architectural and historic riches. The remainder 
of that afternoon is for leisure, to relax, or hunt for antiques
horological and otherwise-throughout this medieval city. 
Tonight we are invited to a get-together reception, followed 
by a welcome dinner hosted by our tour manager, Jim Gibson, 
who has been with us on many previous tours. Our hotel as 
of this writing is The Excelsior. 

April 18th, DUBROVNIK-Our walking tour takes us through 
the Old Town where no autos are allowed. The town is sur
rounded by thick walls and defense works dating back to the 
12th century. We continue on some stone slabs worn by the 
passage of time and view the Franciscan friary, housing one of 
Europe's oldest pharmacies, baroque St . Blaise Church, Sponza 
Palace, 15th century Onofrio Fountain, and the Rector's 
Palace, the finest building in the Old Town. We conclude our 
sightseeing with a panoramic drive offering wonderful vistas 
of the sea and the city below. 

April 19th, SVETI STEFAN EXCURSION-This is a medi
eval fishing village on the southern Adriatic Coast. The entire 
village has been transformed into a luxury hotel, adding to its 
appeal and charm. With its beaches, entertainment, casino, and 
excellent cuisine, it is hard to imagine that this was once a 
pirate's enclave. 

April 20th, DUBROVNIK/SARAJEVO-We will motor along 
the coast and view the crystal clear Adriatic Sea, dotted with 
beautiful islands, an area considered to be among the most 
beautiful in the world. After turning inland, we motor to 
Medugorje where thousands have witnessed the miraculous 
phenomenon of the apparition of the Virgin Mary. We con
tinue on to Mostar, once capitol of Herzegovina, where we 
see the spectacular 16th century fortified bridge spanning the 
Neretva River built by the Turks and noted for its graceful 
arches. Proceeding to Sarajevo, we see where the shot was 
fired that killed Archduke Ferdinand (triggering World War I). 
The River Mickacke, which flows through the city, is spanned 
by several bridges. It was on the Principov bridge on June 28, 
1914 that this tragic event took place. 

Sarajevo was the site of the successful winter Olympics 
in 1984. The entire area displays a pleasing blend of Near 
Eastern and European architecture and lifestyles. It s one of 
the most interesting cities in Europe. There are balconied 
houses, mosques minarets, an Oriental Old Town, and an in
triguing bazaar, world-famous for its craftsmen and artists in 
handicrafts. We stay at the Holiday Inn. 



April 21st, SARAJEVO/BELGRADE-Travelling by motor is 
an interesting opportunity to view the countryside and some 
TUial areas as we approach the nation's storied capitol. Bel
grade, one time capitol of Serbia, rises above the Danube and 
Saya Rivers. The city is the oldest in Yugoslavia, founded by 
the Celts in the fourth century. Standing at the "crossroads" 
of East and West, Europe and Asia, its history is one of the 
stormiest in older Europe. We stay at the Intercontinental 
Hotel. 

April 22nd, BELGRADE-This city offers excellent sightsee
ing including a morning tour of the Kalemegdan Fortress and 
its beautiful park, site of signmcant historical monuments. We 
view the Herald of Vistory monument towering over the river, 
the handsome Topcider Park, and much, much more. We will 
visit Tito's "House of Flowers" suburban tomb. We will also 
visit the open-air exhibition of old arms and the tomb of 
Tito. The parliament building, St. Mark's Church, Belgrade's 
Philharmonic Hall, Open University, and Republic Square are 
other memorable sights during our tour. This afternoon is 
free for shopping or relaxation. 

April 23rd, ZURICH/BASEL-This morning we fly to Zurich 
and then to Basel, Switzerland's second largest city. Basel is 
situated on the banks of the Rhine River and is the meeting 
point of three countries-Switzerland, France, and Germany, 
each reached within yards of each other. We'll stay at the 
Hilton Hotel. 

April 24th-This day is spent as the guests of the Basel Fair 
management with full inspection of the 18th European Watch, 
Clock and Industrial Equipment Fair. There we will see the 
latest in horologjcal and jewelry designs, technology, modern 
handmade horological works of art and "tour-de-force" items, 
meet trade leaders from the world over, and as guests of the 
Fair's management we 11 hear an address by the Fair director 
during a fine buffet luncheon. Those who wish may split that 
day to view the fine clock collection at the nearby Reichmu
sewn viewing the famed Geschwind Collection. 

April 25th, BASEL/MOROCCO-Time permitting, before an 
afternoon flight to Morocco, we'll visit a horological museum 
or nearby watch factory before emplaning to Morocco. We 
land in Casablanca, Morocco's largest city, with its important 
Atlantic harbor and over two million inhabitants. Now it is 
predominantly modern and an important seaport, although 
very attractive. We pass the city center at the waterfront and 
view the famous El Hank Lighthouse. The Hyatt Regency 
Hotel will be where we stay. 

April 26th, CASABLANCA/MARRAKECH-The city of Mar
rakech will be the center of our touring after a morning 
surveying the sights of Casablanca, motoring past tent villages, 
adobe huts with camels working the fields in one of the 
world's most intriguing cities. Marrakech, dominated by the 
snow-crested High Atlas Mountain range, is a memorable sight. 
Free time this afternoon is a must for exotic shopping, after 
which we'll be escorted to the fascinating Djemaa-el-Fina 
Square to see the famous sight; staying at the Es Saadi Hotel. 

April 27th, MARRAKECH-An extraordinarily beautiful city, 
Marrakech is ornamented with orange trees and palm trees, 
broad boulevards, snake charmers, magicians, native dancers, 
and water vendors with their goatskin bags and shiny brass 
cups. There is also the city square where we see the imposing 
Bahia Palace, the Medina, the Dar Si Said Museum. Also we'll. 
visit the tombs of the Saadian princes, Koutoubia Tower, and 
Menara Gardens. The afternoon is at leisuie for shopping or 
"antique hunting." In the evening we are escorted out of the 
city to the Restaurant Chaouia for a typical Morrocan "fan
tasia" complete with dinner and special forklore entertain
ment. (Please tum to page 27) 

Wholesale - Jeweler & Watchmaker Supplies 
456 West. Columbus Drive 

Tampa, Florida 33602 

V~C>~IC - H Just Sllahtl'Y Ahead 
()f C>ur llme .. 
Try Our Power I 

Try Our Batteries I 
JANUARY SPECIAL 

<:3!)'.1; <:·<·:::.::;:;~-k~5·v.:~;•fl@©iillte 

303 .69 
:::,~:-:.:.:';:\~t§;''::: .. w·WW§'lttVi@ $%f'Wlm.ltt®"*'''''tt4tffi~tJi 

317 .67 390 .50 
r ·0:a~ · _ .:tw.s9:'.0tc: rn:Ftt1:::~a:!i1w~. '.*: -~a'9t .. ,.,. _,_ · 

321 .41 392 .26 
> .-. "'.;:-:=:323: . .-. __ A_;-_-;5a.:--.;._jf N ,- --. H~]lg :: 

325 .47 395 
:·. =::32.9':·: . : . >'i:5(k ' - -: mrs_~ , :As~-=, 

335 .95 397 .42 
€''~ -: f.~: ;, ;:, "~~&!ti-' -> -!' ~,$.,!;)_;; '' ' \~-::;_ t: 

344 .69 BR1216 .89 
'SS.7 · :sa '''B~o .as, 
361 .31 BR2320 .69 
·GG2 .$4: - BR23.2-5.. = - .¥5:·--
364 .25 CR1616 .85 
370 ·: : / )360 )>;; :it'ffQJ;it 62.tn -4 :t2.$! :: ' 
371 .41 CR1220 .89 

~ __ --:3S1£i: _ ne.~2f .... ~'ft-7:.Q>::?,-:f 

377 CR2016 . 75 
-- 379-A-. .::;.<.:>:59>' ©$02,5::;-_ .'.79?~' • 
381 .46 CR2032 . 79 

... 'i 38~< ........ -tag: -·· . '.l:• eR2~o-" 1._4g,,,: ...... 
386 .49 AM5 (N} .79 

Above represents only partial battery list. Call or F PIX. for FREE Tool 
Catalog, Findings Catalog, and Watch Movement Guide. 

FE-6820 QUARTZ Movement only $8.50 
Phone Orders 

1-800-476-2715* ~ 
Toll Free 24 Hour FAX Orders 

1-800-476-8016* 
Tampa (813) 229-2715 Local Fax (813) 221-8016 

*All States Toll Free including Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and 
190 the Virgin Islands 
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James Adams, CMW, CMBHI 

Estimating the American Pocket Watch 

The principles of operation and appearance of the 
American pocket watch is exactly the same as other 

detached lever wrist or pocket watches. But the method 
and materials of construction are quite different from today's 
timepieces. Remember, these timepieces were produced from 
the late 1800s on through the 1930s. Because of their age 
and this difference in material used and construction, a more 
careful and different kind of estimating is called for. 

Let us now run through a system for repair esti· 
mating. To begin with, it seems that the third or fourth 
sentence from the patron, after asking you to "put a squirt of 
oil in it," will be "Granddad had this about 80 years ago as a 
boy. Can you tell me how old it is?" Or, "I've seen a picture 
of Aunt Elviney wearing this, the picture was taken about 
1921. How old is it?" So, friend novice, be prepared for that 
kind of request. I suggest you secure a production date list 
or lists of the American pocket watch as a tool of the trade. 

Now after the squirt of oil request, you inform the 
patron that there's more to it than that. Well, in turn, he 
will say, "My Grandpa used to oil his clock. Once a year 
he would put a jar cap full of coal oil in the clock to oil it, 
and it worked fine." Maybe he's implying you should find a 
jar cap to fit inside his pocket watch and fill it with coal oil. 

You think I'm joking about the coal oil. Well, maybe 
so in the pocket watch, but not about the clock-although, 
who can say what people sometimes think? 

Back to the business at hand. First, examine the outer 
condition of the pocket watch. Many times the crown needs 
changing, sometimes the bow is in a poor and unsafe condi
tion, and the crystal may need changing. Look at the case, 
in general, for problem areas, especially in hunter cases. 
Be sure to include these costs in the estimate. They (as watch 
components) are as important as the movement. Not to 
consider a worn crown or bow will (and I'll bet on this) 
return as a comeback. The patron will expect you to furnish 
these parts because you fixed his watch at "an awful high 
price." Maybe you're the type that needs to get burned before 
the lesson sinks in. 
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Next step is to try to wind the watch. Is the main
spring broken? Is it fully wound already? Check the setting 
mechanism, either lever set or crown set. If crown set, does 
the crown and stem do their respective tasks? If it will set 
but not wind or vice versa, it may indicate a poorly adjusted 
sleeve. Does the stem keep popping into the setting position? 
I'd bet on a bad sleeve. In reference to the mainspring on your 
winding up test, remember these old timepieces were fitted 
with blue steel mainsprings. Chances are very good that it 
might still have one in it. If so, it has long ago become set and 
lost virtually all its driving power. Keep that in mind. 

Let's back up a little now and go back to lever set 
pocket watches. Most people don't know a thing about the 
fact their pocket watch sets by a lever on the side of the move
ment. Be sure to bring this point to their attention. It's quite 
common, for me at least, to have the patron complain they 
can't set the watch, only to be told and shown it's a lever set 
movement. It astonishes many people to learn this fact. 

Next, examine the condition of the dial. Most of 
these are of porcelain and many have hairline cracks or even 
large chips knocked out of them. Point out the fact that 
you can't do a thing with the hairline cracks, but you might 
be able to fill in the missing chips. Now, some patrons will 
tell you to go ahead, and others will say "No, because Grand
pa's dog, Buster, knocked it off the sideboard and broke 
the face and I want to keep it the same." So never repair a 
dial without specific instructions to do so. Some dials are 
of sterling silver and it may be that it is possible for these 
to be cleaned up. Again, some patrons won't want this type 
of work done. 

The next step is to look at the hands. Are they all 
there? Are they rusty? Are they the type you could replace 
with the same or nearly the same style hands? 

Now, let's look inside this timepiece. Look carefully 
at the overall appearance of it. Is there any rust visible? 
Examine the train jewels. It's very common to find cracked 
jewels. Remember, you can only see the bridge side of the 
movement in this regard. Jewels in the American pocket 



watch were all set in metal bushings, usually brass. Once in a 
while, in very high-grade watches, these bushings might be 
gold! Let the power down and check the sideshake of the 
center wheel. Sometimes wear caused by a cracked or chipped 
center wheel jewel or a simple brass bushing can and does 
cut pivots where they bear on the jewel or bushing walls. 
If the pocket watch has laid around for a long time, any oil 
that was once there has turned to a dry, hard crust. So, you 
might have to soak the pivot holes with hairspring cleaner to 
partially clean out the gunk to try and get a truer picture of 
wheel conditions. 

It's mandatory to remove the balance complete from 
the watch for examination. Balance springs (hairsprings) were 
made of blue steel and subject to rust. This happens often 
enough to be a repair factor. Another thing that is very com
mon is cracked, chipped balance hole jewels. Again, these are 
set in their individual brass settings. There was no such thing as 
friction jewels. Let me tell you a little story here about pocket 
watch jewels. While I studied watchmaking in school, we 
trained on the American pocket watch. The only jewels I'd 
seen and was instructed on was the brass setting jewel. Even 
part of the lathe course dwelled in detail on making these brass 
bushings. So, one day I was introduced to the friction jewel. 
What heresy ... naughty, naughty ... they will never amount 
to a thing . . . they will fall out ... I thought I was here to 
learn watchmaking, now this . . . Really, this was my reaction 
to friction jeweling. Can you imagine what a really old gaffer 
though of this if I, a mere greenhorn, reacted that way? 

Back to business. It also was common to find balance 
staff pivots riveted into the balance hole jewels. Ya, riveted! 
If a staff were relatively soft and a drop shock occurred down
ward on the balance staff, the pivot of that staff would receive 
the total weight displacement of the balance complete, in one 
shocking blow, directly on the diameter of the pivot and 
literally riveting it into the hole jewel. By any comparative 
standard, these balances are very heavy units. Another area 
of concern is the roller jewel. It is very common to find these 
loose or broken. 

Earlier in this series I commented that to work on 
these machines made you feel like a watchmaker. How true! 
How wonderful! How pleasingly restful to work on these! 

The major areas of estimating concern are crowns, 
bows, sleeves, jewels, mainsprings, balance springs (hairsprings), 
and balance staffs. Beyond these areas fall the secondary 
repair considerations-banking pins, guard darts, PF&A fit 
to roller, dial trains, and cannon pinions. 

Sometimes it's sad to complete the repairs of these. 
The sense of melancholy at having to imprison this jewel of a 
movement in a freshly polished case somehow seems ... oh 
well. I guess that is why we are here. 

In upcoming articles of the "Novice Watchmaker" 
we can touch on the various areas of repair. So again novice, 
if you can secure an American pocket watch, do so. Get 
something in an 18 size or 16 size. Not many so-called watch
makers have the ability to properly service these. It could be 
a nice added source of income for you. 

MeehaniCaJ wafch and cleek timeJ:. "Workhorse of the industcy. ~ 
New LCD display. N0 paper u~ed . Traditional paper tap.e timing of Cem~et qµar:tz timing and analyzing. 

Linear graph readCiut. mechanical and·tuning·fork watche.s. Features bright LEli> digital display. 

For more information~or VIBROGRAF U.S.A. CORP. 
the name of your local 504 Cherry Lane, Floral Park, NY 11001 
distributor contact: Tel: (516) 437-8700 Fax: (516) 437-8708 
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SHOPTALK 
Wes Door, CMW 

Sharpen Up For 1990 

~tarting the New Year seems an appropriate time to CJ discuss sharpening up our tools and our thinking 
abilities in the way of books to read and seminars to attend. 

TOOLS-Let's start with our lathe. If we have a broken lathe 
belt we need to replace it. I have discovered an excellent belt 
material and seal. It may be purchased from industrial sup
pliers like Bearings, Inc. who have several hundred stores 
throughout the United States. The belt material comes bulk 
and costs about 20 cents per foot. I bought 4 feet which was 
about twice the amount I needed. The size I use is 3/ 16 dia
meter. 

Since we need to place the belt over our lathe pulleys 
first and then seal the ends together, we need a good seal. 
The seal to hold the belt together should be purchased from 
the same supplier. This seal is Loctite® 404, and comes in a 
yellow bottle (Figure 1 B). This small yellow bottle costs about 
$12.00 which should be a lifetime supply-even if you share 
it with lots of friends. This is the expensive part, but I think 
ifs worth it. 

First we cut the belt to length with a sharp single 
edge razor blade. Then apply a small amount of the Loctite® 
to each end of the belt , and hold the belt ends together with 
our fingers for about five seconds. It's nice to have a belt 
material that will not break easily and slap us in the face. 
Also, the belt will not make a "click-click-click" sound as it's 
rotating. 

A 
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For the purpose of this article I tested the strength 
by pulling very hard and did manage to break the belt. Then I 
re cut the ends (with a razor blade) again, but this time on a 
bias. So far it hasn't broken, even when exerting lots of ab
normal pressure. I still have the habit of closing one eye, just 
in case. 

Another useful tool is a detent tool. Figure 2 shows a 
detent tool I designed to help in the removal of a broken 
stem. You use this by placing the movement over one of the 
pins and pressing down on the movement while pulling the 
broken stem out of the watch with hairspring tweezers (not 
for detent screw types; just for spring-loaded types of detents) . 

SHARPENING TOOLS-Some like to use our lathe with a 
7 /8" cut-off wheel to sharpen screwdriver blades, tweezers, 
needles, etc. Figure lC shows such a wheel set up in our lathe . 
I personally use a flex-shaft assembly which is on the right side 
of my bench. It is held horizontally to my bench with a broom 
handle type of a clamp. By keeping a cut-off wheel in its 
jaw chuck, it is always ready to use. It's easy to use for other 
work by pulling this flex-shaft handpiece out of the horizon
tally mounted holder. It is excellent and very fast for sharpen
ing screwdriver blades, etc. while in this horizontal holder. 
Some prefer the hand method by using a sharpening stone 
for screwdrivers and especially for gravers. 

:e 



SHARPENING TWEEZERS-To resharpen tweezers the ten
dency is to sharpen the points. This is important. However, 
we should also trim down the area shown in Figure 3A, es
pecially if we are working on hairspring tweezers. Some 
prefer to buy a new pair or send the old ones out to be re
sharpened. 

TO SHARPEN CARBIDE-Although carbide is very hard, the 
edges can break off quite easily while using and needs to be 
properly and accurately resharpened. To sharpen carbide 
gravers requires special sharpening wheels . Wholesalers should 
be able to supply us with the proper ones. 

If we have crystal cutting equipment, with a diamond 
wheel we already have our sharpening wheel. This is an ex
cellent machine for this purpose , as this diamond-impregnated 
wheel does a great job. 

SHARPENING UP OUR THINKING ABILITIES-This is a 
good time of the year to make plans for attending some of the 
AWI seminars. After sitting at the bench for many years oPe 
would think that I would have learned "all there is to know 
about watchmaking." Unfortunately, this isn't so. 

Recently I attended Jim Broughton's seminar on dial 
feet . I signed up for the course after having trouble with my 
homemade equipment by discoloring two dials and riot having 
some of the dial feet hold on tight enough. I needed help and 
Jim's AWI workshop seminar supplied the help needed. 

After completing this one-day course, I drove four 
hours to return home, after which I went to my shop, and you 
guessed it: I just had to try out my dial feet soldering equip
ment on the two customers' jobs that required dial repairs. 
They were perfectly centered and the solder flowed properly. 
I did several other dials since, and with equally good results
so a big thanks to Jim Broughton and AWI for such a fine 
course. 

I was a little embarrassed to write about this and thus 
show my ignorance, but by doing so it might encourage others 
to sign up for courses. If a course for a subject that we are 
interested in is not yet scheduled for our area, we need to let 
AWI know. Also, AWI regional seminars should be considered 
by all members. I know the one in our Northwest area was a 
great success. 

We learn from each other, so let's all "sharpen up" 
for 1990. 'UDJ3 

( RAY·~·VAC ]® 

BATTERIES 
IPR ICES SLASHED! l 
NO. 392, Regular 27¢ Each 

NOW ONLY 

EACH 

No. 362 Regular 42¢ . ... ... .... 34C 
No. 364 Regular 35¢ ..... . ..... 30C 
No. 371 Regular 42¢ ...... . . . .. 37C 
No. 377 Regular 45¢ ..... . . . ... 36C 
No. 379 Regular 51¢ ....... .. .. 43C 
No~ 389 Regular 41¢ ........... 32C 
No. BR2016 Regular 76<t .... SSC 

Sale Prices Good Thru January 31, 1990 

• Wholesale Distributors of Diamonds, 
Jewelry, Watches, Jewelers and 

Watchmaker's Supplies! 

"Everything For The Watchmaker' " 

TOLEDO 
JEWELERS 
245 Twenty Third Street 
Toledo, Ohio 43624 

24-Hour Toll Free Ordering! 

1 (800) S37-0260 
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Old ffTatches 
Charles Cleves 

Hidden Values 

M any retiring or near retiring watchmakers and jewelers 
are sitting on valuable items that they either give 

away when selling their store or throw away before they sell 
out. Owning a jewelry or repair shop for 30 to 40 years allows 
you to accumulate a lot of desirable collectibles. Some of the 
areas that are often overlooked are the following: old catalogs 
and advertising materials, old watch boxes, fountain pens, 
antique jewelry, loose gemstones, gold-filled scrap, and wrist 
and pocket watch movements. 

Of the first items discarded are the stacks of old 
catalogs that have been piling up on the shelves and in the 
basements. The more valuable ones are wristwatch catalogs, 
especially ones from the 1920s to the 1950s, with pictures 
of the watches from that year. I recently had a Breitling 
catalog from the 1950s with pictures of all their chronographs, 
including a picture of a double split second moonphase calen
dar watch. There were many pictures of every kind of chron
ograph you could want. I sold that catalog for $300.00. Old 
Patek Philippe, Vacheron & Constantin, and Rolex catalogs 
are also very valuable. The older the better. Catalogs from the 
past 10 years aren't valuable unless they are from the high
grade watch companies. 

A couple of years ago a gentleman came to me with 
many really nice watch boxes for sale. I paid him approximate
ly $200.00 for them. A few weeks later he sold me ~ome more 
of them. While looking through the boxes, I found a paste-on 
label of an elderly watchmaker about 20 miles from me. 
I decided to visit him and inquire if he knew about the boxes. 
He told me he had been cleaning out the basement and throw
ing them away. The local junk dealer saw the pile of inter
esting looking junk and had enough sense to take it before the 
garbage was collected. A small sampling of some of the current 
prices follows. 
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Patek Philippe boxes: $50.00 and up 
Rolex: $25 .00 and up 
Vacheron, Piaget, and Audernars: $30.00 and up 
Gruen curvex: $10.00 and up 
Hamilton: $5.00 and up 

The more interesting the box, the higher the value. 
Another area is that of fountain pens. Old fountain 

pens are becoming more and more desirable all the time. 
Many old-time jewelry stores sold and repaired these pens. 
The most desirable names are Conklin, Parker, and Waterman. 
A couple of otfier names to look for are LeBoeuf and Ever
sharp. The most sought-after pens are the early Parker pens. 
The gold and silver filigree overlayed pens and the mother of 
pearl inlaid are the ones to look for. The larger the pens and 
the more colorful, the more value they have. Mandarin yellow 
and lapis blue are two of the scarcest colors. Pearlized and 
marblelized finishes add value also. The rarest of the pens are 
the ones with hand engraving from the 1920s and before. 
A Parker pen with two snakes engraved up the barrel and cap 
recently sold for $37 50 (in mint condition). There were also 
some made with swastikas and various pictures engraved on 
the sides. In general, the larger pens had larger nib sizes. 
Zero was the smallest and 12 was the largest. While these few 
names aren't the only ones, they're the main ones. Pen repair 
parts and tools are also of interest to the collectors. Counter
top cabinets, advertising materials, and window displays are 
also desirable. 

There is also a great demand for antique jewelry 
nationwide. Clean out the corners of your safes! Much of 
the broken jewelry is now worth restoring and repairing. 
Everyone has a small corner spot in their shop where antique 
jewelry and timepieces could be displayed. You'll be sur
prised how much interest there is. Don't sell anything to your 



retail customers that is not in good shape. If you have broken 
items that you either cannot repair or don't want to repair 
then sell them to other dealers who will. 

Old-time jewelers usually have an abundance of loose 
stones and cameos. At one of our local chapter meetings we 
had an evening where members could bring loose color gem
stones and use my testing equipment to identify them. We had 
a refractometer, microscope, polariscope, and heavy liquids 
with us. A couple of other gemologists brought refractometers 
too. It was a very interesting lesson for all ~hose present. 
We discovered a few better stones among the junk that the 
members brought in to test. It might make for an interesting 
evening for your local chapter if one of your members would 
volunteer to run this type of program. 

Another area of great return that is often under
estimated is gold-filled scrap. There usually are many usable 
pieces found in large accumulations. You have to sort it out 
to get the best price. Put all of your items that are 100% 
gold-filled (no steel or base metal of any kind) in one con
tainer and all of your watch bands and miscellaneous with 
steel attached in another. If you have 300-400 ounces of 
straight gold-filled, you can send it to a refiner. If you have 
a smaller amount it is better to separate it even further and sell 
it to a dealer . 1/20 12K gold-filled scrap or 20-year cases 
are usually sold for $6.00 per ounce at $400.00 gold market . 
1 /10 12K gold-filled and 25-year cases are usually around 
$13.00 per ounce. If it is not marked it is usually the lower 
price, provided it is gold-filled and not gold-plated. Gold-

plated watch bands and scrap don't bring much per ounce 
but are still worth saving. Also some gold-filled scrap has good 
percentage of silver mixed in and some of the refiners pay 
you for the silver also. 

Lastly is wrist and pocket watch movements. While 
the majority of movements are worth very little by them
selves, there are some worth looking for. Pocket watch move
ments with ornate colored dials and gold dials are valuable. 
Also look for unusual escapements on early high-grade move
ments. Most high-grade Swiss watches are not very saleable 
or valuable when recased. On most American railroad watches, 
it doesn't matter too much if it's recased in a gold-filled 
railroad style case. On older Hamil,ton pocket watches, always 
look up the serial number to see if it's one of the low pro
duction models. Wristwatch movements are the most over
looked category. Patek Philippe, Rolex, Piaget, Audemars 
Piguet, and Vacheron & Constantin are all valuable move
ments. Chronograph moonphase and doctors movements can 
also bring good prices. If you are about to liquidate, pick out 
your saleable movements and then consider donating the 
balance to the AWI Movement Bank: You can deduct a fair 
value from what profit you make on liquidating or selling your 
store off of your taxes. Most people that buy stores today 
aren't interested in old movements. AWi could really use the 
movements to get their program going. 

Even if you aren't in the position of retiring or 
liquidating, you might want to free up some capital for better 
purposes. 'U[]B 

@. QUALITY MINERAL GLASS CRYSTALS AT TRADE SHOP PRICES 

SAVE OVER 40% ON THE # 1 BEST SELLING 
23.4mn MG23.4 

f.:n MINERAL
~ GLASS 

CRYSTAL 
MINERAL GLASS CRYSTALS! 

Five profit making crystal assortments containing 30 to 240 
quality MINERAL GLASS round crystals at only $1.25 each. 

Stk # Quantity Sizes Reg. Price Sale Price 

MG-3 .. ... 2-1/2 dz ...... (12 .0mm to 14.9mm) ....... $78.00 ... .... only $37.50 
BONUS! FREE DRAWER 

-r1 MG-5 ........ 5 dz ......... (26.5mm to 32.5mm) ..... $ 146.00 ..... .. only $ 7 5. 00 
c=;;:,y BONUS! FREE DRAWER 

oP 11 1ar ( ) Most P t MG-8 ........ 8 dz ......... 26.5mm to 36.0mm ..... $227.00 ...... on/y $120.00 
S

ort111en BONUS! FREE DRAWER 
as 

MG-10 ..... 12 dz ......... (12.0mm to 26.4mmJ.. ... $335.00 ..... on/y $180.00 
BONUS/ FREE DRAWER 

Recol11111ensdh~dps~ MG-18 ..... 20 dz ......... (12 .0mm to 36.0mmL. ... $650.00 ..... on/y $300.00 
d e BONUS! FREE CRYSTAL CABINET 

for tra 

Refills available for these assortments at $27.00 dz Conly $2.25 per crystal) 

u~ 
l~I 
T WINCO 

TWIN CllY SUPPLY 
PHONE AREA CODE 612/545-2725 TOLL FREE MERCHANDISE ORDERING 

NATIONWIDE 800/328-6009 MINNESOTA 800/862-8139 
6150 Wayzata Blvd., Minneapolis MN 55416 
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Figure 3 

Courtesy 
ET A SA Fabriques d'Ebauches 

Marin, Switzerland 

ASSEMBLING THE MOON PHASE MECHANISM 

2587 ,, 

for the 

ETA 10% LIGNE CALIBRE 955.419 

Figure 1 

Figure 4 

Figure 2 

Fit the moon phase intermediate wheel 
(Part No. 2599) on the star wheel with 
the washer facing down as shown in 
Figure 2. 

Position the dial support ring (Part No. 145) 
with its notch at the 12 o'clock position as 
shown above left in Figure 1. 

Figure 6 

Figure 5 

2803 

The moon phase indicator and 
the moon phase intermediate 
wheel must turn freely as shown 
in Figure 4. 

Note: The moon phase 
mechanism is maintained 
by the dial. For this 
reason, the dial must be 
perfectly flat and centered. 

Position the driving crown 
for the moon phase inter
mediate wheel (Part No. 
2803) noting that the 
finger must rest in the 
notch of the dial support 
as shown in Figures 5 
and 6. 

Fit the moon phase in
dicator (Part No. 2587 /1) 
as shown in Figures 3 
and 4. 
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Seeking Prospective Candidates 

For AWi Board of Directors 

Tiie committee involved with securing 
I ~andidates to run for the AWi Board of 

Directors is seeking recommendations from the 
membership. If you plan to suggest a possible 
candidate, please send that individual's name and 
background to: Mr. Fred S. Burckhardt, Chairman, 
Nominations for Board of Directors Committee, 
AWi Central, 3700 Harrison Avenue, Cincinnati, 
Ohio 45211. 

Each recommendation will be carefully 
considered by the committee. Candidates will 
be selected on the basis of their past local asso
ciation or A WI experience, geographical location, 
present job status, horological experience, and 
willingness to serve. 

Mr. Burckhardt must receive all recom
mendations before January 31, 1990 to be con
sidered for the 1990 election. 

I want to buy displays, boxes, catalogs, parts, dials, whole or partial 
movements and anything else pertaining to Patek Philippe. 

Also needed: Boxes for Ro lex, Vacheron & Constantin, Audemars Piguet, Movado, 
Le Coultre, Tiffany, Cartier & Piaget - any age, any condition. 

19 20-1940 boxes for Gruen, Hamilton, Bulova, or other early wristwatch boxes
mens only for these more common companies. 

Always needing movements by Patek Philippe, Piaget, Audemars Piguet, 
Vacheron & Constantin, Rolex, European Watch & Clock Co., Cartier, 
especially complicated movements by these companies. 

WANTED - Patek Philippe 
moonphase calendar. This 
one pictured: 1969 model, 
paying $15 ,000 and up. 

CHARLES CLEVES 
Member: A WI, NA WCC 

319 FAIRFIELD AVE. 
BELLEVUE, KY 41073 

1 (606) 491-0354 
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Marvin E. Whitney, CMW, CMC, FAWI 

MECHANICAL MARINE CLOCK- MAX LOW, New York City, 6-inch, 8-day, ca. 1958 

M ax Low, 44 Fulton Street, New York City, who 
learned the watchmaking trade abroad, came to 

America in 1910. Shortly thereafter, he opened a watch re
pair shop, specializing in the repair of complicated timepieces. 
Soon he became interested in the marine chronometer, and, 
hence, turned his talents toward mastering the repair of this 
precision instrument. Being endowed with greater-than aver
age business acumen and being located in the world's largest 
port city, he saw unlimited possibilities offered in the repair 
and sale of ship's chronometers and other nautical instru
ments. Thus, he expanded his business to include not only 
chronometers but barometers, marine clocks, binnacles, com-
passes, bearing instruments, binoculars, and gauges. In 1962, 
Mr. Low purchased the well-known New York chronometer 
firm of T.S. & J.D. Negus. 

In the early months of World War II, when the 
United States was experiencing a critical shortage of chro
nometers and other nautical navigational instruments, Mr. Low 
was one of several nautical businesses that was given a letter 
by the Navy. This identified him as being requested by the 
Navy to seek out and purchase such instruments which in 
turn would be delivered to the Naval Observatory for possible 
purchase. Most of the instruments delivered to the Naval Ob
servatory by Mr. Low and others were purchased for the 
Maritime Commission. These individuals traveled the country
side in quest of these much-needed instruments. Their ef
forts rendered an invaluable service to our country, to which 
we should be ever grateful. 

At the conclusion of World War II, Mr. Low contin
ued to offer chronometers, marine clocks, and other preci
sion navigational instruments to the Government and other 
agencies. 

The Marine clock shown in Figure 1, and sold by 
M. Low, consisted basically of an 8-day, 12-jewel movement 
housed in a black phenolic case. The case was dust- and mois
ture-proof and equipped with a cushioned, bulkhead mounting 
plate. The durable black-finished dial was marked with large 
white numerals indicating the hours 1 to 12, with a secondary 
row of smaller numerals running from 13 to 00 so it could be 
used with the 24-hour military time system. The movement 
was wound, set, and regulated from the back. 

The 12-jewel, 33Al-inch round movement had an 11-
jewel detachable escapement and an additional lower hole 
jewel for the fourth wheel pivot. The sweep second hand was 
mounted on the upper pivot of the fourth wheel, whose arbor 
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passed through the hollow center wheel arbor and was the first 
wheel removed from the escape wheel pinion to insure posi
tive action and eliminate backlash in the sweep second hand. 
The nonmagnetic escapement consisted of a monometallic 
balance fitted with a Breguet type hairspring. The balance as
sembly was protected from shocks by incabloc jewels. This 
simple and effective shock-resisting system provisJed safety 
to the balance pivots against lateral or vertical shocks, thus 
reducing the possibilities of any pivot breakage. 

Figure 1. A dial and movement view of a 6-inch mechanical marine 
clock sold by M. Low, New York City, ca. 1958. The 8-day, 12-jewel 
movement was housed in a black phenloic case. Photo: Orville R. 
Hagans A WI Museum, Cincinnati, Ohio. 



AWi 1990 TOUR (Continued from page 17) 

Above: Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia; below left : Mostar's famous bridge; at 
bottom right: rural Yugoslavian. 

NEW FROM 

Jewelers I 
suppl Y,.,,.71~· FAX"259'0679 

MN 800·742 OSOB N;il 801)-328-0614 
P 0 Bo" 1404 M 1nncapohs M1nncsorn 55440 

THE TANITA GOLD BALANCE 
Totally Portable (6 in X 3 in) 

Accurate-Affordable-Compact 
Q_-100. Gram Capacity in . 1 gram increments 

Mini-Electronic Pocket Scale 
with Digital Readout. Automatic Shul-Off. Tare Capacity 
and L<Jw Battery Indicator. NO. JS 0215 

only$14995 

FORMERLY A DIVISION OF JEWELMONT. CORP, 

April 28th, MARRAKECH/BEN MELLAL/FEZ- We will mo
tor in the shadows of the High Atlas mountains through green 
fields past palm-fringed villages to picturesque Ben Mellal, 
Azrou, the attractive all-year resort of Ifrane to Fez, North 
Africa's oldest city, in a vast bowl-like setting. We wander 
about a totally different environment and witness thousands 
of Rifs and Berbers in flowing robes, veiled women, colorful 
markets, and exquisite Morrocan handicrafts. We stay at the 
Palais Jamais Hotel. 

April 29th, FEZ-A local expert takes us through the heart of 
ancient Fez, a teeming maze of shops and stores called "Fez
el-Bali." Time seems to have stood still for hundreds of years 
as we pass carpet manufacturers, brass workers, tanneries, and 
ceramic painters. We also see the mosque and its architectural 
splendor. This afternoon is free to retrace your steps for 
second looks, shopping, or relaxation. 

April 30, FEZ/MEKNES/RABAT-As we travel this morning 
to Meknes, the long-time capitol of Spanish Morocco, we view 
the attractive holy Islamic city which boasts a host of superb 
mosques. We continue to Morocco's capital, Rabat, where we 
visit the famed Casbah and see the lavishly ornate Royal 
Palace and gardens, the Tower of Hassan, and the ruins of the 
fabulous Yacoub el Mansour Mosque . Tonight ·we are invited 
to a farewell dinner party, staying at the Hyatt RegencyHotel. 

May 1st, RABAT/CASABLANCA/NEW YORK- This is our 
departure day, hopefully with cameras filled with exciting 
views and unforgetable memories. As usual, Jim Gibson will 
be tour manager and Henry Fried will help things along in his 
own inimitable way. Tour costs and brochures will soon be 
available. Write: AWi Tour Director, Henry B. Fried, c/o AWi 
Central, 3700 Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45211. ~ 

RETIRE THOSE OUTDATED 
RULERS AND GAUGES ••• 

The DIGIMATIC 
CALIPER is here! 

• 5 digit LCD display 

• Rugged stainless steel 
construction 

• Precision measuring 
from .01 MM to I 53MM 
or .0005" to 6.000" 

• Ideal for measuring 
stones, findings, bezels, 
watch materials and 
much more. 

ORDER TODAY 
Model JGA-500 

Only $122.95 

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 

ray gaber co. 
800 PENN AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15222 

PA 800-792-2820 • O/S 800-245-5090 
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John A. Nagle 

Looking Good 

D id you ever have a good customer disappear on you? 
I used to advertise in local newspapers, more or less 
to let people know what I was still in the area. I 

had long ago stopped advertising in the phone directories as 
I just couldn't handle the volume of work that those types of 
ads produce. Anyway, I hadn't advertised for a long time and 
my wife suggested that I did. So, I did! 

The very first day the ad appeared I received a call 
from an old classmate of mine who is quite the avid clock 
collector. It seems that when my ads stopped he assumed 
that I was no longer taking in work. It never even dawned on 
him to call me and ask! There are many people out there who 
will act in the same manner. Don't take your advertising light
ly! 

By now, most of you probably feel that you are being 
led into an article about advertising. Sorry-what happened 
when I stopped in to pick up my old chum's clock is what I'm 
going to discuss this time around. 

He had increased his clock collection since I had 
last seen it, and he pointed to some of the clocks that had 
been serviced by other local clock repairers. He mentioned 
their names as he told me stories about each clock. I think he 
really expected me to comment on the competition, but 
that's something that I avoid like the plague. You don't gain 
in stature by dragging down the competition. Never, ever forget 
that! If you insist on belittling the guy across the street, be 
sure that you understand something known as a libel suit. 

My friend then mentioned one thing that I really 
did appreciate. He said, "John, this guy seemed to do.an OK 
job on the clocks, but they never did look as good as the ones 
you did for me. There was always dust on the case and he 
never cleaned the glass. They just didn't look nice." 

When I was serving an apprenticeship under my Uncle 
Bill, one of the first lessons I learned was: The clock has to 
look nice. Your goal when working on a clock is to get it in 
as close to the way it was when it left the factory. The cus
tomer usually won't understand the repairs that you made to 
the movement. All you can really expect them to appreciate 
is the fact that the movement works as it should. Usually the 
customer will look for scratches and dents and the other signs 
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of mishandling. Whether or not you put them there really 
isn't that important; they will blame you! 

If the case is in the same state as it was when brought 
in, and the appearance and physical condition are OK, they 
will probably be satisfied, but not impressed. 

It's when you take the time to do the extra little 
things that makes the moment when a customer picks up the 
clock so magical. The brasswork is shining and protected by a 
coat of lacquer, the glass sparkles, and the case is clean, pol
ished to its proper finish. The hands are clean . All the case 
parts are secure and hardware is firmly attached. That's the 
beauty of a properly serviced clock. 

If this seems like a lot of extra work, I can only sug
gest that you charge accordingly for your effort, be content 
with mediocrity, or just get out of the business. 

Some of the things that a clock case requires are a 
whole craft unto themselves, but that doesn't mean that you 
can't learn. 

As in anything else, it is important to have and fol
low a good routine procedure. When a clock is brought in to 
your shop, carefully examine the case. The case is seldom 
hewn out of one piece of wood. Rather, it is assembled from 
many parts. These sections should all be tight, firmly in po
sition. If they are not, correct this by glueing and clamping. I 
used to use the yellow carpenter's glue in most of my wood 
repairing, but have changed to hot glue. You can purchase a 
hot glue pot from any of the woodworker shops. 

There are many advantages to using hot glue, but two 
quick ones are: 1) this was the type of glue traditionally used, 
and 2) it is easily reheated and once again soluble, even after 
many years. This enables you to secure loose veneers by just 
applying heat. One of the advantages and sometimes dis
advantages of our modern adhesives is that they molecularly 
bond to the surface of the parts being secured. This often 
creates unfortunate situations for future repairers. My intent 
in this article is to generally alert you to things that can be 
corrected. Few of these skills are instantly mastered. I suggest 
you obtain and study books on the subject and practice be
fore working on someone's clock. I say this to caution, not to 
intimidate. 



Secure that case. The base, feet, or any other sup
ports should be solidly fixed. Tighten screws and glue the 
joints. When joints are glued, clamp tightly and allow to dry . 
Remove any excess glue as it will not accept stains, paints, 
etc., and will look pretty bad. Again, a woodworker's shop or 
catalog will contain clamps for every situation. 

Brasswork on a clock case should be clean and lac
quered. The quickest and easiest way to clean brass· is to polish 
on a buffing wheel. Work buffed on a wheel charged with 
tripoli will remove old coatings and scratches and give a gen
erally clean appearance. Follow this by buffing on a wheel 
charged with red rouge for a bright, clean finish. Scrub freshly 
buffed brass with a soapy ammonia solution to remove the 
rouge. Dish detergent with a shot of ammonia works pretty 
well. When dry, apply a coat of clear lacquer, and you're 
finished. Traditionally, parts to be lacquered have either been 
dipped in lacquer or the lacquer was brushed on. I have found 
the spray-can lacquers to be very good. They are easy to apply, 
dry fast, and are fairly durable. 

Don't be so quick to polish all the metalwork. Some 
ornaments were goldplated, chemically colored, or just plain 
plated. Gold leaf, plate, or ormolu can be cleaned by care
fully scrubbing with any of the commercial jewelry cleaners. 
The part should be polished down to the brass finish only if 
the plating is shot and the customer doesn't want it restored. 
You should talk these situations over with the clock owner. 
The owner may prefer that the worn plating remain, as it is 
original to the clock. I should point out that it is very impor
tant that the customer understands what you wil I be doing to 
his clock. This should be discussed before any work is started. 

DIALS 

Dials are another appearance item that can become very con
troversial. Porcelain dials can sometimes be cleaned in jewelry 
cleaner, which will remove dirt from hairline cracks and the 
dial will once again have that new look. However, some dials 
will have store and individual names, pictures, and emblems 
which will dissolve if subjected to solutions. Chips and deep 
cracks can be patched with dial wax and buffed lightly for a 
decent repair. Some work is currently being done using epoxies 
and dental amalgams. Paper and painted dials can be touched 
up to restore their past glory. I always prefer to restore an or
iginal dial rather than replace or repaint. I think the paper dial 
replacements currently available are pretty gross. In instances 
where a paper dial must be replaced, pay a dialmaker to do 

it properly. 
Brass dials can be polished and lacquered, just as you 

would with the other brass items. Unless you have a large buff
ing wheel, it is best to polish by hand. 

Silvered dials can be resilvered through the traditional 
paste method or by using one of the modern solutions that are 
available through the various parts houses. 

Don't forget to replace the wax in the numerals when 
required. Use discretion, experience, and proceed carefully 

when doing dial work. 
How do the hands look? Rusted, spotted, chipped, 

or mismatched? Blued hands are beautiful. If they are rusted 
or scarred, take a fine emery board and clean them to bare 
metal. Heat until they are a rich blue color. Some hands are 

painted and have become scratched and chipped after years of 
handling. Sand them smooth and repaint them to restore that 
original finish. 

I don't know how someone can be happy with a 
spade hour hand and a maltese minute hand, but you see 
combinations like this all the time. With hundreds of hands 
available and your skills as a clockmaker, supplying matching 
hands should be an easy job. 

Make sure that your dial washers fit properly. I 
usually match them to the color of the hands. When pinning 
the hands, use a pin with both ends rounded off. It is easier on 
the eyes than nipped-off ends. Hand nuts should have a clean 
appearance-no scratches or rough edges caused by slipping 
pliers. 

Manufacturer's labels have become pretty collect
able. At one time, these labels were lacquered or varnished. As 
it turns out, this didn't preserve them and is no longer suggested 
as a means of preservation. There probably isn't a surefire 
method. I pin a piece of clear mylar over the label. This at the 
least will keep fingers away from it. Ordinary plastic taped in 
place has two disadvantages. It traps moisture, and the gradu
al breakdown of the plastic will react with the label material. 
There are special inserts used by museums and libraries which 
help slow the pulp breakdown, but realistically, we are probably 
fighting a losing battle. There are some nice label reproductions 
available that can be used with good results. 

Case finishing, touch-up pencils, and scratch-removing 
polishes are about it for the novice tampering with the finish 
of a case. Polishes and waxes have different results. Depending 
on the finish, you could cause real problems. Anything further, 
such as veneering, refinishing, etc. should be left to those who 
are experienced. Learn and experiment with your own clock! 

All glass should be good and clean. Just be careful 
when cleaning glass that has silk-screened pictures or painted 
borders, etc. This surface is easily removed by cleaning solu
tions. Proceed with caution. Check retaining strips and tabs to 
insure that glass is securely fixed. 

I covered a lot of material this time around, but if 
you use th is article as a checklist, research the techniques used 
in the various repairs, and practice. I guarantee not only im
proved business, but also a greatly enhanced reputation! 

CAREERS for the 90's 
- and beyond 

Watchmaking 
Clock Repair 

Engraving 
Jewelry 

GEM CITY COLLEGE 
700 State Street Quincy, IL 62301 217·222·0391 

FINANCIAL AID GRANTS, LOANS 
PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE FOR GRADUATES 
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CLOCKMAKING BITS 

A6()at ... 
BEARING CLEARANCE 

By J.M. Huckabee 
CMC, FBHI 

Q: What is the proper bearing clearance for clock 
pivots? How is it judged and when is adjustment required? 
When should a bushing be installed? 

A: These questions deal with a very large gray area, 
with essentially no values of absolute black and white. 

Let's discuss the situation. I would like to state a 
clearance value as some percentile of the pivot diameter, but 
that could only hold true for a limited number of cases. It 
would seem likely that the degree an arbor could be moved 
away from upright would be a good measure; and possibly a 
visual or sideshake a suitable method. Yet all these ideas have 
their faults. The quality and design of the movement enters 
into our picture. 

An aged craftsman once told me that a clearance of 
2-10 degrees is right. That is, the arbor can be moved an angle 
of 2-10 degrees away from upright when standing in one 
plate. Again, other influential factors modify the values. 
Coarse gearing, thin plates, open mainsprings, dusty enclo
sures, and stressed movement supports al I demand a greater 

Our Readers Write 

NO GENERATION GAP HERE 

I have been retired for a period of seven years. There
fore, I am sorry but I can't be of any help to your surveys. 

I would like to express my appreciation for the help 
A WI has been for me and the watchmaking profession. 

I have a deep affection for those I have known in the 
profession and my interest in the organization continues, al
though I haven't repaired a watch for a number of years. 

It would be a tragedy if the members didn't support 
AWi-that is, the members of the watchmaking profession. 
Young watchmakers who have recently entered the watch
making profession, please know that your job is much easier 
because of the past efforts of A WI. A WI needs your support, 
and most importantly, you need AWi. Persuade your friends 
to join AWL You and they will be glad you did! 
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Claude F. Miller 
Gastonia, NC 

degree of clearance. On the other hand, a clock with a dustfree 
case, barreled mainsprings, small pivots, large pillars, thick 
plates, rigid construction, and fine pitched gearing will com
mand closer fi~ted pivots. 

I consider the degrees of clearance as a reasonable 
check point. As we inspect a movement, this is easy to prac
tice and serious wear problems are quite vivid. 

The old American clocks work fine with the 2-10 
degree rule, but I like to think it should be more like 3-8 
degrees. Finer clocks may be better judged at 2-5 degrees. I 
believe most clocks would be more reliable near the higher 
limit than near the low one. It's easier to keep lube in the 
close-fitted pivot, but it's easier for stale lube to bind up the 
close one. 

We all get jobs that represent oversight by other 
craftsmen. The most common problem I've observed in other 
workmen's jobs is in new bushings fitted too closely or not 
upright in the plates. 

Our best teacher may be the "degrees of clearance" 
technique modified by the continual observation of known 
good bearings in the clocks we service. By observing the good 
as we repair the bad, we can develop a keen judgment very 
rapidly. On the other hand, there is no gray area when we 
encounter "hour glass" pivots, ringing and elongated holes. 
It's obvious these need the care of a skilled craftsman. 

If you have a subject that you would like J.M. Huckabee 
to address in a future article, send it to "Ask Huck," c/o 
Horological Times, 3700 Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, OH 
45211. 

I feel that congratulations are in order to you for: 
I) putting out a magazine that gets better and better, and 2) 
providing technical assistance to this watchmaker. 

When I first joined A WI in 1986 at the insistance of 
an old watchmaker (in his 90s) who has been one of my teach
ers, I was a bit disappointed at the lack of information con
cerning mechanical watches. However, the magazine has con
tinued to increase its information in this area. I am a younger 
watchmaker who is primarily interested in servicing antique 
watches. 

Your magazine is now a very useful and important 
part of my continuous learning and enjoyment diet. Many 
thanks for a job well done. 

Susan J. Packer 
Colorado Springs, CO 

Why Not 
Drop Us 

A Note? 

EXPRESS YOURSELF! 

What you do like ... what you 
don't like about the 
Horological Times. 



366XYZ 
The symbol above is your assigned casemarking. It will not be necessary for you to 
change your present method of marking watch repairs. Merely add the symbol above as a 
prefix to the marking you are now using, ie: 

If you now use a marking similar to this: B897C 

You should now mark your cases: 36 AXYZ B897C 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, and State and Local Police Officials ask for your 
cooperation in using the National Casemarking System. This is a chance for the watch 
repair industry to provide a unique public service. 

THE AMERICAN WATCHMAKERS INSTITUTE 
3700 Harrison Avenue 

P.O. Box 11011 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 

THE IDENTIFICATION MARK SYSTEM 

By 

Robert L. Macomber 
CMC 

When you joined AWi a card 
similar to the above was pro
vided to you for use in marking 

a clock or watch case. Many of us use it. 
However, others don't because they don't 
know how or don't realize how useful it 
can be to our customers. 

First, the triangle mark is the key; 
it shows that the inscriber is nationally 
registered. The state number should be 
put in front of the triangle (e.g. New 
Jersey is 31). The individual letter com
bination designates YOU. You can fol
low the letters with your Customer Job 
Number. This facilitates quick identifica
tion. 

Where do you place your mark? 
If you're a watchmaker it would be on 
the inside of the case. What about clocks? 
For run-of-the-mill mantel or grandfather 
clocks, the mark can be inscribed on the 
back plate in the lower righthand corner. 
On 400-day clocks, use an indelible pen 
on the bottom of the base; for cuckoo 
and wall clocks, mark the back of the 
case; and for carriage clocks use the bot
tom of the base. 

Does it work? It sure does! 
There are many cases on record where 
stolen clocks or watches have been re
covered and on other occasions victims 
of disasters or crimes have been iden
tified. 

Anyone can request an identifi
cation mark from AWi-they need not 
be a member. If you've forgotten yours, 
or misplaced it, just contact AWi Cen
tral in writing, and they'll give one to you. 

I've been using my AWi mark 
ever since I joined AWi in the '70s. 
Just in the last six months, three of my 
customers have called in for my mark 
because their clocks had been stolen. My 
customers appreciate this service. After 
all, our customers are our reason for 
being! 

Sure it takes time to mark a 
clock or watch-about five seconds! 
In this day and age of frequent residen
tial robberies, we AWi members can real
ly be of service to our customers by using 
our unique Identification Marking System. 
We urge you to USE it. You and your 
customers will like it! ULJJ3 

PATEK PHIUPPI 
MlllDTIMI 
We are paying: 
$75,000-$150,000 

CHRONOGRAPHS (STOPWATCHES) WANTED: 
Patek Philippe $25,000 and up 
Rolex 14K up to $20,000 
Rolex 18K up to $30,000 
Rolex Steel $1,500 and up 
Universal 18K $1,000 and up 
Universal 14K $700 and up 

LeCoultre 18K $1,500 and up 
Movado 18K $2,000 and up 

Universal Steel $200 and up 
Cartier 18K $5,000 and up 
Breitling Steel $100-$700 

These prices are for Chronographs only. 
Call for other watch prices. Top prices paid for 
Rolex, Patek, Vacheron , Cartier, Audemars 
and Movado watches of any kind. Exact price 
depends on style of case, dial, originality 
and condition. 

To sell a watch call: 1 (800) 922-4377 or 
(813) 896-0622. For free appraisals write: 

HBS INVESTMENTS 
Home Office : One Fourth Street North, Suite 940 

St. Petersburg, Florida 33701 
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WATCHES' 
Archie B. Perkins, CMW, FNAWCC, CMBHI 

(All rights reserved by the author) 

Antique Watch Restoration © 
1990 

PART XLIX 
SHARPENING CIRCULAR GEAR CUTTERS 

The efficiency and life of a circular gear cutter is 
greatly affected by the way the cutter is sharpened 

and used. A cutter should never be used when it is dull or 
improperly sharpened. A dull cutter is likely to burnish the 
surface being cut and, in turn, the cutter will become bur
nished and further damaged. When a circular gear cutter 
is being used, it should make very little noise if it is sharp. 
The noise that the cutter makes increases as the cutter be
comes more dull. If the noise that the cutter makes increases 
as it is being used, the cutter should be resharpened at once 
before it is further damaged. Note: This is more likely to occur 
when cutting steel gears. A correctly sharpened gear cutter 
will have evenly spaced teeth and all of the teeth will be the 
same length. Note : It is very important that all of the cutter 
teeth be the same length ; otherwise, only the longest teeth 
will do the cutting. This causes rapid wear of these teeth 
and irregularity of cutting. The cutting faces of the teeth 
should -be on a radial line running from the center of the 
cutter, and the cutting faces should be square with the flat 
sides of the cutter. 

Figure 1 shows the correct method of sharpening 
a circular cutter. Note: Some circular gear cutters cannot 
be sharpened . The cutters referred to are the ones that are 
made by the pantograph method and do not have a constant 
profile. View A, Figure 1 shows the general shape of the 
grinding wheel used to sharpen gear cutters. The shape of the 
grinding wheel may be different for cutters which have differ
ent shaped spaces. The side of the grinding wheel which 
grinds the cutting faces of the teeth must be flat and square 
with the arbor holding the grinding wheel. The grinding 
wheel should run very true on its arbor. Before attempting to 
sharpen a cutter, one should also make sure that the cutter 
runs true on its arbor. The grinding wheel should have a 
medium grain and be hard enough to hold its shape well 
during use . A medium grain India (aluminum oxide) wheel 
does a nice job. Note : To sharpen carbide cutters, one should 
use a bonded diamond wheel. The grinding wheel is shaped 
for the notches of the cutter with a diamond wheel dresser. 
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A diamond wheel dresser can be made by setting a small 
industrial diamond into the end of a brass rod. 

When sharpening a wheel cutter, the grinding wheel 
is held on its arbor in the gear cutting attachment while the 
gear cutter is held on its arbor in the headstock of the lathe . 
To index a gear cutter when sharpening it, one would need 
a universal dividing attachment. One of these attachments is 
shown mounted on the headstock of a lathe in F igure 5. 
This attachment has a set of index plates which have a total 
of 18 rows of holes . The following numbers are in the set : 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 27, 29, 31, 33, 37, 39, 41, 43, 
47 and 49. 

Figure 1 
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To use this attachment, one would use the following 
procedure. First, determine the number of teeth in the cutter 
that is to be sharpened, which in this case is 15. Next, deter
mine the index plate needed. Since the ratio of the dividing 
attachment is 40 to 1, one must turn the crank 40 turns in 
order for the headstock to make one turn. Therefore, if we 
divide 40 by the number of teeth in the cutter, we would 
find the index plate needed to index the cutter. Example: 
40' 
15" 

When we reduce these two figures to their lowest 

terms, we would have~-

Now, by multiplying these figures ~ by the same 

number, we would obtain the possible choices of index plates. 
We would have the following choices: 

8 x (5) = .1Q_ or 8 x (6 ) =~or 8 x (7) = ..§§_ or 
3 x (5) 15 3 x (6) 18 3 x (7) 21 

8 x (9) = !..±...or 8 x ( 11) =~ or 8 x (13) = 104 
3 x (9) 27 3 x ( 11) 33 3 x (13) 39 

The lower number is the index plate and the upper 
number is the number of holes used to index the cutter from 
one tooth to another. One would select the index plate which 
has the highest number. This would allow the smallest amount 
of material to be removed from the face of the cutter teeth 
because when we move the index pin one hole, the movement 
is less than moving the index pin one hole in a plate with fewer 
holes. 

If we choose the 39 hole plate, then we would have 
to move the index pin 104 holes each time we inde·x the gear 
cutter one tooth. By dividing 104 by 39, we would have: 

104 = 226. 
39 39 

This would mean that we must turn the index crank 
2 turns plus 26 holes each time we index the cutter. 

several settings and grindings to correct the condition. 
When we refer back to Figure 1, one will see some 

faults in sharpening gear cutters. View B shows cutter teeth 
that have been ground by a grinding wheel that was not 
centered with the center of the cutter. In this case, the teeth 
of the cutter were undercut. This fault causes the cutter to 
cut too deeply. This condition causes the cutter to form 
teeth that are not shaped correctly. 

View C, Figure 1 shows cutter teeth which have been 
ground with a grinding wheel that was off center in the op
posite direction . This causes the teeth of the cutter to have 
negative relief. The cutter teeth will cut shallow and cause 
the wheel teeth to be cut with an incorrect shape. A cutter 
sharpened this way will appear to be dull and drag. 

View D. Figure 1 shows cutter teeth which have been 
sharpened out of square with the flat sides of the cutter. 
This condition will cause the cutter to cut teeth which are 
incorrectly shaped. The dotted lines in the three views in
dicate the correct shape for the faces of the cutter teeth. 

EQUIPMENT USED IN MAKING GEARS 
To cut wheels and pinions for watches, one would 

need the equipment that is shown in Figure 2. In addition to 
the lathe and motor, one would need a slide rest, a gear cutting 
attachment (mounted on top of the slide rest), a countershaft 
to drive the gear cutting attachment, an idler stand to guide 
the belt to the gear cutting attachment, and a method of 
indexing the headstock of the lathe. In this illustration, the 
indexing system is an index plate and index latch. This is 
considered a simple method of indexing. 

Figure 3 shows a close-up view of the gear cutting 
attachment set in a horizontal position. This is the position 
that the attachment is usually set in for wheel and pinion 
cutting. This is mainly because a better view of the work is 
obtained. When the gear cutting attachment is set in this 
position, it makes it necessary to place the slide rest on the 
lathe bed from the back of the bed and to swivel the top 
slides around 180 degrees as shown in Figures 2 and 3. When 
the gear cutting attachment is in this position, bevel gears 
cannot be cut. Also, this position is not the best for cutting 
contrate wheels . 

Figure 4 shows the gear cutting attachment set on the 
slide rest in a vertical position. When the gear cutting attach-

Figure 2 

When grinding the faces of the cutter teeth, the 
grinding wheel should be kept clean and moist with an oily 
cloth. The speed of the grinding wheel should be between 
1500 and 2000 revolutions per minute . The amount of ma
terial removed at each setting should be very little. Remember 
that watch gear cutters are very small and delicate and must 
be sharpened and used accordingly. The flat face of the 
grinding wheel is lined up with a sharp male center in the lathe 
headstock, then the cutter on its arbor is placed in the spindle 
of the lathe. The index arm is turned until the front edge of 
a cutter tooth lines up with the face of the grinding wheel. 
Now, as the grinding wheel is turning, it is fed across the face 
of the tooth and brought back across the tooth. Then the 
cutter is indexed to the next tooth. After al I of the tooth 
faces of the cutter have been ground, then the index pin can be 

moved one hole to reset the cutter tooth so the grinding 
wheel will remove a slight amount more from the cutter tooth. 
After this, we repeat the indexing and grinding until all of the 
cutter tooth faces are ground the same and the teeth are all 
the same length. Note: It may not be necessary to grind 
the cutter tooth faces at the second setting if the faces are 
all corrected the first time. On the other hand, if the cutter £.. 
has been incorrectly sharpened in the past, the faces may need ~ 
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Figure 3 

ment is in this position, one can cut regular wheels and pinions 
as well as bevel gears and contrate wheels, but it is very dif
ficult to view the work and see what the cutter is doing . 
When t he gear cutting attachment is set in the vertical posi
tion, there is no need t o swivel the top slides of the slide rest 
180 degrees and the sl ide rest goes onto the lathe from the 
front of the bed. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the second and more com
plicated method of indexing. The indexing attachment fits 
the headstock of the lathe and is called the universal dividing 
attachment. This attachment consists of a worm gear mounted 
on the spindle of the lathe which is driven by a worm that 
is mounted on a special adjustable plate that allows the worm 
to be connected and disconnected from the worm gear. 
The attachment in Figure 5 (which was d iscussed previously) 
has a 40 tooth worm gear and a single thread worm driving 
the worm gear. This gives a ratio of 40 to 1. 

The universal dividing attachment that is shown in 
Figure 6 has a ratio of 80 to 1. The worm gear has 80 teeth 
and is driven by a single thread worm. This attachment is more 
accurate than the one shown in Figure 5. When using the 80 
to 1 ratio attachment, the number of divisions needed is 
divided into 80. For example, if we need to cut a gear which 
has 60 teeth, then we would have: ~g. 

When these two figures are reduced to their lowest 
terms, we would have-i 

Now, if we multiply 3 x (5), we would get 15 for the 
index plate, and if we multiply 4 x (5), we would get 20 
which would be the number of holes indexed for each tooth of 
the wheel being cut. Since 20 is 5 more holes than the index 
plate has, we would turn the index crank one turn plus 5 holes 
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Figure 4 

each time we index for the 60 tooth gear. There are other 
index plates that could be used to index for the 60 tooth 
gear. For example: 

4 x (6) = 24 or 4 x Pl =~ or 4 x (9) =~ or 
13 x (6) 18 3 x (7) 21 3 x (9) 27 

4 x ( 11) = ~ or 4 x (13) = _g_ 
13 x ( 11) 33 3 x (13) 39 

The bottom number is the index plate and the top number 
is the number of holes indexed. 

There are some numbers that connot be indexed with 
these attachments and the standard set of plates . For example, 
one cannot index many of the odd numbers above 50 and 
some of the even numbers above 50. The even number 96 
cannot be indexed with this attachment nor can the following 
even numbers be indexed: 106, 114, 118, 122, 126, 134, 138 
and many other higher even numbers. In order to index 
these numbers, one would need change gears connecting 
to the worm and worm gear like a machinist's dividing head 
is equipped. The only alternatives the watchmaker has are to 
have a machinist make the individual index plates for the 
numbers that cannot be made with the universal dividing 
attachment or make up a knurling tool to form the notches 
on the odd index plates. 

Figure 7 shows this process. View B shows the 
knurling tool and holder that must be made up for forming 
the notches on the edge of the index plates. View A shows 
how the knurl ing tool is held in the tool post of the slide rest 
while the notches are formed in the edge of an index plate. 



Figure 5 

The index plate blank is held on an arbor chuck in the lathe 
headstock spindle. The knurling roller should be made with 
20 or more teeth. The teeth are milled on the roller with a 
60 degree milling cutter similar to cutting a pinion. The ends 
of the teeth must be left sharp so they will cut into the edge of 
the blank disc when forming the index plate. After the teeth 
are milled on the roller, the roller is chucked up true and the 
center hole is bored true with the outside edges of the teeth. 
Then the roller is hardened and tempered to a medium straw 
color. Next, the holder is made for the roller. The roller is 
mounted in the holder on a hardened steel pin. The holder 
should fit closely in the tool post of the slide rest. 

The roller that is shown in View B, Figure 7 has 30 
teeth and a diameter of 12 mm. To find the module value of 
the roller, one would divide the diameter of the roller by its 

number of teeth or 

m = 12.00 mm 
30 

.40mm. 

To find the diameter of the blank disc for a given 
number of notches, one would multiply the module (.40) 
by the number of notches needed in the index plate. For 

example (96 notches needed): .40 x 96 = 38.40. 

The index plates should be made from 1/32 inch 
sheet brass. The arbor chuck that the blank is fitted onto for 
forming the notches should fit very closely in the hole in the 
blank. The hole in the blank should be smaller than the spindle 
of the lathe that the index is to fit onto. To form the notches, 
one would first fit the blank true on the arbor chuck. Then, 
the blank is turned down to diameter. Note: The blank is left 
slightly oversized at the beginning. The center of the roller 
should be set the same height as the lathe center. After this, 
the roller is brought very lightly against the edge of the disc. 
Then the disc is turned exactly one complete turn to see if 
the last mark on the edge of the blank matches up with the 
first mark. If they do match up exactly, then the marks are 
counted to make sure they are the correct number. 

If the number of marks is correct, then proceed to 
rol I the notches deeper by turning the lathe headstock by 
hand and, at the same time, the roller is fed deeper into the 

Figure 6 

B 

edge of the blank. The depth of the notches should be about 
.40 mm. 

After the notches have been formed, a graver is used 
to remove the bur from the edge of the plate. Note: The 
reason for leaving the blank oversized at first is because it is 
difficult to measure exactly and to prevent the blank from 

being undersized. If the blank is the smallest amount under
size, it will be too small which will mean that the first and last 

mark will not line up or we would have one notch less than 
is needed on the plate. If the notches turn out being too many, 
then the blank is reduced slightly and the roller marks are 
made again. This is repeated until the marks match and are 
the correct number. Since the diameter of the disc is in pro
portion to the number of notches made on its edge, few 

notches mean a smal I disc; therefore, it is not recommended 

(Please turn to page 45) 
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Pickle Barrel 
Marshall F. Richmond, CMW 

STANDARD SIZES AND SHAPES OF STONES 

I n practicing jewelry crafting and repair new problems 
seem to show up even after many years of experience. 
After working at this for many years I have stored 

up some knowledge that I would like to pass on. I realize that 
if this information were available to me years ago, many dif
ficult jobs could have been made easier. One of the most baf
fling problems that has plagued me has been repairing stone set 
rings and jewelry. What are standard sizes? What are standard 
shapes? What are standard cuts of stones? We will discuss these 
questions in this article. 

Figure 1 shows the following cu ts of stone: oval, 
antique oval, emerald, rectangular or cushion, pear, and mar
quise or navette. Not shown are square and round Figure 2 
shows the various cuts and the sizes that are available. These 
charts are not a full coverage of sizes and shapes available be
cause some stones are available in stock sizes larger or smaller 
than the charts will list. 

It is important to know as much as possible about the 
sizes and shapes of stones when doing stone set jewelry re
placement or repair. Round stones in many colored stones 
are available from stock in sizes from 1 mm to 6 mm, and 
some are listed available to 10 mm by * mm sizes. Synthetic 
or simulated birthstones are all listed as available from 1 mm 
to 10 mm by * mm sizes. Most of these simulated stones are 
uniformly cut so they can be interchanged without changing 
the setting, because the width, depth, thickness, and thick
ness of the girdle are usually very close. In genuine stones, 
even though they are listed by mm sizes and half mm sizes, 
they may vary greatly in diameter, thickness, and thickness of 
girdle. So when ordering genuine stones for a single stone 
replacement, it is wise to request a memo selection. Usually 
with this a suitable replacement stone can be found even to a 
reasonable color match. 
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Figure 1. Various stone cuts. 

STANDARD SIZES 

(APPROX. ACTUAL SIZE IN MM) 
EMERALD PEAR MARQUISE 

0 0 0 10x8 8x6 
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See back page ol Counter Catalog 
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Figure 2. Standard stone sizes. The pictures are reduced sizes shown to 
indicate the sizes that are available for the shapes. 



Figure 3 

ROUND STONE SIZE 
COMPARISON TABLE 

SIEVE 
(PLATE) WEIGHT MILLIMETER 

SIZE (IN DIAMOND) SIZE 
2 . •••• . •• •.. 005 ct . . .•••.•... 1.15 mm 
2 . ..••• •••.• ......... •• . •••.. 1.25 mm 
3 . . . . . . • . . . .01 ct. . . • • . • .. . . 1.35 mm 
4 • . •.. . . . .... ...... •.•.... ... 1.45 mm 
5 . . ... . .. .• . 02 cl • .• ... .. . . 1.55 mm 
6 .. . ..... . .. ... .... . ....... . . 1.70mm 
7 . . . • . • . . • . .03 ct. . • . . . . . . . . 1.90 mm 
8 .. . .. .... .. 04 ct.. ...• . .. .. 2.10 mm 
9 . . . • . . . . . . .05 ct. . . . . . . . • . . 2.30 mm 

10 . .... . ...... . . . .. . ..• .. •.• .. 2.50 mm 
11 ... . . ... •.. 06 ct.. .• .. • .. . . 2.70 mm 
12 . .... . .. . . .07 ct . •.•. . •.. .. 2.90 mm 
13 .. ......• • . 10 ct . • . • .. ..... 3.10 mm 
14 ...... . . •• . 12 ct . •.•..•.. . . 3.30 mm 
15 .. . ... . .•• . 15ct.. .•..•.. .. . 3.50mm 
16 ...•••.•••. 18 ct.. .. .••... . 3.70 mm 
17 •.•••. . .... 21 ct.. .. . •.•... 3.90 mm 
18 .. • •. . ... .. 23ct .. .. .. .. . . . 4.10mm 
19.. ........ .27 ct. . . . . . . .. . . 4.30 mm 
20.. ..... . . . .33 ct . ..... . .. . . 4.50 mm 
24 .... ... ... . 50 cl ......•..• 5.13 mm 
28 .. . . . . . . . . . 75 ct. . . . . . . . . . . 5.88 mm 
31 .. . . .... .. 1.00 ct . .. . ... . .. . 6.45 mm 
33 .....• . • . . 1.25 ct. • . . . . • . . . . 6.90 mm 
35 .. •••.•••• 1.50 ct.. •. .. . .... 7.40 mm 
39 . •••..•• •• 2.00 ct. . . . . . . . . . . 8.20 mm 
- •• . •••. .•• 2.50 ct. . . . . . . . . . . 9.00 mm 
- . • .. . . .. • . 3.00 ct. . . . . . • • . . . 9.50 mm 
- .. .. . .. .. . 4.00 ct. . .. .••• .. . 10.00 mm 
- ...... •.•• 5.00 ct . . . . . . . .. . . 11.00 mm 

While on the subject of round stones, it may be well 
to mention round cut diamonds. Today's modern cut diamonds 
are full cut if larger than 2/ 100 melee. I will refer to melee 
diamonds in points for size, as a single point is 1/100 carat, 
and a ~ point is 1/200 carat. Melee diamonds are available 
in ~ point, *point, 1 point, 1 ~ points, 2 points, and 3 points. 
Larger stones are not necessarily considered melee. Although 
today's diamonds are proportionately well cut, they can be 
found in almost any diameter size. Diamonds being sold by 
carat weight can vary in diameter and still weigh the same by 
the Guts being made, creating a thicker or thinner diamond. 
A packet of 100 single point stones should weigh one carat, 
but the stones could vary anywhere between 1.25 and 1.45 
mm in diameter, even though the comparison table from 
carats to millimeters shows a single point stone to be 1.35 mm 
in diameter. In making replacements for missing melee stones, 
it is well to have a fair selection of melee diamonds, for if 
one the exact size can be found it saves having to alter the 
setting to be able to set it securely. 

Cabochon cut stones are any shape stones that have 
a surface above the girdle which is domed and smooth. Some 
ovals and rounds have a high dome, and with milky or clouded 
appearance will reflect light, creating a six-pointed star. Syn
thetic star stones are available in many colors and in rounds 
from 3 mm to 9 mm in diameter and in ovals from 5 x 3 mm to 
14x12mm. 

There are also genuine black star sapphires available 
in sizes about the same as synthetic stars, in oval and round. 
There are also genuine star rubies and sapphires, but I'm not 
sure of their availability. Cabochons are available in black 
onyx, jade, opal, opal triplet, tigereye quartz, bloodstone, 
amber , and hematite. Some of these are available only in lim
ited sizes. Black onyx is available in either cabochon or flat 
top surface, drilled or undrilled, in round sizes from 2 mm to 
20 mm, oval, emerald, rectangular, or antique oval. Rounds 

Carat Pear Marqul1e Oval Emerald Heart 
Size Sha1111 Shaoe Shaoe Shape Shape 
.02ct 
.03ct 
.OS ct 
.07ct 
.I Oct 
.12 ct 2 x 4MM 
.IS ct 
.20 ct 
.25ct 3 x 5MM 3x 6MM 3 x 5MM 3 x5 MM 4 >1 4MM 
.30 ct 
,3Sct 
.40ct 
.45 ct 
.50cl 4 X6MM 8 x 4MM 6 x 4 MM 6x 4MM Sx SMM 
.60 cl 
.65 ct 
.7Sct 7 x 5MM 9X4.5 MM 7 x 5MM 6.S x4.5 MM 6 x 6MM 
,SS ct 
1.00CI a x SMM 10 x 5MM 7.5 x 5,5MM 7 x 5 MM 8.Sx 6.SMM 
1.25 ct 
1.50 ct 9 x 6MM 11xS.SMM 8.Sx8 SMM 8 x6MM 7x7MM 
2.00ct 10 X7 MM 12x6 MM 9 x 7MM 8.5x8.5 MM a x e MM 
2.50ct 12 x 7MM 13 X6.S MM 9 x 7.5MM 8.Sx B.S MM 
3.00 ct 12 x B MM 14 x 7MM 1o x a MM 9 x 7MM 9 x9MM 
3.SO ct 13 x B MM \4X'7.5 MM 10 x 8.5 MM 9.5 >< 9.5 MM 
4,00 cl 14 x BMM t 5x7.S MM 11 x 9MM 10:x 8 MM tOx lOMM 
4.50 ct 14.5 x 9 MM 16X8 MM 11 X9.5.MM 10.Sx 10.5 MM 
S.OO CI 15 x 9MM 16 x 8.5 MM 12 x 10 MM 11 x 9MM ll X l l MM 

Figure 4. Fancy shapes millimeter to carat conversion chart. 

are not listed as being available drilled, and only the larger 
sizes of other shapes are listed as being available drilled. 

Cameos carved from shell with a lady's head are 
available in sizes from 8 to 15 mm round and from 6 x 4 mm 
to 20 x 10 mm oval. In ordering matched cameos make sure 
to request that they be matched ; if for earrings, specify so 
as to get a right and left figure for a perfectly matched pair of 
cameo earrings. 

Tigereye cameos are available in double or single 
warrior's head in emerald, oval, and cushion (rectangular) 
shapes in sizes from 10 x 8 mm to 20 x 15 mm. 

Hematite intaglio single warrior head is available in 
oval, rectangular, or emerald cut shapes from sizes 8 x 6 mm 
to 20 x 15 mm. 

Marcasites are available in round sizes from 1 mm to 
2.50 mm by quarter sizes. They have faceted tops and flat 
backs. 

Cultured pearls are available in round from 2 mm to 
9 mm by ~ sizes in half drilled, full drilled , or undrilled. 

Half pearls are available in sizes from 1 mm to 3 mm 
by ~ sizes. These are flat on the bottom and may vary in 
height. 

Gray cultured pearls (dyed) half drilled are available 
in 4, 5, and 6 mm sizes. 

Black cultured pearls (dyed) are available in sizes 
3 mm to 7 mm by half sizes. 

When a diamond is missing the size must be deter
mined for a replacement. It can be done in two ways either by 
measuring the setting for diameter, or if a good stoc1' is avail
able by trial and error using diamonds or other stones to find 
a fit . If using other than a diamond the stone that fits can 
easily and accurately be measured to find or order the proper 
size. Figure 3 shows a round stone comparison table which 
shows sieve plate numbers and diamond sizes by carat and 
millimeter diameters. This can be helpful when finding replace
ment stones. Figure 4 shows a conversion chart for different 
shapes of diamonds and their carat weights. In ordering dia
monds other than rounds it is important to be able to estimate 
the carat weight of the stone by the size in order to calculate 
the cost. This information is also necessary when ordering 
replacement settings. 
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Colored stone or stones that are not diamond can 
have the carat weight estimated by using the measurements of 
the stone and applying the formula applying to the shape that 
is found in Figure 5. For making appraisals or ordering dupli
cations without removing the stone and weighing it, these 
formulas will give approximately the carat weight. Figure 6 
gives a general guide to handling and treating gemstones. Al
though this list is far from complete, it does give much infor
mation that can even be converted to other stones, such as 
ruby and sapphire, which are corundum. This &ame informa
tion can be used when handling any synthetic corundum 
stones. Many other synthetic stones are synthetic spinel and 
can be handled the same as genuine spinel. 

In using the chart in Figure 5 to obtain carat weight 
for colored stones it is necessary to have the specific gravity of 
the stone which can be found on the chart in Figure 6. 

In determining sizes of stones from an empty setting 
there are several ways to do it and possibly several tools that 
can be used. The use of a Vernier caliper or millimeter gauge 
is probably as good and quick a way as will be found but will 
rely on the accuracy and ability of the person that is taking 

APPROXIMATE CARAT WEIGHT FORMULAS 
FOR COLORED STONES 

(all measurements in millimeters; S.G. = specific gravity) 

ROUND: diameter x diameter x· depth x S.G. x .0018 = weigh'! 

OVAL: (Length 

2

+ width) X (Length 

2

+ width) x depth x S.G. x .0020 = caral weight 

EMERALD: Length x width x depth x S.G. x .0025 = caral weight 

RECTANGULAR: Length x widlh x depth x S.G. x .0026 = carat weight 

SQUARE: Length x width x depth x S.G. x .0023 = carat weight 

MARQUISE: Length x width x depth x S.G. x .0016 = carat weight 

PEAR: Length x width x depth x S.G. x .0018 = carat weight 

CABOCHON: Length x width x depth x S.G. x .0026 = carat weight Figure 5 

the readings: 'There are other gauges with a series of holes and 
round extensions for measuring outside diameters of the stone 
and inside diameter of the setting- and these are also as ac
curate as the person using them. 

The leveridge gauge is probably the most accurate 
tool for measuring stones in the mountings as it has fingers 
for inside measurements and outside measurements. It can also 
get girdle to top table, girdle to culet, and total thickness 
measurements, all readings on a dial gauge. It is the most ac
curate way of determining stone weight other than weighing it 
on a diamond scale. 

All this information is good to know. Sometimes it 
seems almost a necessity. But on the practical side it can also 
be very time consuming. This is why with most repairs or 
stone replacement jobs, the Vernier calipers or millimeter 
gauge can easily help us more quickly and efficiently. As much 
as I possibly can, I make most of my replacements by just eye
balling the setting and get some stones out using the trial and 
error method. Usually the first or second stone tried is the 
correct one. Saving time is making money, so it is best to use 
the shortest method possible as long as it doesn't lessen the 
quality of the work produced. 

Much of this information can be helpful in making 
stone replacements or even repairing settings, but knowledge 
such as this without experience can be dangerous, leading to 
the damage ot stones while applying heat, or in removing or 
resetting them. Never forget to analyze any job you are about 
to attempt, especially before applying heat, in which case you 
must make sure you know the stone will stand it. If you aren't 
sure, it's wise to remove it. 

The primary source for most of this information and 
the charts come from J. Frank Golden and Associates, Inc. of 
Morrow, Georgia, with their permission. They are a stone 
supplier with a tremendous inventory of all kinds of stones, 
and a catalog that is full of information with complete current 
prices listed. 

Next month we will discuss stone settings. 

Gemstone Characteristics, General Guide To Handling and Treatments 
Rer. ~:~\:~ ~~~~ Hardness I yp" f"L~ IVl'IE "EACilONS TO • """ US JEWEL •Y PRvv~~y"~" 

Gemgtone lnde• h'ouahnes1 SeHlna Pollshlng Torch Bolllna Steam Ina Ultrasonic Acid Treatments 
H-10 Very Occasionally lazer drilled lo Improve 

DIAMOND 2.417 3.52+ ,01 SR T·Good Excellent Good Good Excel lent Excellenl Excellent Excel lenl appearance 

1.577to 2.67 to H·7V2-8 
AQUAMARINE 1.583 2.84 OR T·Fair Fair Good Poor Poor Fair Fair Good Often healed to imPfov9 color 

CHRYSOBERYL 1.746 lo 3.73 H-8V2 Very 
(Alexandritel 1.755 ::!:.02 DR T·Good Good Excellent Fair Good Good Good Good Not currently known to be vested 

CORUNDUM 1.762to 4.00 H·9 Very R·Good ~heated to Improve color 
IRubv Saoohirel 1,770 ± .03 DR T·Good Good Excellenl S·Fair Good Good Good Good Md•~-~ 

1.577 to 2.67to H·7Vr8 Commonly 01ktd to mpr~ 
EMERA LO 1.563 2.84 DR T·Poor Poor Fair Poor Poor Poor Fair Poor ..,,,. ..... .,, 

1.72 lo 3.3010 H·6 V2·7 V2 Good IO 
GARNET 1.875 4.18 SR T·Fair Fair (Flaw) Good Poor Poor Fair Good Poor Nol eurrenlly known lo be treated, 

1.660 lo 3.18 H·6·7 
KUNZITE 1.676 :!:.03 OR T-Poor Poor Fair Poor Poor Poor Fair Fair H04 o;irrorv.t, known to be treated 

1.25to H·51/:r6V2 Nol known to be lrealed Rarely ltley 
OPAL 1.45 2.22 SR T·Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor a1e oiled to ... de crazing 

1.654 lo 3 31 lo H-6 112-7 
PERIDOT 1.690 3.48 DR T·Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Fair Poor Nof~ty~l0btti'11&1DCI 

OUARlZ (Ame~~rt· 1.544 to 2.66 DR or H·6V.·7 Fair1eotor 
Cilrine. Smok 1.553 ±.01 AGG T·Good Good Good cheno•PDt•l Fair Fair Good Fair Someli'Ties healed to enhance color 

3.5710 H-8 Good lo 
SPINEL 1.718 390 SR T·Fair Fair Good Fair Fair Good Good Good NotC\lnatlClf:i-.."Dftfl toi..tr .. ted 

1.691 to 3.30 H~,12 
orien heat treated to proctuc• blue 

TANZANITE 1.704 ±.10 DR T·Poor Poor Fair Poor Poor Poor Poor Fair color 

1.619 to 3.53 H·8 1ue 1opa.z is usua y nealea. c1ue ano 

TOPAZ 1.627 :!:.04 DR T·Poor Poor Good Poor Poor Poor Fair Good yellow are sometimes heated/ 
1rred1ated to 1-rov• color. 

1.624 to 3.01 to H-7-7V• Green/blue com ...... u 1 nee1•o. '°"· 
TOURMALINE 1,644 3.21 DR T·Falr Fair Good Poor Fair Fair Good Fair ~ed~!,~~ ~any heated OI 

1 810 to 3,93 10 H·6·6V2 Brown cryslals when healed !um blue, 
ZIRCON 1.984 4.73 DR T·Poor Poor Fair Poor Poor Poor Fair Fair colorless, 1ed under certain condilioris 

Figure 6 NOTES: 1) A':ly s.lone w11h less lhan a good reaction requires further cons1derahon berore atlernptloQ lho JCPWO!ty proc:l'duro \ncfica1od1 

2) This is a guide: any stone may have individual characterislics, i e , cleavages, Olllet lnc.tus"'"', lre11;tnvnl.Si, etc. which will require additlonal care. 
3) We do not recommend the use of heal, steam cleaner or ullrasonic cleaner on any pieces of color stone jewelry 
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SELF-WINDING 
WATCHES 

Henry B. Fried, CMW, CMC, FAWI, FBHI, * FNAWCC 

Girard Perregaux 

The Gyromatic 

Calibre 211 

I n the quest for mechanical efficiency combined with 
simplicity and ease of servicing the self-winding watch, 

the Girard Perregaux Caliber 211 presented two novel and 
noteworthy features. One was in the method of attaching the 
oscillating weight to its axle-pinion and the other was in the 
clever design of its reversing transmission wheels. Both will be 
treated separately. 

Many self-winding watches have their oscillating 
weights attached to the pinion post or axle by screws which 
may strip or break or become lost. Others are attached by a 
spring bolt or gib clamp which has to be removed and may 
fly away, out of the tweezers. The Gyromatic use a clavette 
or sliding bolt to unite the weight with its pinion. Shown in 
Figure 1 is the schematic drawing of the entire self-winding 
mechanism. This may be removed as a unit by removing three 
screws, two of which are shown at (J), leaving the regular 
movement ready for servicing. In Figure 1, (A) is the oscillating 
weight, (B) is the clavette or sliding bolt, (C) is the slotted 
post of the oscillating weight pinion. This pinion is contained 
between the automatic bridge (D) and the lower automatic 
plate (H). Two reversing wheels (K) and the transmission 
wheel (0) complete the automatic device. 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the automatic device of the 
Gyromatic calibre 211. It can be removed as a unit by removing 
the screws shown at J. K and K are the Gyromatic wheels. B is 
the clavette, locking device. 

Figure 2 shows details of the oscillating weight 
assembly and the features of the clavette. As in all the draw
ings, the same letters relate to the same parts for easier cross
reference. The oscillating weight (A) is groove-slotted to re
ceive the clavette (B). The clavette is shown slid back to re
lease the oscillating weight (A). The clavette need not be 
removed; it is always ready to perform the locking service. 

From this pomt on , me weight and pinion are at
tached and solidly secured, acting as one piece. To manipu
late the clavette, it is only requi,red to place the tweezers 
at the rear lip, pushing it in the direction required. It will 
also be noted that a snap-lock feature of the clavette prongs 
insures its locking position. Another feature is the sturdy 
proportions of the oscillating weight pinion which can easily 
support the oscillating weight yet transmit the most move
ments to the automatic train. 

Figure 2. Assembly of the oscillating weight unit and oscillating 
weight pinion and the locking clavette. Clavette B is merely slid 
back to release the weight from the pinion C. Pinion C has both 
its upper and lower bearing surfaces riding in sturdy jewel 
bearings G and E. 
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The oscillating weight pinion has a lower pivot which 
rests in a jeweled bearing (G) set into the lower automatic 
plate (Figure 1, H). The pinion shoulder (F) fits up through 
the jeweled bearing (E), which is set into the automatic bridge, 
(D). The fact that the pinion (C) has both ends turning in 
sturdy jewel bearings reduces friction and wear and increases 
the efficiency of the winding sequence. The shoulder of (F) 
fits up against the bottom of the oscillating weight while the 
slotted post of the pinion fits up through the hole in the 
oscillating weight. The clavette (B) is then nudged forward to 
lock into the grooves of the pinion. 

In the design of transmission or reversing wheels for 
the automatic train, it is often necessary to mount the wheels 
on their pinions freely so that they may turn independently 
of them and, sometimes, in opposite directions. When they are 
required to turn together, some locking device is necessary 
such as a click. When springs are used to activate these clicks, 
they have the disadvantage of resisting some of the winding 
action. Some use self-locking clicks but these take up much 
space on the wheel and the action may not be uniform. 

In the gyromatic, the new clutch-lock device is uniform, 
positive, has no clicks or clutch and is remarkably smooth in 
its action. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate its construction and 
operation. Figure 3 shows an exploded view of the gyro
wheels as they are called. From the bottom upwards, (K) 
is the gyro-pinion which fits tightly through the lower retain
ing shoulder-plate (L). The pinion and plate next fit quite 
loosely into the gyro-wheel (M) which has seven compart
ments. Into each of these compartments are placed the small 
disc-rollers (M) which are either hardened and lapped steel 
or functional jewels. Into each_ of these compartments is 
placed one of these small roller discs (M). One is shown in 
the phantom view in one of the seven compartments while 
another illustrates how it rests on the edge-shoulder of plate 
(L). 

When the pinion (K), plate (L), wheel (M), and roller 
discs (N) are in place, the top plate (L-u) is pressed friction 
tight onto the pinion (K). The rollers (N) rest on the edge-

Figure 3. Exploded view showing assembly of the gyro-wheels. 
Pinion K fits tightly into the shoulder plate L. K-L then fits 
easily into the space of wheel M. Roller-discs N , which are either 
lapped, hard-steel or functional jewels, fit compartments of the 
wheel M, one of which ls shown In the phantom view in the 
compartment and another resting on the shoulder of L. The 
upper plate L-u fits friction-tight onto the emerging pinion post 
of K. Assembled, it appears as shown in the figure at the right. 
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platform of (L) and (L-u). The combined thickness of the 
shoulders of (L) and (L-u) is slightly more than the thickness 
of the rollers (N), providing just the right amount of endshake 
for the rollers between the platforms of (L) and (L-u). Study 
the side view at the left for the assembled cross section of the 
gyro-wheels. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the entire automatic train and 
illustrate how the gyro-wheels function. In these figures, 
the upper retaining plates (L-u) of each of the two wheels 
have been omitted for clarity. (A) is the oscillating weight. 
(C) is the oscillating weight pinion, which in this view is turn
ing clockwise and is always (and only) engaged with the 
gyro-wheel (M-1) at the left. This turns the wheel (M-1) 
counterclockwise. Gyro-wheel (M-1) is always enmeshed 
with gyro-wheel (M-2). Both (M-1) and (M-2) are exactly 
alike in construction. Below them are respecti¥ely the pinions 
(K-1) and (K-2). The transmission wheel (O) is directly geared 
to both pinions (K-1) and (K-2). The transmission wheel 
pinion (P) moves the ratchet (R). 

Now turn your attention again to wheels (M-l)and (M-2). 
Notice that the outer edges of each of the seven roller com
partments are curved inward. (M-1) is turning counterclock
wise. This provides more space for the rollers between the 
shoulder edge of plate (L-1) and the curved edge of each 
compartment of wheel (M-1) as shown by the arrow. Thus 
wheel (M-1) continues to turn free of the pinion (l<-1) Notice, 
however, that this wheel is enmeshed with (M-2), thus causing. 
its mate to tum clockwise. In doing so, the cmved edges 
of its roller compartments crowd each roller so that each of 
them becomes gripped between the compartments' inner 
curved edges and the edges of the retaining plate shoulders 
(L-2). This causes the entire unit (gyro-wheel M-2, L-2 , K-2) 
to act as one. The pinion, turning in the clockwise direction 
gives the wheel (O) counterclockwise motion. Its pinion 
(P) then moves the ratchet. 

Incidentally, it will be observed that the pinion (K-1) 
and its wheel (M-1) turn in opposite directions. This is be
cause the wheel (0), geared to both gyro-wheels, will always 
move the free pinion in the opposite direction from its wheel 
above. A study of Figures 4 and 5 will make the reasons 
quite clear. 

Figure 5 shows how the winding action operates 
when the oscillating weight and its pinion (C) tum counter
clockwise. [n this phase, the action is directly from (C) to 
(M-1), (K-1), to (P), (0), and (R), the second gyro-wheel 
operates only when the oscillating weight turns clockwise. 
Notice that the wheel (M-1), turned clockwise by the o~cil
lating weight pinion (C), moves so that the rollers are gripped 
in the narrowing space in each compartment. This forces them 
to act as a solid linkage between the wheel and its pinion 
(K-1) whl~h in turn operates the wheel (0) and the main
spring ratchet (R). The gyro-wheel (M-2 and K-2) in this 
phase act only as an idler, each turned in an opposite direc
tion. 

In Figures 4 and 5, the click (S) is shown partially 
pushed aside. The following will explain why the ratchet 
wheel will not backlash but retain even the most infinitesimal 
winding action. Suppose the ratchet in the position shown 
desires to backlash, it will force wheel (0) and pinion (P) 
in the clockwise direction. Since wheel (0) is geared to both 
(K-1) and (K-2), these pinions will be turned in the counter
clockwise direction. Turning with its attached retaining plates 
will carry the roller-discs towards narrowing, gripping sections 
of the compartments. This will cause both gyro-wheels to act, 
each as solid wheels and pinions. Since (M-1) and (M-2) are 



now trying to go in the same direction 
but are geared together, they remain 
locked. Thus, any degree of winding ac
tion is retained. The click (S) is used 
mainly when the self-winding device is 
removed and the watch is operated 
manually. 

Should the watch be wound 
manually, the ratchet will turn the wheel 
(0) in the counterclockwise action and 
both pinions (K-1 and K-2) will turn 
freely in the clockwise direction while 
both (M-1) and (M-2) remain motion
less. It can be seen from the construc
tion of the gyro-wheels that its catch
ing action is instantaneous, efficient, and 
positive since this action is equally dis
tributed over seven points of contact. 
Yet its free-rotating phase is remarkably 
smooth and free, due to the roller action 
of the discs. The gyro-wheels are assem
bled at the factory and need never be 
taken apart or oiled. 

A study of an exploded view of 
the watch movement will give the ser
vicing hints and oiling procedures. Fol
low these closely and carefully. 

Figure 4 (above right). Entire automatic train, 
showing the twin gyro-wheels (with plates L·u 
removed for clarity). Notice that when the 
pinion C turns clockwise, the wheel M-1 turns 
opposite and causes the rollers N-1 to move 
towards the wider parts of their compart
ments without influencing pinion K-1. How· 
ever, the gyro-wheel, geared to M-2, is turned 
clockwise; this crowds the roller discs in the 
narrowing space, causing the unit to lock with 
its pinion-plate K-2, which forces the trans
mission wheel 0 and its pinion P to activate 
the mainspring ratchet. 

Figure 5 (right). When the oscillating weight 
pinion C turns counterclockwise, wheel M-1 
turns clockwise. This causes roller discs N-1 to 
move toward the crowded parts of each com
partment and locks the entire unit. This makes 
the pinion and plate K-1 turn with it, moving 
pinion P of wheel 0. The ratchet R is thus ac
tivated . In this sequence, the unit of gyro-wheel 
M-2 acts idling, with the roller discs, N-2, 
loose in their compartments. Notice that pin
ion K-2 and wheel M-2 move in opposite direc
tions, as does wheel M-1 during its idling se
quence. 
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HAMBURG AMERIKANISCHE UHRENF ABRIK - (HAU) 

TWO-TRAIN 

WESTMINSTER CHIME MOVEMENT 
PART IV 

By Leo A. Jaroslaw © 1990 
Drawings and photos by the author. 

Hamburg Amerikanische Uhrenfabrik. (HAU) 
Two Train Westminster Chime Movement Clock 

= a. 

LOCK LEVER EXTENSION 

RACK HOOK PIN 

FRONT VIEW ROTATED 

All rights reserved by author. 

I n the previous three parts we described (generally) 
the two-train chimers. We also detailed the operation 

of the strike control, strike to chime shift, and the chime 
control systems. In this part we will discuss taking the move
ment apart and then reassembling, testing, and adjusting it. 

DISASSEMBLY OF THE MOVEMENT (Figure 2) 

FRONT PLATE: 
1. Remove all front plate components except the 

rack hook lever. I recommend noting the position of all 
components unless your movement matches my illustrations. 

2. Remove the rack hook lever from the chime count 
detent arbor. This piece must be removed in order to pull 

.------ ------- APO< ~fA 

FIG.I - HAU 2 TRAIN CHIME - COMPONENTS IN FRONT OF PLATE 
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the front plate. It is pressed onto the arbor; use a gear/large 
hand puller. 

FURTHER DISASSEMBLY 
I recommend leaving the shifter mechanism, chime 

count detent, arbor, as well as the hammer arbor and its 
attached components on the back plate. Remove them only 
if repairs are required on any of these items. The trains them
selves are fairly standard. 

Caution: If removing the shifter mechanism, chime 
and strike control components, pin barrel and associated 
hammers , and chains between and in back of the movement 
plates, note and/or sketch the positions and relationships for 
reassembly. My photos/sketches in this article can be of 
assistance. Compare with your actual movement. I worked 
with only one movement. There may be others which are 
similar but different. 

REASSEMBLY 
If the movement has been completely disassembled, 

assemble between plate trains using normal procedures. 
Refer to your notes and my figures for reassembly if you 
have taken apart the shifter mechanism, chime and strike 
control components, etc. 

Upon completion of between plate assembly (or if 
that was not disassembled), continue with the rear plate 
components (Figure 4). 

Install the strike/chime hammer actuating mech
anism. The chains, hammers and bracket can be left till later 
for handling convenience. 

O•JLH'Jlnl LOOKING I ~HO 
':!I~ !K(/CHil''E SIDE 

FRONT PLATE COMPONENTS (Figure 1) 
Install: 

l. Locking lever and lifting piece. 
2. Strike/chime shift lever. 
3. Cannon pinion/chime snail/minute pipe assembly 

with minute hand at 12 :00. Lift lever should have 
just dropped off the lifting pin on the bottom of 
the cannon pinion. 

4. Minute wheel so that its lifter pin is at the cam 
high point on the lower end of the chime/strike 
shift lever. 

5. Hour wheel/strike snail assembly in the one 
o'clock position. 

6. Chime/strike rack assembly. Check that the strike 
rack tail is on the one o'clock step . 

7. Minute wheel cock. 

STRIKE CONTROL SYSTEM (Figures 3 & 4) 
With the minute wheel lifter pin on the high point 

of the cam on the strike/chime shift lever , both strike and 
chime systems should be in the strike mode . 
Check: 

1. Pin barrel shifted back, in tension, against the 
shifter spring (center). The stop pin on the other 
spring should be in a hole in the pin barrel. 

2. Open ended lantern pinion free and clear of the 
strike train second wheel. 

3. Chime count detent clear of the pin barrel. 
4. Hammer tail assembly aligned with starwheel. 

If both systems have not shifted sufficiently, or too much, 

r-;Clt::: fl\£Ci lANTS!"I Cj!-ilJl!JN I N Cl 11!l'I[ Pl.JS ll JOllJ 
PLF. TES NOT S!-llJWt-4 
NOT HI SCALE 

nr;. 2 - HAU 2 Tl~A I.~ CHIME - SCIIF.MATI c - CHI ME CO:ITROJ. SY:iTrl1 
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adjust by bending the brass shift pin #1. If the shift of the 
chime system is O.K. but the hammer tail doesn't line up 
with the starwheel, adjust by loosening the hammer tail 
clamp screw. Realign with the starwheel and reclamp. 

Caution: If the hammer tail assembly is moved, 
check for proper angle to assure some run after warning 
before the starwheel starts to lift the tail. 

OVF.RIJlC:I.:. LOUKING mm 
SI HIKE/CHil'IE ".")lDE 

rrnTf: MECHANT5f'll SHOWN IN CHJJ'l1[ PD~iITlON 

ARROWS INDICATE DIRECTION OF SHIFT Tll STRIKE 
PLATl:.S NOT 5HO~IN 

NCl T TlJ SCALE 

f'TG. :.\- HW 2 TRAJN CHIME - SCHEMATIC - STRIKE/CHIME SfllHER MECHANISM 

STRIKE/CHTJl'E HOOER 
11.CTUATINC IYECHANISM 
rotated 1 EJOa from 
~chElmlltic view 
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CHIME CONTROL SYSTEM (Figure 2) 
1. Set the minute hand to quarter past the hour . 

Observe the shift into the chime mode. Check 
the engagement of the open-ended lantern pinion 
with its drive wheel. Check the chime count detent 
over the pin barrel. Check the hammer tail assem
bly clear of the starwheel. Check the pins on the 
pin barrel in alignment with the chime hammer 
levers. 

Check and set or adjust as necessary : 
2. Position chime corrector lever out straight. 
3. Chime count detent in chime count detent groove 

in pin barrel. 
4 . Warning wheel pin up against rack hook/lock lever 

extension. 
5. Install rack hook/lock lever so that the rack hook 

pin is in the low point on the gathering pallet cam. 
6. Reseat the rack hook/lock lever on the chime 

count detent arbor. Drive it on with the hollow 
punch. 

7. Check operation. If the chime is off and not 
correcting, recheck the position of the gathering 
pallet cam when all the above chime mode points 
are in proper orientation. 

CONCLUSION 
I hope I have dealt with this clock in enough detail 

to save you time if you get one similar to repair. It was lots 
of work but interesting and worth the effort. When you come 
up against an oddball, why not write it up for the record. 

TECHNICALLY WATCHES 
(Continued from page 35) 

~ 

to make plates by this method with fewer than 60 notches. 
Fewer notches than this make the plate too small in diameter. 

One could make a larger roller with a greater pitch 
and this would make the plate larger with a given number of 
teeth. This would allow for lower number index plates to be 
made. It is suggested that when a lower number index plate 
is needed, that one be made with several times more notches 
than the one needed. For example, if we need a plate with 
10 notches, one should be made with 120 notches. This would 
mean that each time one would index for 10 divisions, the 
index latch would be moved 12 notches . A plate with 120 
notches can be used to index for the following divisions: 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 24, 30, 40 and 60. One could 
use this method to make large numbered plates to use to make 
plates with smaller numbers. Note: After a plate has been 
made, then the outer edge of the plate is chucked true in 
a bezel chuck while the center hole is bored out to fit the 
spindle of the lathe on which the plate is to be used. 

For further study, see Horological Times March and 
April 1982 issues, "Technically Watches" column. 

"Antique Watch Restoration" will continue next month . 

AWi 
REFERRAL 

SERVICE 

Robert L. Macomber 
CMG 

M ability aptly describes the current population of 
the United States. People are retir ing earlier and 

moving to new locales, and businesses are moving their em
ployees all over the country. 

Many customers who are moving wish to know of a 
reliable clockmaker or watchmaker to care for their time
keepers. In moving a clock, for example, proper packing is 
essential to insure safe arrival and proper setup at the new lo
cation. Grampa's heirloom pocket watch which many people 
are using will need periodic servicing. Who can our customers 
turn to? How about AWi members? 

At the most recent Annual Meeting, your AWi 
Directors decided to establish a Referral Service which you 
can offer to your customers. The formation of the Service 
depends entirely on you, the AWi member. Here's how the 
Service would work : 

1) Each AWi member who wishes to be included 
should fill out a simple form found on this month's 
mailing envelope and forward it to AWi Central. 
The information provided would be name, address, 
telephone number, specialty, and certification if 
appropriate. 

2) A file by zip code would be established at AWi 
Central. Upon inclusion in the file, AWi Central 
will send you confirmation of your participation 
in the Service. An appropriate counter card ad· 
vising your customers of the Service will be pro
vided for your shop or store. 

3) Upon a request from your customer for a reli· 
able clockmaker or watchmaker, ask for the cus
tomer's new zip code. Then you contact AWi 
Central for a listing of AWi members in the zip 
code and adjacent zip-coded area. 

4) Give this listing to your customer and wish him 
well. It should be explained to the customer that 
this listing carries no recommendation but rather 
signifies that the name is that of an AWi member 
who has access to the latest technical informa
tion necessary to perform reliable service work. 

.if you're not doing it. 

.. . You Should Be ... 
using your AW! casemark! 
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COVENTRY'S 

LADY GODIVA 

CLOCK 

By 

Mary Reed 

Photographs printed by kind permission of Coventry 
City Council, Warks, England. 

C oven try , England is well known for its legend of Lady 
Godiva, who rode naked through the town in order 
to get its heavy taxes removed by her husband, Earl 

Leofric. Such was the respect which the townsfolk had for her 
that all remained indoors with closed shutters, excepting for 
one Thomas, who, peeping out to see Godiva ride by, gave us 
the expression "peeping Tom," and , in some versions, was 
struck blind for his disrespect. 

Although many scholars now challenge the story as 
uncharacteristic of the pious couple, who actually lived in the 
eleventh century, the legend is recalled by the clock at Broad
gate House in the town center. When the hour strikes, Lady 
Godiva emerges on horseback from behind a door, crosses and 
disappears behind another door, while Thomas looks out from 
a triangular window above her. 

Though the figures are relatively modern, as will be 
seen, the clock mechanism has a much older history. Originally 
it was in the tower of the Coventry Market Hall. The Hall was 
destroyed by enemy action during the second world war, and 
although the tower itself survived, a decision was made to de
molish it in 1942. The clock mechanism was then stored until 
a suitable building was erected during the post-war develop
ment of the city center. 

The decision to commission a clock was taken in 
1866, .although the possibility had been mooted several years 
before as a result of the bad timekeeping by local church 
clocks, according to an article in the June 25 , 1926 issue of 
the Coventry Standard. In any event, the clock was ordered 
from Mr. E.T. Loseby of Leicester, a watchmaker who followed 
his father's trade first in Coventry, and then in Leicester and 
London. According to Mr. J.J. Farmer's article, "An account 
of Mr. E.T. Loseby's improvements in Chronometers, Watches, 
and Clocks" (Coventry Herald , January 18, 1924), its contract 
was £ 308, !Os, but, due to additional work which the maker 
provided, its true cost was probably nearer £ 600. It came into 
service in 1871. 
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Mr. Loseby himself writes in the January 25, 1889 
issue of the Herald that: 

The movements of the large hands are mechanically 
controlled, without electricity, by a highly finished 
astronomical clock furnished with a fonn of mer
curial pendulum, which is perfectly compensated for 
change of temperature; and also with my arc correc
tion, which renders the long and short arcs of vibra
tion isochronous. The minute hand moves over a 
whole division at once with a sufficiently quick mo
tion to enable the time to be taken to a second from 
the street. The hour is struck by a hammer which is 
raised beforehand nearly to the point of falling, and 
the first blow always strikes the bell four seconds af 
ter the minute hand has commenced to move, thus 
affording two methods by which the time can be ac
curately ascertained, either by sight or by sound. " 

Further details are to be found in the February 8, 
1889 issue of the Herald , which comments that: 

" ... The clock is unique in its conception, full of 
novel detail exciting special interest among those 
learned in public clocks . .. 

"The clock is exceptional in having two distinct 
'going part trains' with separate driving weight to 
each. The strain of driving the heavy wheelwork con
nected with the hands and the 'discharge' of the 
striking part is thus prevented from disturbing the 



vibration of the pendulum. Owing to the same cause 
wind disturbance and snow accumulation on the dial 
and hands are brought to the minimum of effect on 
the timekeeping, as also are the friction, dirt, rust of 
the wheelwork within the tower. There is, in fact, 
incorporated with the heavy work of an ordinary 
turret clock a complete regulator, made with all the 
refinements of a high-class observatory clock and on 
this part the time recording depends. The pallets are 
jewelled in sapphire, and the pendulum is com
pensated for temperature by the usual jar of mercury, 
not, however, in the stirrup form, but by the rod 
passing through the hermetically-sealed jar . .. 

" . . . The clock is fitted with Lose by 's isochronising 
loop, and it is probably the only public clock in the 
kingdom so controlled ... Although enclosed in a 
glass box this slender spring has been made of gold to 
avoid the possibility of rust in an exposed tower. " 

The report goes on to mention that the clock's wheel
work, automatically adjusting to changes in the length of days, 
turned the gas (which illuminated the dials) i.lp and down ac
cordingly. The gas was also turned down at midnight, and up 
at 5 AM during the darker time of the year for the benefit 
of work people passing by. 

Mr. Farmer's book, mentioned earlier, provides the 
following details: 

Tower height: 100 feet; weights fall 40 feet. 
Clock has four dials, facing the cardinal points. 
Dials are 6 feet in diameter, with figures 9W' long 

and minute dots 1 W' long. 
Minute hands are 2', 10~" long; breadth of swell is 5". 
Hour hand is 2', OW' long; breadth of swell is 5:i4". 

Bell cast by Mears & Stainbank (London); weight: 
~ ton; 2 hammers weigh 25 lbs. each striking the 
bell alternatively, with fall of 5". 

Weight driving the striking part is 450 lbs; hand mo
tion weight is 150 lbs. 

Small timekeeping clock weighs 10 lbs.; goes 8 days, 
as does main clock. 

Such was the accuracy of this clock that, Mr. Farmer 
mentions, a clause in Mr. Loseby's contract with the council 
provided for a fine of£ 1 for every second's variance over one 
second a day. Mr. Loseby's letter in the Herald of 1889 notes 
that the clock had been tested against Greenwich time signals 
and that in the previous year, between January and September 
on about a dozen dates when it was checked against these 
signals, the clock's "greatest variation of mean daily rate only 
amounted to two-tenths of a second throughout the interval." 
Early in September 1889 he mentions that painters were busy 
in the upper part of the tower, and before the end of the week 
the clock's excellent record of timekeeping was broken when 
it "was found to have been stopped exactly two minutes." It 
was restarted and continued to keep excellent time until 
January 9, 1889 when, as Mr. Loseby puts it, "it was found to 
have been deranged in a way that it could not possibly have 
got into itself, and which is difficult to account for by any
thing short of willful intent on the part of some person who 
has gained access to the clock." He goes on to compare the 
performance of the clock before then with that of the West
minster clock in London, stating that during the nine months 
mentioned, "the greatest mean daily error of the Market Hall 
clock ... amounted to less than one-fifth of the smallest mean 
daily error shown by the Westminster in the same interval; in 
other words, the smallest errors of the Westminster were five 
times greater than the largest errors in the Market Hall." 
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Despite this, however, the following week (February 
8, 1889 issue of the Herald) the question was raised of possi
bly checking its accuracy by using a Greenwich time signal. 
While acknowledging that "A competent observer would have 
to be employed to watch and publicly record the rate of the 
clock," the paper considered this "a duty easy of accomplish
ment," which "together with the time current would be cov
ered by a very moderate annual expenditure." As late as 
January 18, 1924, the Herald was noting that since that time 
"the clock has fully maintained its splendid accuracy. Mr. S. 
Corbett, who is in charge of the clock, says its timekeeping 
does not vary twq seconds in three months." Indeed, such was 
the reputation of the clock for excellent timekeeping that men 
would settle bets on the accuracy of their watches by it. The 
report added, rather mysteriously, that two dials each had two 
bullet holes in them which were " ... done a long time ago," 
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and noted that one of the dials "was cracked in the storm of 
1916." Less than 30 years later, the mechanism for this re
markable clock was put into storage until after the war ended. 

The clock was, according to "The Broadgate Clock," 
an article by R. Dent in the Spring 1953 issue of The Spectrum 
(a staff magazine of Coventry Technical College), overhauled 
after the war by Smiths Clocks Ltd. of Derby. The Technical 
College was heavily involved with the new clock in that it 
was responsible for designing the mechanism which runs the 
figures which appear when the hour strikes. A meeting was 
held at the college in February 1949, attended by the City 
Architect, the College Principal (Mr. Trevor Tennant), the 
sculptor who would make the figures, having been commis
sioned to do so by the Coventry Planning and Redevelopment 
Committee, some of the City Architect's staff, and Mr. Dent 
himself. He writes that, in discussing the matter of the mech
anism and figures, after some preliminary ideas had been 
considered, " ... the choice finally fell upon that of a four
wheeled carriage running on guide rails. The horse and rider 
were to be attached to this carriage and carried round the 
track, being pulled by a chain driven by a sprocket on a motor 
mounted beneath the track supporting the carriage." Some 
difficulties were presented because of the curved ends of the 
track and the spacing of the feet of the horse, so eventually 
the design was changed somewhat, and " . . . the Principal 
evolved the present arrangement, which consists essentially 
of a carriage for the horse and rider, but incorporating also 
two electric motors, one for driving the carriage and one for 
animating the horse's feet and simulating riding motion for 
Lady Godiva." The driving motor's sprocket-wheel engages 
the middle of a triple chain, thus causing the carriage to be 
moved along the track as the sprocket revolves. 

Mr. Dent continues with a description of the tracks, 
one at the top and one at the bottom, both made of steel 
~ x 2" in section. Between the tracks are three copper bus 
bars which supply power to the motors in the carriage; at the 



curved ends the track narrows to allow for the support rollers' 
displacement as the carriage turns. The carriage is made of 
angle iron. As for moving the figures in the carriage: the shaft 
of the motor projects up through a plate , with a mitre wheel 
which drives a second mitre or bevel wheel. The latter is 
mounted on a cross shaft carrying a chain sprocket which 
drives the front feet of the horse, and a cam which moves 
Lady Godiva. The doors open by means of a separate motor 
which also opens the window from which Tom peeps. 

The figures themselves are wooden, and Mr. Dent 
gives the following approximate measurements: 

Horse-4 ft. long, 33" high (53" at head), with 
shoulder breadth of 1071'' and legs 27" long. 
Weight about 120 lbs. 

Lady Godiva-body length 24", width 13", length of 
legs 22". 

Tom-only partially seen; head and shoulders are 43" 
high, 14" deep, 17" wide, arms 24" long. Weight 
about 80 lbs. 

The disproportionate size of Tom is because of the need to 
overcome the effects of optical illusion. Tom is mounted on 
rollers in a way which permits the figure to tilt to look out of 
the window by means of a crank-type mechanism driven by a 
motor on the back wall of the clock. 

When the hour is struck, a trip switch closes, allow
ing current to activate the bus bars and the motor which opens 
the doors and the window. Once open, a rotary switch cuts 
the current and they remain open as the carriage carrying Lady 
Godiva comes out of the lefthand door and passes along the 
front , while the second motor in the carriage animates her and 
the horse's legs, Tom's motor meanwhile having moved him up 
to the window. He looks out and covers his eyes as Lady 
Godiva rides by to disappear through the righthand doors. 
Then the trip switch cuts the current, the carriage stops out of 
sight, Tom retreats, and the doors and window are closed. The 
figures are on view for about seven seconds. 

According to notes on the figures in A Survey of Pub
lic Art in Coventry, published by the Herbert Art Gallery and 
Museum, the figures were put on display in 1951 and were 
seen by the King and Queen during a visit to the city in April 
that year. Public opinion was against the figures, and apparent
ly there were many hostile letters to the press about them. 
They were installed in July 1953. 

The writer first saw the Godiva Clock in the late 
fifties, by which time public reaction had changed somewhat, 
and a certain amount of affection had replaced the initial 
hostility . They are now something of a tourist attraction in a 
city which was virtually completely rebuilt after the war, and 
carry on Mr. Loseby's Victorian craftsmanship in a way which 
he never envisaged when the original clock was described as 
being "full of novel detail exciting special interest among those 
learned in public clocks .. . " 

SOURCES CONSULTED 
Coventry Herald, Jan. 25, 1889; Feb. 8, 1889 ; Jan. 18, 1924. 
Coventry Standard, June 25, 1926. 
Godiva and Peeping Tom notes from A Survey of Public Art 

in Coventry, Herbert Art Gallery, Coventry. 
The Spectrum, Spring 1953, Coventry Technical College . 
Mr. A.J. Mealey, Team Librarian, Coventry City Library. 

MIDATLANTIC TECHNICAL CONCLAVE 

Cooperatively Sponsored By: 
Horological Association of Maryland 

Watchmakers Association of New Jersey 
New York State Watchmakers Association 

Pennsylvania Watchmakers Association 
Horological Association of Virginia 

in conjunction with 

The American Watchmakers Institute 

MAY 3-6, 1990 
DAYS INN LANCASTER 

30 Keller Avenue Lancaster, PA 17601 
(800) 325-2525 

THURSDAY & FRIDAY, MAY 3 & 4, 1990 
SCHEDULED COURSES: 
"Repairing the Atmos Clock" - Gerald Jaeger, AWi Instructor 
"Antique Clock Restoration" - John D. Metcalfe, Conservator, 

NAWCC Museum 
"Advanced Quartz Watch Repair" - Robert Bishop, AWi 

Instructor 

"ETA Chronograph Quartz Watches" - Remy Waelchli, Gren
chen, Switzerland 

"Servicing Mechanical Chronograph Watches" - Bernhard 
Stoeber, North American Watch Co. 

"Jewelry Repair" - Robert Sener, Bowman Technical School 
Instructor 

"Bead Stringing" 
"Management for Watchmakers/Jewelers" - Fred Burckhardt, 

AWi Instructor 
(Participation via large screen video will be available for those 
who are not involved in the bench activities of the "Antique 
Clock Restoration" and "Servicing Mechanical Chronograph 
Watches" courses.) 

SATURDAY, MAY 5, 1990 
GENERAL SESSION featuring : 
Henry Fried, Archie Perkins, Remy Waelchli, Joseph Cerullo. 
BANQUET: Saturday evening. 

SUNDAY, MAY 6, 1990 
A special tour of the NAWCC Museum. 
Instruction and demonstrations of stone setting and engraving. 

OTHER SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES : 
Reunion Banquet for graduates of the Bowman Technical 

School and the Joseph Bulova School of Watchmaking. 
A tour of the SMH Swiss Technical Center. 
A tour of Amish country. 
A shopping trip to Vanity Fair Factory Outlet in Reading, PA. 
The Bowman Tecnical School will be open for visitation on 

May 3 & 4, 1990. 

The Days Inn Lancaster features: 193 totally renovated 
rooms; non-smoking rooms available; ESPN, CNN and HBO; 
Brentwood Cafe (a full-service restaurant); cocktail lounge; 
indoor/outdoor swimming pools and spa ; lighted tennis courts; 
kids eat free. 

Days Inn will hold a block of rooms for Conclave parti
cipants until April 1, 1990. Make your room reservations early. 

To insure enrollment in the events of your choice, please 
contact AWi Central for a detailed schedule dnd enrollment 
form . Enrollments are limited for most events and will be 
assigned on a first-come basis. Advance enrollment is necessary 
for all events. 

Contact AWi Central for registration information. 
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SCHOLASTICALLY 
SPEAI{ING 

Jim Lubic 

TOO LONG 
OR NOT LONG ENOUGH 

0 ne of the most frequently asked questions put to in
structors is: How long is your watch repair, clock 
repair, or jewelry repair program? If the person asking 

is a prospective student, the course is always too long; if a 
prospective employer is asking, the training is not long enough; 
and if someone who doesn't care one way or the other hap
pens to ask, the response is: "Wow! I didn 't think it was 
that complicated!" How long should the curriculum of a 
watchmaking program be, and what should it contain? 

We have to remember that when a student starts a 
watchmaking course, he is starting from scratch-unlike the 
student that takes up auto mechanics who has probably used 
sockets and wrenches before. The watchmaking student will 
be using a totally unfamiliar set of tools, and working with 
parts smaller than he ever imagined. 

Let's start the student sawing, filing, and measuring 
on large projects. As the student improves, he can work on 
smaller projects, and eventually have a smooth transition into 
the watchmaker's lathe. Once on the lathe, he/she will learn 
how to make square shoulders, cone pivots, and maybe even a 
balance staff properly. 

By now the student has learned some patience and 
craftsmanship, and is ready to work on a watch. Not a ladies' 
watch, but a large pocket watch. Now the student can take the 
watch apart piece by piece, and assemble the watch several 
times, learning the names of the parts at the same time. Then 
he/she can clean and oil the watch properly, also learning the 

basics of what makes the watch tick. 
From here we can go into men's and ladies' wind

up wristwatches to friction jeweling, restaffing, hairspring 
work, and escapements. There are still plenty of mechanical 
watches with day and date features; automatic, chronograph, 
and stop watches also need repair. What about electronic 
balance watches and Accutrons? You never know-some day 
an Accutron might be worth thousands of dollars to a col
lector, if it works. Then, of course, we have the present-day 
quartz watches that are here to stay. In order to fix quartz 
watches one should be able to use a volt/ohmmeter properly. 

How long should all this take? Most watch repair 
courses are one year to eighteen months long, and could easily 
be made longer. My point is this: students should be exposed 
to as much as possible, because who knows what types of jobs 
will come their way in the future? Plus, they want ,to get out 
of school and make money. As for the prospective employer's 
point, there are a lot of things that can only be learned 
through practical hands-on experience. Most schools have 
BACs (Business Advisory Councils) made up of local profes
sionals to help keep curriculums up to date. BA Cs can be very 
helpful when it comes to any type of change that you, the 
instructor, may need. From course length to new equipment, 
the BAC can be a very powerful tool on your side. 

As for Joe public that didn't realize how complicated 
watches are . . . that's something that we as AW! members and 
the watch manufacturers should work on. 

BUY e SELL e HIRE e RELOCATE e LEARN e FIND 

A Classified Ad in HOROLOGICAL TIMES is an Inexpensive Way to Get What You Need! 
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The AWi 
Movement Bank 

* CONSERVING THE PRESENT * 
* PROVIDING FOR THE FUTURE * 

The AWi Movement Bank is established for 
the purpose of providing a reservoir of dis

continued parts for use by present and future gen
eration watchmakers. In time the Bank will expand 
to include clock movements as well. 

If desired, a tax credit can be taken for your 
contribution. If you plan to claim tax credit, indicate 
the value you place on your donation at the time you 
sent it; the ELM Trust will acknowledge receipt, and 
it will be your responsibility to justify that value to 
the IRS in the event they question you about it. 

Your contribution at this time will hasten 
the day we can begin to service requests for with
drawal from the Bank. Although "Phase I" of the 
project deals only with watches, donations of watches, 
clocks, and loose material will be welcome at this 
time. 

MOVEMENT BANK CONTRIBUTORS 

James Adams Fred C. Hougham 
James H. Broughton Clay H. Johnson, Jr. 
Arthur L. Brown J. Kohnowich 
Harry N. Campbell Antonio Marquis 
Alice B. Carpenter Patsy F. Martone 
Buddy Carpenter Lloyd L. Mays 
A.J. Cerilli Fred Meyer 
Keith L. Clark John 0. Michaelson 
George L. Cogley Robert A. Nelson 
Harry G. Colman William S. Rapp 
Alfred H. Dickinson William S. Robotham 
Hugh W. Drake Theodore H. Shaw 
Nicholas Garguilo Cameron C. Spicknall 
Ralph Geiger Milton C. Stevens 
Nino Gonzales O.S. Whitten 
Robert D. Gruen Mark Wood 
Harold J. Herman Harry & Sue Wysong 

Send your donation to: AWi/ELM MOVEMENT 
BANK, AWi CENTRAL, 3700 HARRISON AVE., 
CINCINNATI, OH 45211. 

AWi's 
30TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 

SATURDAY,,JUNE 23, 1990 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 

FEATURING: 

GEORGE DANIELS - World Famous British Watch
maker from the Isle of Man. 

DANA BLACKWELL - Foremost Clock Expert and 
Curator of the American Watch & Clock Museum, 
Bristol, CT. 

HENRY B. FRIED - Dean of American Watchmakers 
and Authority on AWi's Collection including The 
Packard Watches. 

A display and demonstrations will be presented on 
June 22 & 23. The display will feature handcrafted 
timepieces from around the world and watches from 
the famous Packard Collection. 

The Saturday evening banquet will enable you to enjoy a 
top flight speaker and meet some of the horological 
legends of our time. 

A Riverboat Luncheon Cruise will delight the other 
family members at noon. 

For a Program Schedule and Registration Information 
contact AWi Central, 3700 Harrison Avenue, Cincinnati, 
OH45211. 

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! 

In June 1990 we will be celebrating the 30th Anni
versary of AWi. We have a program planned with 
unparallelled guest speakers and exhibits. Our exhibit 
will consist of handcrafted timepieces and horological 
tools. We are asking those of you who have created 
a timepiece-watch, clock, or a special tool-to 
submit photographs or a description to: Donald 
R. Loke, 4 Byram Terrace Dr., Greenwich, CT 
06831, or AWi Central. 

We will have a display of early and very rare horo
logical tools. We will present them with a complete 
description of each tool and in front of each one will 
be a part that was made by that or similar tool to 
show what it produced. 
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BOOK REVIEW 

WATCH AND CLOCKMAKERS HANDBOOK, DICTJON
ARY AND GUIDE by F.J. Britten. 5l6x8%", hard covers, 
499 pages, hundreds of good b/w drawings and engravings. 
Pub. by Antique Collectors' Club @ $29.50. 

F.J. Britten was probably the most informative authority of 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The subject of this 
book ran into fifteen editions between 1881 and 1955 . This 
eleventh edition was first published in 1915, and again in 
1976. This is a reprint of that latter printing. 

F .J. Britten died in April of 1913. Subsequent edi
tions to this eleventh do not differ materially. During its time, 
it was considered the encyclopedic bible for both the prac
ticing as well as the academic horologist. 

The book is organized as an instructive horological 
dictionary. Each heading has its English, French, and German 
equivalent. Acceleration, a phenomenon with newly sprung 
chronometers, is the first heading and is treated to a page 
and a half of explanations. 

There are hundreds of excellent line drawings or en
gravings of tools, equipment, astronomical trains, dial details, 
and various types of balances. Also, there are numerous tables 
of hairspring types of all kinds, adjusting hints and graphs, 
balance scales, pendulum tables, formulas and gauges, all ex
plained in detail. Case repairs and the tools required, calendar 
systems used in watches and clocks, and perpetual calendar 
systems are included. Virtually every horological term found 
in this profession used up to its publication date can be found 
here, and they are explained and illustrated professionally. 

Escapements of many kinds are laid out geomet
rically with the author's comments. Gearing, rations, dial 
and train wheel counts, pivot polishing, pendulum systems, 
and master-slave clock systems are shown and explained. Fine 
engravings of lathes, milling machines, pivot-polishing devices, 
wheel cutters and how to make them, are within these pages. 

St riking and chiming systems, the tourbillon, kar
rusel, moon trains, and the layout of the Great Clock at the 
Houses of Parliament" are shown in a full-page engraving. 
Numerous tables of wire sizes, gauges, dial and clock trains, 
pendulum lengths, comparative weights of various metals 
and their properties, thermoelectric trans-positions, areas 
of circles, square roots, differences of time from Greenwich 
to principal cities around the world, equations of time, and a 
separate dictionary of English, French, and German terms are 
provided, as is a fine general index. 

Henry B. Fried 

WATCHES 1850-1980 by M. Cutmore. Hard covers 7l6x9W', 
239 pages, 151 plates, 17 line drawings. Pub. 1989 by David 
& Charles@ $65.00. 

This is an interesting and important book because it covers 
watchmaking history from an original and fact-finding point 
of view. This is a history of the machine-made watch produced 
in Europe, Great Britain, and America, as well as Japan and 
Asia. Reading through this volume with its numerous fine 
photographs one will see watches and movements, especially 
the English product, which appears to have been influenced 
by-or in turn, influenced-American watch production. 
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The book chronicles the advent of the machine-made 
watch in the various manufacturing countries. It discusses the 
rise and fall of the American horological industry, the collapse 
of the English manufacturing attempts, and the Swiss as
cendency and decline while the Far East's productive efforts 
prospered. 

An opening chapter by the author recalls the de
velopments of the watch before 1850, starting his account 
approximately in the early sixteenth century. 

By 1850, the lever escapement, an English invention, 
had reached a fair plateau of development. The Swiss and 
English used it, although the English still coupled it with the 
chain and fusee. Furthermore, by this time the complete 
watch was no longer the product of a single person but rather 
by a number of specialists. One made plates and bridges or 
main plates. Another made wheels and pinions; still others 
were specialists in making dials, hands, cases, chains, and did 
gilding. Engravers also were employed as decorators or those 
who placed the assembler or adjuster's name on the completed 
product. Not mentioned but certainly among the most skilled 
were the escapement makers and fitters. Thus, Cutmore re
minds us that such a practice was already in full force for at 
least two hundred years prior to the beginning title of this 
book. Plate 1 in this book is of an English verge "ebauche-,, 
or rough movement with uncut fusee and coarse crown (es
cape) wheel. 

By the 1750s, the industry was divided into parts. 
Rough movements made in Prescott and Lancashire were avail
able to watchmakers in Liverpool, Coventry, Birmingham, 
and London. Similar operations and Swiss-type ebauches were 
available in Fontainemelon and Beaucourt. It should be im
pressed on the reader that these parts still had to be custom
fitted, each to each other to make the whole watch operative . 

This book tells of the important methods, equip
ment, and systems used to sell watches. Salesmen also sold 
tools, equipment, and spare parts to watchmakers. These sales
men were also sources of trade news, new trade tricks, and, of 
course, gossip. 

Cutmore includes the effects of political upheavals in 
various countries upon the development of the industry. In 
another book, Lantern Clocks, the effects of various plagues 
on the clock history also was discussed. Through the years, 
this too must have had a decided effect of watchmakers as 
well as hastening migration from one country to another, 
bringing craftsmen to areas which were comparatively plague
free. 

Japy's production of raw movements is quite impres
sive, even when compared to modern times. By 1805 this 
manufacturer produced 100,000 pieces a year. 

Ingold's entry into the machine-made parts market, 
an attempt to introduce his precision watch parts manufac
turing devices, was without success-despite the superiority 
of his machines. This, it could be said, accelerated the end of 
England's supremacy as a producer of fine watches. 

The more successful efforts ·of Leschot are recounted 
here but this time accepted in his native Switzerland, while 
Luther Goddard's more traditional methods in America were 
used to produce over 500 watches using mainly imported 
parts. Cutmore recalls that it was the Pitkin brothers in Ameri
ca who actually first produced watches with specialized ma
chinery making interchangeable parts in its ill-fated, short 



manufacturing career. 
A chapter entitled "Developments in America" is 

a 17-page account of the early Nashua, Wm. Ellery, Howard 
and Waltham, Elgin, Tremont, Columbus and Peoria ven-
tu res. 

Other chapters cover further causes for the decline 
of England's supremacy. Many fine photos of English-made 
watch movements are pictured. Swiss contemporary activities 
are fairly reported together with photos of their products 
which include the revolutionary Roskopf ebauches. The high 
quality Swiss watches made by Agassiz, Longines, and Omega 
are also included-some, it is reported, using American hor
ological equipment. 

Swiss cheaply-made watches such as the "Enigma" 
(Tavannes) are also shown. The author considers the modern 
watch to have evolved around 1880. This date marks a point 
when the watch factory machines were capable of producing 
fairly accurate pieces from the chucks, stampings, turnings, 
and threads. Various types of watches came from these ma
chines. Among some advances were English and Swiss lever 
watches, and pin lever and duplex escapemented watches. 
Advances had produced balances, the karrusel, and observa
tory testing. Complicated watches and the heart cam which 
allowed a sweep seconds hand to return to zero and create 
the true chronograph were already there. Case metals, dial 
making, and printing and engraving devices with jeweling 
machines also appeared on the scene. 

A 52-page chapter on English watchmaking is most 
informative and gives due credit to Aaron B. Dennison, the 
Maine-trained father of American watchmaking who finally 
settled in England to establish the Dennison watch case busi
ness, which operated successfully until rather recent times. 

Various English-made movements are shown in ex
cellent photographs. Products by Ehrhardt, Rotherham, 
Nielson, Guye, and others are shown. However, there is a 
photo which the book reads : "Split plate negative setting 
Ehrhardt, marked 16 size 1911, Handsworth. The move
ment has a Swiss escape wheel. It looks American and some 
may have been for export." This is a 16 size Waltham made 
for export, most often bearing the name "Home Watch Co." 

Prescott and Lancashire watches are shown and their 
histories recorded. There are tables of chronological develop
ments of some factories and attempts to manufacture an In
gersoll type of calibre. Some examples are shown. 

The chapters covering Swiss watches are good with 
more emphasis given to the more modest-priced calibres, al
though some high-grade Agassiz, Omega, and Longines are 
included. Many of the cheaper Swiss are strange to those on 
this side of the Atlantic. Six-movement styles pictured as not 
having been identified show one-popular in the U.S. about 50 
years ago-as a 6~ lignes Peseux. Although it had a center 
pinion, the pinion had no center wheel but another train 
wheel; one of four was driven as well by the barrel. 

Cutmore's account of the American watchmaking 
starts with American attempts to produce a cheap watch, and 
thus he mentions the Benedict & Burnham, Daniel A.A. Buck, 
and the Waterbury Rotary with later Ingersoll products. 
Quality U.S. watches certainly are not overlooked, with ex
amples of Hamilton, Rockford, IL, and Waltham represented, 
among others. 

The chapter "Watchmaking in Other Countries" in
cludes the early hon:ilogical histories of France, Germany, 
and even Russia (which country horological historians seemed 
to have ignored or could not obtain authentic background 
facts). In the Russian story, the Ansonia, Dueber-Hampden 

post-WWI ventures are told in a welcomed report of what took 
place between 1930 and the present. Early Japanese watches 
are pictured, mainly from the Seiko plants. The Japanese 
beginnings give due credit to the American influence in the 
early 20th century. Hong Kong, China, and Eastern Europe's 
horological products are briefly mentioned. 

A chapter on "Manufacturing Principles" shows 
some 19th century American lathes and automatic machinery. 
Swiss screw cutting lathes are pictured with good accompany
ing texts. Modern multi-headed milling machines are shown 
as well, alongside photos of old Swiss assembly and manufac
turing stations. 

A good bibliography is given except that the only 
American book, American Watchmaking by Harrold, is listed. 
There are five pages of references which allude to smaller type 
numbers in the text. These are worthwhile. Of the many 
names the author acknowledges as being helpful, only one 
American is mentioned-again, Mr. Harrold. 

In this entire book is a serious and important effort, 
and it adds much to the current store of horological facts 
and history. 

AWI 
MATERIAL SEARCH NETWORK 

Henry B. Fried 

'UCill 

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is designed to work in 
conjunction with the AWi Movement Bank. (Details are on 
page 4 of the October 1989 issue.) If you can supply 
any of the items listed here, please send details to the 
Material Search Network- DO NOT SEND THE ITEMS. 
Members requesting these items will be advised of their 
availability and will contact you direct. 

AWi Material Search Network Needs 
As of December 13, 1989: 

Item 3A: A complete movement for Elgin calibre 965 
(AS1748)-auto/date/ss hand. 

Item 3C: Gruen UUT (Ultra Ultra Thin) balance wheel 
and staff. Identified in Gruen parts catalog 
as part #5412. 

ltem .4C: Proper replacement spring for Seth Thomas 
Sonora Chime movement. The spring has a hole 
end and measures 1" x .56 mm x 120". 

Item 1 D: Swiss mechanical movement 5% x BY, ligne, 
17 mm round dial if available to fit. Prefer one 
of the following movements but will accept 
any others of this size: Unitas basic calibre 
520 or Peseux basic calibre 100. A good used 
movement that can be serviced will be welcome 
if a new one is not available. 

IF YOU CAN SUPPLY ANY OF THESE ITEMS, PLEASE 
CONTACT: Material Search Network, AW/ Central, P.O. 
Box 11011, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211. 
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Paul 0. Wadsworth 

January 1990 

I hope that everyone had a great Holiday Season. With 
the rush over now, things should settle down to an 
even pace so that we can plan that trip to Cincinnati 

in five months. Yes, just five months from now we'll be 
starting out for one more AWi annual meeting. I just received 
a letter that the dates of the meeting might be changed to 
June 29, 30, and July 1st, 1990. This will change my plans and 
allow us to go to the NAWCC annual meeting in New Orleans 
the following week. As I've said before, we try to plan some 
side trips each year along with the trip to AWi's annual meet
ing. New Orleans sounds like a great place to visit. Too bad 
we don't have more time ... we could take a raft from Cincin
nati down the river just like Huck Finn did many years ago. 

Our state association had a board meeting a couple of 
weeks ago, and one of the members mentioned that he had 
been in the area of Cincinnati and dropped in to the office 
for a visit. He reports that all were busy working but they 
found time to discuss an idea about membership. It was sug
gested that perhaps AWi should require all members of the af
filiated chapters to be members of AWL In order" to belong to 
the local guild, one would first need to belong to AWI, then 
join the local guild. This is how some other organizations have 
operated, and they seem to have had a very good response to 
this mode of operation. What do you think? Would this in
crease the membership of the guilds, or A WI, or both/neither? 
Let's hear from some of the people out there that have had ex
perience with membership campaigns. This might be a good 
proposal for the annual meeting. 
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This is the time to be starting to formulate your 
recommendations for the annual meeting. Every year I ask the 
members of our state what they want me to bring to the AWI 
board meeting. And every year I get the same response-no 
answers. Could it be that the AWI board and office are so very 
responsive to every detail and question asked of them that no 
one can think of anything that should be changed? Let's all 
pose this question to our memberships and find out what they 
want done differently. This way you can bring ideas from the 
members and at least be able to do your job as representative 
for the wishes of the members. 

By the time that you read this, the board will have 
met for their mid-year update and should be well on their way 
to finalizing the plans for the big 30th annual meeting in June. 
It sure would be nice to have a representative there from each 
of the 38 affiliated chapters. How about a letter from anyone 
that can't make it? That way, at least we could appoint a 
proxy to read the response to the questionnaire and letter, and 
we could have full representation at least in thought and ideas. 

The letters have been few and far between this 
month. Actually, they have been so far between that I must 
have missed out on any that went by. Perhaps I was looking 
the other way or maybe even dozed off. I would assume that 
the henscratching I have been sending i.n must be what you 
want to see, or perhaps it boils down to the fact that watch
makers don't read anyway. So far on the list of museums I 
have a total of four. I sure could use some more input on them 
if we are to compose a list that could be used for trips, etc. 



Assoc1ATION NEWS 

ARIZONA 
The Arizona Clockmakers & Watchmakers Guild held a dinner 
meeting on November 21, 1989. Guests Jim Lindon and Bob 
Ivan were introduced as potential members. Also welcomed 
was Alice Anderson, a guest. 

Members were advised of the Introduction to the 
Watchmakers Lathe bench course to be held in Phoenix 
on September 15-16, 1990. Reservations were made for eight 
members from Arizona which fills the course capacity. 

The program was a presentation by Dr. Joseph G. 
Baier on "Shop and Tools of Horology." Dr. Baier showed 
slides and gave explanations of the "preacher" used for lo
cating pivot holes, modified pliers for various special jobs, 
use of the rolling mill for duplicating old-style pendulum 
rods, and suspension springs. Also covered were the use of 
index plates for gear cutting and lantern pinion repair and 
manufacture, use of the drill press for rebushing, and using 
the lathe and centering drills for repivoting. Dr. Baier also 
showed before and after slide photos of a Seth Thomas wooden 
works which he had restored for the AWi Museum. He also 
showed views of the two Packard watches which he restored 
for AWi. These watches were recently sold by AWi with the 
proceeds being used for the AWi Perpetuation Fund. 

MARYLAND 
The Horological Association of Maryland held their regular 
membership meeting on October 16, 1989. There were 29 
members in attendance with two guests from Watch & Case
makers, Ltd., of Highland Park, NJ. 

Jerry Kincaid reported on the October 15th ESA 255 
Quartz Watch Repair Seminar held in Ellicott City. Dan Fen
wick of the Swiss Watch Technical Center Lancaster PA 
conducted the hands-on workshop. They w~rked mainly o~ 
the special features-calendar, moonphase, day-date, and other 
dial combinations. 

Philip Poniz of Watch and Casemakers, Ltd. was 
guest speaker. He told what services his company offered to 
the watchmaker and a short history of his company. Now 
added to the casemaking, part making, and servicing, the 
company now offers hairspring vibrating. They will make parts 
for any watch. Mr. Poniz demonstrated the hairspring vibrating 
techniques used in his shop. He is developing newer and more 
scientific methods in the vibrating field. 

MINNESOTA 
On October 7 and 8, 1989, the Minnesota Watch & Clock
makers Association, in conjunction with AWi, held two 
seminars at the Western Inn at Owatonna, MN. The first of 
these was a two-day seminar on the Repair of the Atmos Clock 
by Gerald Jaeger. Those attending said it was very good and 
totally complete. For _any person considering repairing the 
Atmos clock, this course is a must. The Atmos course takes 
two days to complete because of the complexity of the clock. 
Without the proper tools and knowledge, it can be very 
difficult to repair. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

The Horological Association of Virginia 
and 

The Virginia Jewelers Association 
Annual Convenion 

April 6-8, 1990 
Embassey Suites - Richmond, VA 

Missouri Jewelers & Watchmakers Association 
Annual Convention 
April 27-29. 1990 

Holiday Inn - Lake Ozark, MO 

Arizona Gockmakers & Watchmakers Guild 
Annual Convention 
May 19-20, 1990 

Scottsdale, AZ 

Kansas Jewelers Association Annual Convention 
June 1-3, 1990 

Holiday Inn - Olathe, KS 

North Carolina Watchmakers Association 
Annual Convention 

June 1-3, 1990 
Holiday Inn North - Raleigh, NC 

Nebraska & South Dakota Jewelers Association 
85th Annual Convention 

August 17-19, 1990 
Kearney Ramada Inn - Kearney, NE 

The second seminar was Retrofitting and Casing by 
James Broughton. He introduced the latest products available 
for retrofitting and demonstrated many helpful procedures 
and shortcuts. He also touched base on coil repair, trouble
shooting of coils, and circuit boards. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
On September 10, 1989, the Triangle Guild of the North 
Carolina Watchmakers Association held their annual family 
fish fry with 50 persons attending. Several members from the 
Cape Fear and Coastal Plains Guilds were also present. 

The Coastal Plains Guild met on October 8, 1989. 
After the business portion of the meeting the topic was 
irradiated stones. An article was distributed and each person 
gave his experience or knowledge of irradiated stones. It 
was a very creative meeting. 

The North Carolina Watchmakers Association will 
hold their annual convention on June 1, 2 and 3, 1990 at 
the Holiday Inn North in Raleigh, NC. For more information 
contact Alice Carpenter at (919) 823-2944. 
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News in the Trade 

KASSOV OFFERS MIRROR 
GLASS BUILDUPS 
Tasteful and appealing high fash
ion building block displayers from 
Kassay allow the retailer to create 
exciting jewelry presentations. 
Mirror glass, on tops and sides, 
add drama and dimension to show
ing bracelets, rings, chains, pearls, 
etc., and are perfect for windows 
and showcases. Pieces can be 
purchased separately, but the 
full set maximizes the effect and 
builds traffic-stoppers. Prices 
range from $6.55 to $12.65 each; 
code numbers are D IS605 through 
DIS615. 

For more information con
tact: Kassay, 16 Midland Ave., 
Hicksville, NY 11801; (800) 4-
KASSOV; in NV state call (516) 
942-0560. 

NEW OAK SCHOOLHOUSE 
CLOCK FROM SEIKO 
Seiko has designed its newest 
schoolhouse favorite in a solid 
oak case finished in dark stain. It 
offers a cream dial with Roman 
numerals and a Westminster Whit
tington quarterly hour chime and 
hourly strike. A volume con-
trol and night-time silencer is also 
offered. Dimensions are: 21" x 
13" x 4". 

SEIKO DIAMOND 
COLLECTION SPARKLES 
Seiko's elegant new diamond case 
bracelets add sparkle with their 
gleaming goldtone brick links. 
A classic oval dial, in gilt or 
black, is complemented by gilt 
stick hour markers. A cabochon 
crown provides the final elegant 
touch. 

For more information, 
contact Seiko's nationwide 
sales force. 

DIVERSIFIED TIME 
FROM BULOVA 
Bulova recently introduced this 
multi-functional quartz watch 
crafted of all goldtone stainless 
steel. Its bright and polished case 
accents continue onto the gold-

Kassay 

Seiko 

tone stainless steel line bracelet. 
Black Roman numerals 

and hands highlight a white sun/ 
moon dial with three circular sub
dials which provide dual time, 
day of week, and calendar date 
functions. Additional features 
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include water resistancey to 
3 ATM, and a scratch-resistant 
Dura-Crystal®. The model shown 
is 92D54, and it has a suggested 
retail price of $195.00. 

Contact: Bulova Corp., 
One Bulova Ave., Woodside, NV 
11377; (718) 204-3300. 

Bulova 

JANUARY DEADLINES SET 
FOR TWO GIA SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Gemological Institute of 
America (GIA) is accepting ap
plications for the Ray Glynn 
Memorial Scholarship through 
January 30, 1990 and for the Ar
thur F. Gleim, Jr. Scholarship 
through January 31, 1990. 

The Glynn Scholarship 
must be used towards either the 
Diamonds, Colored Stones, or 
Gem Identification home study 
courses. It is available only to 
legal residents of Alaska, Idaho, 
Oregon, Montana, and Washing
ton. Applicants must have re
sided in one of the above states 
for at least the past year. 

To be eligible for the 
Gleim Scholarship, applicants 
must be U.S. citizens or legal 
residents, and must have reached 
their 17th birthday. The scholar
ship must be used toward one of 
the following GIA home study 
courses: Diamonds, Colored 
Stones, Gem Identification, 
Jewelry Design, Jewelry Sales, or 
Jewelry Display. 

All scholarship applications 
should be accompanied by a 
letter of recommendation from a 
jeweler, preferably typed on his 
or her letterhead. Applicants 
who are new to the jewelry in
dustry may submit letters of rec
ommendation from teachers, 
college professors, or previous 
employers. 

To obtain an application, 
write to GIA at 1660 Stewart 
St., Santa Monica, CA 90404, 
Attention: Financial Aid. 

BULOVA PROMOTES 
JAMES CHAN 
MERCHANDISING DIRECTOR 
James K. Chan has been promoted 
to Director, Merchandising and 
Product Development for Bulova 
Corp., it was announced recent
ly by David Winkler, Vice Presi
dent, Merchandising. 

Chan, who is well known 
in the international watch in
dustry, joined Bulova in 1986 
as Manager of Bulova Internation
al in Hong Kong. In 1987, he was 
transferred to Bulova corporate 
headquarters, Woodside, NV, and 
promoted to Merchandising 
Manager. Mr. Chan will oversee 
Bulova product line planning, 
development, and the sourcing 
of product. Prior to Bulova, he 
served as Sales Manager, Pros
perity Watch Company, Hong 
Kong. 



Classified Ads 

REGULATIONS AND RATES 

Ads are payable in advance $.50 per word, $.60 per word in bold type. Ads 
are not commissionable or discountable. The publisher reserves the right to 
edit all copy. Price lists of services will not be accepted. Confidential ads 
are $4.00 additional for postage and handling. The first of the month is 
issue date. Copy must be received 30 days in advance (e.g. January issue 
closed for copy on December 1st). 

HOROLOGICAL TIMES, P.O. Box 11011, Cincinnati, OH 45211 
(513) 661-3838 

Tradesman 

TRADE WATCH REPAIR: Experienced_ Qual
ity work on Mechanical, Quartz, Accutron, 
Pocket Watches. Telephone estimates N/C. 
Warranty on all repairs. Denise Jewelry, ~6-10 
Grand Ave., Maspeth, NY 11378; Tel. (718) 
672-2890, Attn. Camilo Torres. 

HERSCHEDE 
Factory parts and service. Refurbishing of 
movements, dials, and weights. 541 Goethe 
Ave., St. Louis, MO 63122; (314) 821-0129. 
Visa & M/C $15.00 minimum. 

POCKET WATCH CASE REPAIR - Bezels, 
hinges, springs, dents, etc. HARRY MAZAR, 
Tick-Tock Specialties, 308 N. McLeansboro St., 
Benton, IL 62812; phone (618) 439-6995. 

AIRCRAFT CLOCK SPECIALIST. Buy, Sell, 
Repair. R.T. King, CMW, 1515 Sales Yard 
Road, Emmett, Idaho 83617. 

A PLEASANT SURPRISE WILL SURF ACE 
WHEN YOU DO BUSINESS WITH US_ We 
take professional care of you so that you can 
take professional care of your clients. As 
watchmakers we service high-grade timepieces 
that range from pocket watches to modern day 
quartz watches. Phone 1-800-442-3624. Bob 
Ridley, Watchmaker, 2214 Michigan St., Suite 
G, Arlington, TX 76013. 

PRECISION TIME-TECH 
Sl'rvicc ;rnd rcslora1io11 of Kole:\. Pi:.JgL·t. P:Hek Philippe. 
Vadu:rtrn-Con,.;tantin. Antique pocket \\alchL•sa spL•dalty. 
Sv. iss-trainctl master \\all . .:hmakcr. Roll·., cerlifil•LI. Custom 
part manufacture. E\.petlicr1t service am.I profcssion;il 
4uality. All \\ork fully guaranteed. 

PRECISION TIME-TECH 
850 Old Countv Rd .. Belmont, CA 94002 

(415) 595-9334 

CLOCK WHEEL AND 
PINION CUTTING 

Fast service - Write for free Brochure 
and price list. Fendleys, 2535 Himes 
St., Irving, TX 75060. (214) 986-7698 

DIAL REFINISHING co_ FAST SERVICE, 
FINEST QUALITY, quantity works welcome. 
Specialize on changing dial feet positions to 
fit the quartz movement. Send your works to: 
KIRK DIAL OF SEATTLE, 4th & Pike Bldg., 
Suite 625, Seattle, WA 98101; (206) 623-2452. 

CLOCK and MUSIC BOX parts, mainsprings, 
material and tools. Custom made to order or 
repair of gears, pinions and parts. Catalog 
$2.00. TANI ENGINEERING, Box 338, 
Atwater, OH 44201; (216) 947-2268. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICE 
WE ARE FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE FOR: 

* VIBROGRAF/PORTESCAP 
* TICK-0-PRINT/L&R 

WE £ERVICE ALL MAKES OF ULTRASONICS AND OTHER 
WATCH-RATE RECORDERS AND EQUIPMENT 

JACK PHILLIPS e ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT SERVICE 
24 LA GOMA AVENUE MILL VALLEY. CA 94941 
FOR INFORMATION CALL: (415) 381-1338 

CUSTOM BALANCE STAFFS cut and fitted. 
Since 1922. James Bourne, CMW, P.O. Box 
215, Ladysmith, WI 54848. Phone (715) 
532-3166. 

CLOCKS: gearcutting, retoothing, repivoting, 
rebushing, jeweling. REPAIRING: timers, air
craft closks, antique clocks, pocket watches. 
Send sample for estimate. NIEGELS HOROL
OGY, Roy Niegel, CMC, CMW, 101 E. St. Joe 
Drive, Spirit Lake, ID 83869. SASE or call 
(208) 623-4330. 

CUTTERS cycloidal for clock wheels and 
pinions. Module 0.2 to 1.0. Constant profile 
producing traditional square bottomed teeth, 
104 sizes. Escape cutters: recoil (set of seven 
sizes), dead beat (set of four sizes). Ratchets 
60° and 70°. All cutters made in 8% cobalt 
M42 High Speed Steel and heat treated under 
vacuum. Also cutter grinding wheels, Grit and 
CBN. Send for Information Sheet, prices and 
order forms to: P.P. Thornton (Successors), 
Ltd., Horological Cutter Makers, The Old Bake
house, Upper Tysoe, Warwickshire, CV35 OTR, 
England. 

NEW SWISS QUARTZ MOVEMENTS CUSTOM 
FITTED to Diamond, Gold, Antique, Senti
mental Watches and Pocket-all sizes. Rolex, 
Omega, Longines, Lecoultre, Girard Perregaux, 
Bulova, Elgin, Gruen, Accutron, Hamilton, 
Movado. Service and Quartz Conversion. 
ALFONSO ZAMORA, 280 Presidio Place, 
Buffalo, New York 14221; (716) 633-6138. 

QUALITY WATCH CRYSTAL FITTING_ Fast 
service. Expert Crystal Fitting. New & Old 
Styles. KIRK CRYSTAL CO., 4th & Pike Bldg., 
Suite 823, Seattle, WA 98101; (206) 622-7639. 

QUALITY TRADE ACCOUNTS WANTED. 
Full service on Automatics, Quartz, Rolex 
and all fine timepieces. All work guaranteed. 
Send for price list and warranty. Quality Watch 
Repair, P.O. Box 670932, Marietta, GA 30066. 

Watch wheel cutting. repivoting and staffing. 

WE CAN MAKE ANY PART 
WE CAN RESTORE ANY WATCH 

Free estimates, references on request. 
expedient services ar;e provided . SASE tor brochure. 

WATCH & CASEMAKERS, LTD_ 
140 N 7th Ave. , P.O. Box 1314 

Highland Park, N .J . 08904 
Tel . 2011 937-5611 
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Classified Ads 

Tradesman 

TIMING MACHINES - NEW and REFUR
BISHED. Quality Service and Repair. DON 
HOLDEN, Box 56, Penna. Furnace, PA 16865. 
Call (814) 692-2285. 

CUSTOM CLOCK AND WATCH PARTS 
MADE. Gears, pinions, balance staffs, barrels, 
etc. Quality watch restoration done on antique 
and high-grade watches. Fast turnaround time. 
All work guaranteed. KIM'S WATCH REPAIR, 
2633 N. Decatur Road, Decatur, GA 30033. 
Over 46 years experience in watch and clock 
repair field. Member AWi & NAWCC. 

For Sale 

POCKET WATCH GLASS CRYSTALS 
Most sizes and types available. For prices 
and order blank, phone (201) 912-0038 or 
write: The Crystal Box, Box 682, Short Hills, 
NJ 07078 . 

WATCH-CLOCK JEWELRY repair for trade 
and retail + gift shop. Modern equipment, 
large classified inventory of current parts. 
Excellent c!ientele, great potential for growth. 
800 sq . feet space on commercial lane, good 
lease, low rent. Booming Pacific Northwest. 
Low down. Send replies to: Box FS-111, 
Horological Times, 3700 Harrison Ave., P.O. 
Box llOll , Cincinnati, OH 452ll. 

WATCHMAKER'S TOOLS, PARTS, 
ETC. 38 years in business. Too nu
merous to mention. Ideal for trade 
shop expansion or beginner. For 
information call 1-504-882-3176, Bill. 

BE ALL THE CLOCKMAKER YOU CAN BE! 
Thornton Cutters in stock. KEN LAW CMC 
H.C. 30, Box 825, Prescott, Arizona 86301. ' 

CUCKOO CLOCK AND BIRD 
CAGE BELLOWS MATERIAL 

Save time, money, and work re-covering 
bellows. Easier than replacing. Far infor· 
mation, send business-size S.A.S.E. to: 

JANDi GOGGIN 
Box 175H, Huntington, NY 11743-0175 
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MINI QUARTZ MOVEMENTS. Guaranteed 
lowest prices --as low as $2.30. 2-yr. guarantee. 
Large selection of hands and numerals. Free 
delivery. SASE or call (704) 333-0221. Hall 
Clock Shop, 1512 Central Ave., Charlotte, 
NC 28205. 

ANTIQUE WATCHMAKERS BENCH, solid 
oak, 13 drawers, secret lock , catch tray. (714) 
522-6785 or 5796 Equador Way, Buena Park, 
CA 90620. 

..--------"· dlle·--------
'UtSed 1/Jatclt m"ve111e11u 

2 Florida Way Lonaconing, MD 21539 

Mr. Watchmaker - If you have a prob· 
lem finding parts for older watches, 
badly rusted or damaged beyond repair, 
we may be able to help you. We have 
lots of movements for parts at reason
able prices. Some suitable for replace
ment. If not satisfactory you may re-
turn. 

Phone (301)463-6595 

GREENHILL CLOCK SERVICE 
941-D Broadway, El Cajon, CA 92021 

PARTS AND SERVICE HEADQUARTERS 
FOR SCHATZ, KUNDO, KOMA, KERN, 
HALLER, HERMLE, NISSHINDO. MECHAN
ICAL - QUARTZ - ELECTRONIC - CIRCUIT 
BOARDS - MAINSPRINGS - SUSPENSION 
SPRINGS and MOVEMENTS, ETC. 

Suppliers for mechanical watch 
parts. Hard-to-get GLASS crystals 
for hunting and open face pocket 
watches. Same day service . 

Nationwide Watts 1-800-777-8962 

THE BUTTNER COMP ANY, INC. 
Karl Buttner, CMW 

2512 San Mateo Place NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 

"A watchmaker for til e watchmakers" 

CLOCK TIMER. Regulate your clocks elec
tronically with the new CTI Clock Timer. 
Can be used on almost any clock with mechani
cal escapement. Pendulum clocks large and 
small, lever or cylinder escapements, anniver
sary clocks, etc. For information write : Can 
Tho Instruments, P.O. Box 640, Tracy, CA 
95378. 

Books 

AMERICAN REPRINTS CO. 

***REVIEWED BOOKS*** 
WATCHES 1850-1980 by M. Cutmore. 
See page 52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $65.00 
WATCH AND CLOCKMAKERS HAND
BOOK, DICTIONARY AND GUIDE by 
F.J. Britten. See page 52 ....... $29.50 

NEW!!NEW!! 
THE CLASSIC WATCHES by M. Balfour. 
9112' x 13", 191 pages, lots of color photos 
and wristwatch information . . . . . $29.95 
CRISS POCKET WATCH PRICE GUIDE. 
7th Edition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11.95 

SCANLON/AMERICAN REPRINTS CO. 
P.O. Box 379 Modesto, CA 95353 

(209) 667-2906 

Help Wanted 

We are looking for a very experienced watch
maker. The ideal candidate must be proficient 
in mechanical and quartz watch repair. Mini
mum $40,000/year. Mr. Miller, Mr. Stein 
(213) 454-3612. 

Excellent managerial position available for 
person familiar with watch parts distribution. 
Background in watch material or watchmaking 
essential. Good mathematical skills a plus. 
Replies will be held in confidence. Box HW-190, 
Horological Times, 3700 Harrison Ave., P.O. 
Box 11011, Cincinnati, OH 45211. 

WATCHMAKER/CLOCKMAKER-Busy South 
Florida clock store. Send resume and address 
inquiries to: Carl Jackson, 1210 N.E. 163rd St., 
N. Miami Beach, FL 33162. 

WATCHMAKER: Unique Newport Beach, CA 
fine jewelry salon has opening for a full time 
watchmaker. Must be able to work on Rolex, 
Patek, Audemars, as well as minute repeaters 
and complicated watches. Inquire for manager 
(714) 644-8325. 



Schools 

JOSEPH BULOVA SCHOOL 
40-24 62nd St. Woodside, NY 11377 

Phone (718) 424-2929 

Quality Instruction Since 1945 6 
• WATCHMAKING 

(17 months) 
• WATCH REPAIR 

(9 and 13 months) 
• JEWELRY REPAIR 
• BASIC ELECTRONICS 

Ideal Housing, Dining, Recreation 
NATTS approved, BEOG available 

Wanted To Buy 

SCRAP WANTED 
• Gold - up to 97% of market 
• Watch Batteries - call for quote 
• Plated Watchbands - $12.00/lb. 
•Gold Filled Bands - $27.00/lb. 
• Gold Filled Watch Cases, etc. - $5.50/oz. 
·Also: • Optical Frames 

• 10k, 14k, 18k Jewelry 
• Bench Sweeps 
• Filters, Buffing Waste 
• Bench Dust 

POSTAGE AND UPS REIMBURSED 
Call 1-800-426-2344 

In Connecticut (203) 372-0481 

SPECIAL TY METALS 
REFINING COMPANY 

10 Bay Street 
Westport, CT 06880 

WANTED: Unusual American pocket watches/ 
movements. I buy entire collections, estates, 
watchmakers' inventories. Over 25 years 
experience of honest and reliable confidential 
transactions. JON HANSON, Box 5499, Beverly 
Hills, California 90210; (213) 826-7778. 

ATTENTION WATCHMAKERS! We need 
your old watches. Absolute highest prices paid 
for unusual Pateks, Vacherons, Audernar, 
Rolex chronographs, Le Coultre, Illinois, 
Hamiltons, Ernest Borel, curvex, comic char
acter, and anything unusual. Jewelers' Row 
Money Loan, 111 S. 8th St., Philadelphia, 
PA 19106; 1-800-LOANS-88. 

WANTED 

Watchmaker's Tools 
Casting Equipment 

Jewelry Store Inventory 
Gold Filled Scrap 

Bench, timer, lathe, engraver, cleaning 
machine, hand tools, material and 
crystal systems, buffer, ring sizer, 
vulcanizer. New unsold mechanical 
and old broken or unclaimed wrist and 
pocket watches and clocks, neon 
clocks. Gold settings, diamond rings, 
G.F. jewelry, etc. Watch bands, G.F. 
cases, and optical frames. 

Call/Write for Schedules 
AVON METAL 
SERVICE LTD. 

P.O. Box 17484 - (414) 351-0933 
Milwaukee, WI 53217 

We pay 97% of market for karat gold scrap 
(any amount)! Also, buy filings, gold fill, 
sweeps, silver, platinum! Immediate 24-hour 
payment return mail! Ship insured/registered 
mail to: AMERICAN METALS COMPANY, 
253 King St., Dept. HT, Charleston, SC 29401. 
Established 1960. Phone (803) 722-2073. 

Unusual Pocket Watches & Wristwatches Wanted_ 
Especially Patek Philippe, Howard, Illinois, Wal
tham, Chronometers, Strikers, Moonphase, Tour
billons, Virgules, Kanusel, Musicals, Historical, and 
Solid Golds. Early American watches a specialty. 
Need not nm. Call TOLL FREE 1-800-231-BUNN 
or 913-383-2880. Maundy International, P.O. Box 
13028H, Overland Park, .Kansas 66212. 

Watches Wanted 

We desperately need for our retail 
customers fine watches by: 

Rolex, Patek Phillippe, Audemars Piguet, 
Vacheron & Constantin, Movado, Gubelin, etc. 

We are paying top prices for any high 
quality, unusual or complicated 

Wrist or Pocket Watches 

When You're Ready to Sell a Fine Watch 
Qill us Toll Free 1-800-842-8625 

In Texas 1-214-902-0664 

Always prompt immediate payment! 

Wingate's Quality Watches 
P.O. Box 59760 • Dallas, TX 75229-1760 

Your AWi membership card signifies that you 
are entitled to the many services offered by your 
association. However, we must have the correct 
information from your card to be able to serve 
you most efficiently. 

AMalCAN WArCHMAlllS bu mun 

This illustration points out the important, 
coded information on the right side of your 
membership card. Always use your AWi mem
bership number when corresponding or order
ing from AWi. 

1989 

Thia is tu Certify that 

.IOBH A. DOE 
000 SlllTH ST. 
JIOtBERE, OR 12:315 

~~ 
Membership 
Number 

Certification Type of 
Number CertifiC8tion 
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Dates to Remember 

JANUARY 1990 

14-AWI Southeast Regional Seminar; Orlando. 
FL.* 

20·21-Repair of the Atmos Clock Bench 
Course (AWi); Dallas, TX.* 

20-21-Advanced Quartz Watch Repair Bench 
Course (AWi); Tampa, FL.* 

21-lntroduction to Quartz Watch Repair 
Bench Course (AWi); Los Angeles, CA.* 

25-27-Advanced Clock Repair Bench Course 
(AWi); Ft. Lauderdale, FL.* 

27-Useful Techniques: Mechanical Watch 
Repair Bench Course (AWi); Mobile, 
AL.* 

FEBRUARY 1990 

9-13-lnhorgenta 90, Munich Trade Fair Cen
ter, Munich, Germany . For information 
contact: Gerald G. Kallman, President, 
Kallman Associates, Five Maple Court, 
Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4431; phone 
(201) 652-7070. 

10-Retrofitting & Casing Bench Course (AWi); 
Albuquerque, NM.* 

10-11-Advanced Quartz Watch Repair Bench 
Course (AWi); Pensacola, FL.* 

10-14-lntroduction to Clock Repair Bench 
Course (AWi); Riverside, CA.* 

11-Retrofitting & Casing Bench Course (AWi ); 
Phoenix, AZ.* 

17-18-Advanced Quartz Watch Repair Bench 
Course (AWi); Houston, TX.* 

17-18-Repai r of the Atmos Clock Bench 
Course (AWi); Pensacola, FL.* 

18-Useful Techniques: Mechanical Watch 
Repair Bench Course (AWi ); San Diego, 
CA.* 

24-25-Repair of the Atmos Clock Bench 
Course (AWi); Orlando, FL.* 

25-lntroduction to Quartz Watch Repair 
Bench Course (AWi); Jacksonville, FL.• 

28-1-Cuckoo Clock Repair Bench Course 
(AWi); Cincinnati, OH.* 

MARCH 1990 

3-4-Advanced Quartz Watch Repair Bench 
Course (AWi); Phoenix, AZ.* 

9-11-Advanced Clock Repair Bench Course 
(AWi); Atlanta, GA.* 

10-14-lntroduction to Clock Repair Bench 
Course (AWi) ; San Jose, CA.• 

11-Retrofitting & Casing Bench Course (AWi ); 
St. Louis, MO.* 
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18-AWI Southwest Regional Seminar; Los 
Angeles, CA.* 

18-Useful Techniques: Mechanical Watch 
Repair Bench Course (AWi); Oklahoma 
City, OK.* 

18-lntroduction to 
Bench Course 
AL.* 

Quartz Watch Repair 
(AWi); Montgomery, 

24-25-Repair of the Atmos Clock Bench 
Course (AWi); Greensboro, NC.* 

24-25- Advanced Quartz Watch Repair 
Bench Course (AWi); Albuquerque, 
NM.* 

31·1-Repair of the Atmos Clock Bench Course 
(AWi); Alexandria, VA.* 

31 ·1-Cuckoo Clock Repair Bench Course 
(AWi); Tucson, AZ.* 

APRIL 1990 

6-8-Horological Association of Virginia and 
the Virginia Jewelers Association Annual 
Convention; Embassey Suites; Rich
mond, VA. 

8-Retrofitting & Casing Bench Course (AWi); 
Philadelphia, PA.• 

20·22-Advanced Clock Repair Bench Course 
(AWi); Los Angeles, CA.* 

21-22-Wonderful World of Gems; Veterans 
Memorial, 300 W. Broad St ., Columbus, 
OH . Information: Robert Kell, 3848 
Norbrook Dr., Columbus, OH 43220; 
(614) 457-1838. 

22-Retrofitting & Casing Bench Course (AWi); 
Jasper, IN.* 

22-Useful Techniques: Mechanical Watch 
Repair Bench Course (AWi) ; San Fran· 
cisco, CA.* 

22-AWI North Central Regional Seminar; 
Omaha, NE.* 

27·29-Missouri Jewelers & Watchmakers Asso
ciation Annual Convention; Holiday Inn, 
Lake Ozark, MO. For more information 
contact Sharon Blair (913) 661-0084. 

29-lntroduction to Quartz Watch Repair 
Bench Course (AWi); Little Rock, AR.* 

MAY 1990 

3-4-Advanced Quartz Watch Repair Bench 
Course (AWi); Lancaster, PA.* 

3-4-Repair of the Atmos Clock Bench Course 
(AWi); Lancaster, PA.* 

5-6-Cuckoo Clock Repair Bench Course 
(AWi); San Francisco, CA.* 

*For more information on AWi Bench Courses 
contact AWi CENTRAL, 3700 Harrison Ave., 
P.O. Box 11011, Cincinnati, OH 45211. 
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BENCH COt/R~E~ 
AND REGIONAL SEMINARS 

The American Watchmakers Institute is sponsoring 
bench courses throughout 1990 covering the fol
lowing subjects: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Introduction to Quartz Watch Repair 
Advanced Quartz Watch Repair 
Retrofitting & Casing 
Introduction to Clock Repair 
Advanced Clock Repair 
Repair of the Atmos Clock 
Useful Techniques: Mechanical Watch Repair 
Introduction to the Watchmaker's Lathe 
Cuckoo Clock Repair 

Below is a listing of the seminars scheduled to be held 
during 1990 along with their locations. 

If you are interested in information regarding any 
of these courses, please write to: AWi BENCH 
COURSES, P .0. Box 11011, Cincinnati, OH 45211. 
The information will be sent to you as soon as it is 
available. 

I ,, 
~ 

1990 APRIL ; 

JANUARY 

7 Retrofitting and Casing .. . ... .... .. . San Diego, CA 
14 AWi Southeast Regional Seminar . . .. . . . Orlando , FL 
20·21 Repair of the Atmos Clock ..... .. . . . Dallas, T X 
20-21 Advanced Quartz Watch Repair ... •.. .. Tampa, FL 
21 Introduction to Quartz Watch Repa ir .. . . Los Angeles, CA 
25-27 Advanced Clock Repair . . ..... •. ... Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
27 Useful Techniques: 

Mechanical Watch Repair ... . Mobile, AL 

FEBRUARY 

10 Retrofitting & Casing ... . ...... . . .. Albuquerque, NM 
10-11 Advanced Quartz Watch Repair .. . . . ... Pensacola, FL 
10-14 Introduction to Clock Repair .. .. . .... Riverside, CA 
11 Retrofitting & Casing .. . . ..... . .... Phoenix, AZ 

17-18 
17-18 
18 

24-25 
25 
28-1 

MARCH 

Advanced Quartz Watch Repair .. . . .... Houston, TX 
Repair of t he Atmos Clock . .. . . ... . . Pensacola , FL 
Useful Techniques : 
Mechanical Watch Repair . .. . . . . .. .. Sa n Diego, CA 
Repair of the Atmos Cloc k . ... .. ... . Orlando, FL 
Introductio n to Quartz Watch Repair •. . . Jacksonville, FL 
Cuckoo Clock Repair . . . . .... .. ... . Cincinnati , OH 

3-4 Advanced Quartz Watch Repair . . . .. . . . Phoenix, AZ 
9-11 Advanced Clock Repair . .. ... . . .. . . Atlanta, GA 
10-14 Introduction to Clock Repair . . . . . . . . . San Jose, CA 
11 
18 
18 

18 
24-25 
24-25 
31-1 
31-1 

Retrofitting & Casing . . .. . . .. . . . . .. St. Louis, MO 
AWi Southwest Regional Seminar ..... . Los Angeles, CA 
Useful Techniques : 
Mechanical Watch Repair .. .. . . ... . . Oklahoma City , OK 
Introduct ion to Quartz Watch Repair .. . . Montgomery, AL 
Repair of the Atmos Clock . .. . . . •. . . Greensboro, l'IJC 
Advanced Quartz Watch Repair . . . . ...• Albuquerque, NM 
Repair of the Atmos Cloc k .... . ..• . . Alexandria, VA 
Cuckoo Clock Repair ... . . .. . ...• . . Tucson, AZ 

8 Retrofitting & Casing . .. . . . .. .. • . .. Philadelphia, PA 
20-22 Advanced Clock Repair ........ •. . . Los Angeles, CA 
22 Retrofitting & Casing . ... . .... . ... . Jasper, IN 
22 Useful Techniques : 

22 
29 

MAY 

3.4 
3.4 
5-6 
18-22 
20 

20 
20 

JUNE 

Mechanical Watch Repair . . .... . .... San Francisco, CA 
AWi North Central Regional Seminar . . . . Omaha, NE 
Introduction to Quartz Watch Repair . •.. Little Rock , AR 

Advanced Quartz Watch Repair ... . . .. . Lancaster, PA 
Repair of the Atmos Clock ... . .. ... . Lancaster, PA 
Cuckoo Clock Repair ..... . ... . . • . . San Francisco, CA 
Introduction to Clock Repair .... .. . . . Seattle, WA 
Useful Techniques : 
Mechanical Watch Repair . .. . . . . • .. . Detroit, Ml 
Introduction to Quartz Watch Repair . .. . Lincoln, NE 
Retrofitting & Casing ..... . ... . ... . Lafayette, IN 

1-3 Advanced Clock Repair .. . . . ...•.• . Kansas City, MO 
2·3 Repair of the Atmos Clock , .. . ..... . New York, NY 
10 Useful Techniques : 

Mechanical Watch Repair . . . ........ Nashville, TN 

JULY 

14-15 Repair of the Atmos Clock ... •. . .. . . Reno , NV 
15 Retrofitting & Casing .... . .. . . . . . . . Indianapolis, IN 
29 AWi Northeast Regional Seminar . .. ... . Toronto, Canada 

SEPTEMBER 

15-16 Introduction to the Watchmaker's Lath e . .. Phoeni x, AZ 
16 AWi South Central Regional Seminar ... . Dallas, TX 

OCTOBER 

21 AWi Northwest Regional Seminar ..... . Denver, CO 




